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SUPERMETALS, LASER WEAPONS AND COLD BOMBS-IN 1944??
Nazi technology extended far further than has generally been acknowledged, in fact to
almost unfathomable levels! Yet conventional historians have absolutely failed to
provide an adequate picture of the technology, science and weaponry of the Third
Reich. Was it government intervention, peer skepticism or just plain intellectual
laziness which caused these historians to stop digging?
Henry Stevens takes the story to the mat, providing a glimpse into German
research of those times relying mostly on the governments own reports. Some reports
were declassified just for this book! Stevens also uses direct Nazi sources, summarized
and translated in this book.
Now we know what spooked the Allies in the closing months of WWII and why they
were in such a panic to win quickly—they had assembled mind-blowing intelligence
reports of Nazi development of supermetals, electric guns, and ray weapons that
could stop the engines of Allied aircraft—in addition to highly feared x-ray and laser
weaponry. Then there were the bombs. Contained in this book are reports of structured
bombs of nipolit, N-stoff bombs, cold bombs, oxygen bombs which could destroy all
life, atomic bombs and rumors of the mysterious molecular bomb. The true history of the
fuel-air bomb is revealed by our own military. There is even a probability that the SS
black alchemists of the Third Reich were experimenting with red mercury bomb
technology.
Very exotic technologies are also discussed including German experiments in time,
sustained fusion reactions, zero point energy and travel in deep space. The reasons for
the scientific flowering in Germany during this period are discussed in terms of a
completely different scientific paradigm shared by these scientists and how it relates
to a unified view of gravity, matter and energy.

Introduction

Much of the material presented in this book came to me by accident, as the
result of fifteen years of research into German flying discs. In my first book,
Hitler's Flying Saucers A Guide to German Flying Discs of the Second World
War, some of that research was presented. What was not presented in that book are
the many references to truly amazing technology which seems to have vanished
right off the face of the earth. References to this technology are not mentioned by
the victorious former Allied Powers for reasons known only to them.
Slowly, at some point in my investigation of German saucers, the fact that other
types of technology had been suppressed became apparent to me. From that point
on I began to collect references to unknown technology stemming from the Third
Reich, which came to me in addition to references made by other researchers.
Some references are better than others. This fact was hammered home in my
first book. The topic in question then, German flying discs, was a loaded one
socially and politically No monkey business could be tolerated. That book had to
be iron clad and so it had to be written with an iron fist, so to speak. To date, no
challenge has been made to my first book on the basis of content or facts. This turn
of events is surprising to me as it was aimed at the UFO world and the
overwhelming specter of the mass media, neither of which cares much for the
concept of German flying saucers. This later force is almost

omnipotent and grips much of our entire planet in a Matrix-like-world of
ignorance on so many vital issues.
This "grip" is one of the reasons for this book. We realize that the movie, The
Matrix, was fiction on the physical level. We are not housed in glass tubes being
fed nutrients and given a digital identity and reality as in a computer generated
game. But on the intellectual level this is not too far from the situation when it
comes to secret technology.
Remember Galileo? He knew the world was not flat but could not advocate this
truth because of the church dogma of the times. But there certainly was an
underground of thinkers who took his proposition as truth. This underground was
obliged to mouth dogma in public, only discussing the truth in secret, among
trusted comrades. The proof of this is the New World, for Christopher Columbus
knew the world was round before he ever set sail. No man, intelligent or otherwise,
would knowingly sail off the side of an abyss. Columbus knew the truth but could
not speak it. Yet he must have used this knowledge as a selling point to the very
religious queen of Spain, Isabella, as he made his plea for funding. Queen Isabella
mouthed the dogma but knew the truth or she would have never funded Columbus.
Queen Isabella represented the elite of her time but she was willing to forgo
dogma, she was willing to use her suppressed information at this particular
moment to make a huge gain for herself and her country.
Today, dogma exists in every body of knowledge. Anybody with half a brain
who has been through our educational system knows that something is terribly
wrong. We know deep down inside that there are truths not being told. When we
do independent research, we find inconsistencies in the data and the theories and
explanations we are given. There seems to be something, perhaps many things,
which are missing. It almost seems that we are educated, not to further explore the
mysteries of life for which we have been "trained", but to explain the existing
dogma to those outside of our individual specialty.
But why should there be missing technology? Science and technology deal in
facts without political implications in spite of the efforts of those who have found
a comfortable niche in life masquerading in "scientific ethics".
Missing technology is a clue that something is wrong. Missing technology is
missing because it has been suppressed. If technology is

suppressed, then there is a suppressor. This "suppressor" will eventually use this
technology for individual gain. At the right time this technology will surface much
as a stock trader illegally uses insider information. If technology is suppressed
then, in short, there is a conspiracy to do so. It is my opinion that this conspiracy is
large is scope, just as it was in the day of Christopher Columbus and Queen
Isabella. The conspirators can be found at the nexus of military, industrial,
political, financial and media circles. The exact nature of this conspiracy is really
beyond the scope of this book.
In presenting the material in this book I am not as concerned in building the airtight case as I did for German flying discs. This time around, I am interested in
presenting as many examples of lost technology as possible. The only caveat being
that the particular technology must be of some interest to me. For this reason some
real breakthroughs made by the Germans will be omitted. For instance,
breakthroughs in synthetic fabrics and fabric dyes will not be discussed other than
to say now that it seems that the Germans can make anything from coal tar from
aspirin to plastic. References are given immediately after each chapter so that
interested individuals can verify what is said and begin their own research from
there.
The stories and tales gathered herein do not constitute the entire collection of
lost German technology. Far from it. Remember, the German Patent Office lost
thirty boxcars of material to the Allies when the war ended. But even that is not the
end of the matter, however. The SS never even bothered to notify the German
Patent Office of that institution's advances, thinking itself well above mere patents.
In addition to this there were individual inventors in individual laboratories
throughout Germany, Austria and the occupied countries whose wartime
breakthroughs were taken by known or unknown entities when the conflict ended.
This is not a book about the organization of German wartime research. German
wartime research was administered in a complicated way and was always changing
in its organization. As far as I am concerned, the only important thing to remember
is that as the war progressed the SS secured an ever-increasing control over
German research. Some facilities remained independent to the end but probably
continued to do so only at the pleasure of the SS command. By the end of the war
a whole new research and production command and control structure had been set
up which reduced or replaced the
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An Evaluation Of German Capabilities In 1945 - The "Rosetta Stone" This intelligence document was instrumental in finally cracking the
U.S. government's wall of silence regarding World War Two German high technology. This document supplied the government's names
for German projects. Using German names or using our own vernacular, our government always claimed a "no record" response to
requests for this information. Using their own names for things, the government had no option but to produce the documentation under
provisions of the Freedom Of Information Act. For instance, our words are foo fighters but their words are phoo bombs. Another example
is Motorstoppmittel vs. Magnetic Wave. We now have evidence for all the weaponry discussed in this report. This document continues for
the next two pages.

figures we normally think of as running the Third Reich such as, for instance,
Herrmann Goring and Albert Speer. When the Allies finally forced the collapse of
Germany and began interrogating the officials with whom they were familiar, they
had to learn a whole new set of names and locations in deciphering the new
weapons research and development chain of command. First and foremost of these
was General Dr. Ing. Hans Kammler and the super-secret organization which he
set up to research and catalog scientific findings within the Reich, the Kammler
Group.
We will start off with some simple, seemingly isolated reports.
We may see some of them again in a completely different setting or in an
advanced form, so please bear with me and read from start to finish without
jumping around.
What happened to all this stuff? I have reports and lots of questions myself but
not many answers as to where it all went or why. You will have some ideas about
what happened before you finish this book. I will save my speculation for the
Conclusion.
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1 The Kammler Group

The Kammler Group or Kammler Staff owes its name to Hans Kammler.
Kammler was born on August 26, 1901 at Stettin in northern Germany. He was a
Doctor of Engineering. Kammler specialized in the very rapid construction of
bombproof underground facilities. His ability to work ahead of schedule impressed
all those around him and caused his rapid rise within the military-engineering
world and from the Luftwaffe to the SS.
Parallelling Kammler's meteoric rise was the rise of the SS itself. The SS
increasingly usurped power from the military but it also usurped industrial and
scientific research and development, as well as economic functions which had
previously been in civilian hands. This transfer of power exploded following the
August, 1944 attempted assassination of Hitler. From that moment on, Hitler
seems to have relied on the SS primarily.
Meanwhile, Kammler's SS Works Division C was busy burrowing into German
soil and burying and hiding its industry there. He built countless underground
installations, some of which remain unknown and unexplored today. To do this,
Kammler had at his disposal, a slave-labor force which could have been as high as
14 million.
Eventually, Kammler became the number three man in the SS, behind
Heinreich Himmler and SS General Oswald Pohl. And besides overseeing
construction projects Kammler was also given responsibility for missile production
in Germany as well as jet aircraft production. At this point Kammler began
sucking in

This is diagram of Kammler's facility in Austria code-named "Quarz". This was nearing completion as the war ended. It would have been
Kammler's private nest and headquarters.

These are two statements made by Professor Osenberg in a Combined Intellegence Objectives sub-Committee report, number 51, dated
June 2, 1945. Osenberg was head of the Reichs Research Council. Professor Osenberg was a very influential scientist and one who steered
the course of scientific research and development within Nazi Germany. In this report, Osenberg actually says the name "Kammler",
which is one of the very few times Kammler's name was allowed to be reproduced in this official documentation.

projects and responsibility far beyond the alleged scope of his duties. Eventually,
virtually every priority or secret technology and weapons system fell under his
control.
This was a big responsibility, even for a guy like Kammler, but Kammler
solved or perhaps controlled this problem as he had solved all his other challenges,
by organization. Kammler put together a think-tank. This involved finding and
organizing a technical staff who could take potential war-winning ideas and
research these ideas, develop them to the point of practicality, coordinate their
production with an appropriate industrial firm, and deliver them to the field,
usually to the Reich's soldiers of choice, the Waffen SS. This means that by war's
end, the Kammler Group ending up sitting on a huge library: a nest-egg of German
research secrets.
The Kammler Group needed a secure home in which to operate. They needed
the use of technical laboratories and machine tools. Kammler found the
environment he was looking for in the Skoda Works at Pilsen in what is now the
Czech Republic. During World War Two, this region had been annexed by
Germany and was part of the Greater German Reich. For a period of time Reinhard
Heydrich administered the region with an iron fist resulting in a relatively stable
occupied population. The population contained Czechs and also Germans. The
Skoda Works relied on German supervisors or German-trained Czech supervisors
and a skilled work force of Czechs.
Skoda did many things and must be thought of like one of the major technical
industrial manufacturing firms in the USA today. Examples of these are Boeing,
General Dynamics, General Electric, Lochkeed or perhaps even General Motors.
Skoda was not, however, considered as a core "German" company by the German
military since it was outside Germany proper and had a history going back to
Austro-Hungarian times. This was perfect for Kammler. Kammler spoke Czech.
Skoda had countless sub-facilities in the area. Skoda, technically, had everything
Kammler needed.
Security was the last piece in the puzzle. It is a puzzle today because Kammler's
security was never breached. It was not breached by the U.S., British Intelligence
or even Soviet Intelligence which thought they knew everything. Kammler was
able to pull Albrich's Cloak of Obscurity over himself and his staff using a tripplewall of counterintelligence. There were three counterintelligence divisions at work
in the Kammler Group. These were the military counterintelli-
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gence unit, the political counterintelligence unit and the industrial
counterintelligence unit.
This security arrangement was so successful that when the Allies began
advancing into Germany in the early spring of 1945, nobody asked the local
population anything about Kammler or the Kammler Group. Neither side knew
anything about it. By the time the "boots on the ground" realized who Dr.
Kammler and his organization really were, his very name became a forbidden
subject. This was probably so lest the other Allied Powers, especially the Soviets,
learn of any potential treasure-trove of scientific secrets.
Remember, Kammler administrated up to 14 million slave-laborers. I think we
can all agree that this was probably illegal and this led to the deaths of some, if not
many, conscripts. Yet Kammler was not charged with war crimes at the
Nuremberg hearings. Kammler's name only came up twice and nobody, none of
the Allied Powers conducting these hearings, bothered with follow-up questions
about Kammler. Also remember that Field Marshal Hermann Goering was tried,
convicted and sentenced to hang for using slave labor. What is going on here?
Dr. Ing. Hans Kammler's life and "death" are full of mysteries. Unfortunately,
we only have so much time and space, so this discussion of Kammler and his
Kammler Group must be limited to secret weapons and high technology activities.
Kammler would have had knowledge of everything described in the pages of this
book. As a matter of fact, this book as well as everything ever written about
Kammler, German secrets, and German secret weapons is probably only a tiny
drop in the whole bucket of his nest-egg.
SOURCES
1. Agoston, Tom, 1985, Blunder How the U.S. Gave Away Nazi Supersecrets to Russia,
Dodd, Mead and Company, New York
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2 The Stonewall and Undervaluation
Before describing some of this lost technology itself a couple of things should
be mentioned. Getting real information out of the government of the United States
is not as easy as it should be if you read the Freedom Of Information Act. For
some reason, the government is very reluctant to disclose anything once classified.
Sometimes it even goes beyond this, however. Sometimes information is
declassified but then filed away where the light will never shine, without index or
filing records. In fact, the information was classified, declassified and then, in the
de facto sense, re-classified. Here is how it works.
The Army, or Air Force or Navy has wartime records. After awhile, they decide
these records are old news and reassign and ship them to the U.S. National
Archives and Records Office for storage, safe keeping and perhaps declassification
and dissemination. The National Archives are stingy with their index system. They
have a computer-based system, known by their acronym, N.A.I.L. but using this
system a person cannot even find records previously produced by the National
Archives. This secret-keeping regarding their holdings allows them to generate a
"no record" at will. Any argument or appeal is met with the refrain "we don't do
research". The U.S. National Archives honestly believes pulling a file is research.
The only working methodology is to request a list of their holding for a particular
topic as a separate Freedom Of Information request and then use it against them.
Even with box numbers, file numbers, group numbers, etc., the National Archives
frequently claim the item is out

of file or lost. So, even with all the appropriate identification, so their clerks can
walk right to the filing cabinet, open the drawer and go right to the information
requested, they then seem to want to know which of their two hands is holding the
file in question. This is their stonewall strategy and it is their first line of defense.
The German U-boat, U-234, and its cargo are an infamous example of this
secrecy. Briefly, U-234 was a mine-layer, converted into a cargo submarine which
left Germany for the Norwegian fjord of Kristiansand in the middle of March,
1945, the dying days of the 3rd Reich. Aboard were two Japanese officers, reels of
microfilm on super-secret German weaponry, an entire disassembled Me 262 (the
jet fighter) German scientists, specialists and technicians, and ten barrels of
uranium oxide each weighing 56 kg each. This was not normal uranium oxide. It
had been irradiated in an atomic reactor (or perhaps enriched by some other
process) and converted into uranium 235, the uranium required for an atomic
bomb.
This U-boat allegedly bound for Japan, ended up surrendering to U.S.
authorities on May 19th, 1945, off the east coast of the United States. The story of
the enriched uranium falling into the hands of the Americans in this way is
legendary and has been cited many times. Remember, the Germans surrendered on
May 8, 1945 and the United States was still at war with Japan at this time. The first
atomic bomb detonated by the U.S. authorities was not until July, 1945. There has
always been the hint or suspicion that the uranium carried by the U-234 found its
way into the American uranium bomb dropped on Nagasaki.
I set out to verify this naval legend. I wanted to actually document the uranium
on the German U-234. I wrote to the source always given, the U.S. National
Archives. They generated a bill for copying and a statement denying fissionable
material being aboard U-234 (see the copy of the National Archive's letter). I
requested the bill of lading anyway and there was no uranium on their list, as they
stated. Naturally, I appealed and got nowhere.
Originally, U-234 had surrendered to the U.S.S. Sutton. A request was made to
the agency which would have originally held this information before transfer to the
National Archives, the Naval Historical Center, Washington Navy Yard. To my
surprise, it was no secret or mystery at all and they were perfectly willing to send
me a micro-fish copy of the cargo list for $5.00. Sure enough, the cargo list
7

was exactly as sent by the National Archives except for the fact that the uranium
oxide canisters were present and listed as the reader can see. This is in contrast to
the list provided by the National Archives. Had the U.S. National Archives
actually lied? Not only did they lie, but had they altered records and then covered
up the whole thing? I wondered how they would react over a request for truly
sensitive information?
The second big problem encountered is the undervaluation of German
technology by the Allies. They seem to do this as a matter of course. This may
have originated during the war itself. After all, did we really want to tell our 18
year-old soldiers that the German soldier was better trained than he was? Or did
we want to tell him that the Germans had better small arms, machine guns, or
tanks? Of course the answer is no. This undervaluation extended to matters of
higher technology as well, especially aircraft and missiles. After the war re-use of
this dis-information technique proved to be a successful way of minimizing
German achievements in comparison to ours as part of some sort of nationalist,
cold-war reasoning. Let me cite one example.
During the war, the Germans experimented with tailless, flying wing aircraft.
The ones described here were made by the firm Horton, owned by the Horton
brothers. There were several flying wing designs under development during those
years for various purposes but the one in question is the Horton 9.
The Horton 9 was a tailless, jet-powered, flying wing fighter. Only three were
ever built. The first Horton 9 (V-1) was never given engines and used as a glider
for test purposes. The second Horton 9 (V-2) was given jets and tested. The third
aircraft was actually produced by another company, the Gotha firm who was to
mass-produce this aircraft. This one aircraft was given the designation Gotha 229
and was never fully assembled and never flew. It fell into the hands of the
Americans while still in pieces.
So, it was only the second Horton 9, the V-2 version that flew at all. In fact, it
flew very well. Remember, this was a tailless flying wing that flew before
computer avionics made such aircraft possible in the USA. Evidently, the Horton 9
was so well thought out that a mere human pilot could fly it. But the Horton 9 was
somewhat more than just an ordinary fighter aircraft. During flight testing it was
noticed that the radar return for this aircraft was almost absent. The Germans got
busy with this idea and planned to paint the Horton 9 with radar
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U-234 Deceptive Response - U.S. National Archives. Please note the last two sentences in the second paragraph. Was this information
altered?

This is the cover of the U.S. National Archives and Records Administration Document regarding U-234. This document omits all
reference to uranium on board U-234.

Copy of the U.S. Navy's cargo contents for U-234. Note that uranium oxide is clearly part of the cargo. The U.S. Navy sends records to
the U.S. National Archives for safe keeping. It is lucky that the Navy kept a copy for themselves.

absorbing paint that they had developed for another purpose. The fact is that the
Horton 9 was the world's first stealth aircraft. Unfortunately, during a landing one
of its two engines failed and the one flying Horton 9 crashed.
So what do we know about the Horton 9 in flight? All we now know about the
performance of this legendary aircraft is what Allied technical teams said about it
and this is the way it has been reported to us down through history via semitechnical aircraft history journals and books.
For instance David Masters, in his book German Jet Genesis, lists the speed of
the Horton 9 at 540 mph with a ceiling altitude of 52,490 feet. The same authority
reports the Gotha 229 (which never flew) as having a maximum speed of 590 mph
at sea level and 640 mph at 21,320 ft. with a ceiling of 51,000 ft. This compares
with the Me 262, the operational German jet fighter with which we are familiar,
whose top speed Masters lists at 538 mph at 29,560 ft. with no ceiling given.
Surprisingly, both jets were powered by the same two Junkers Jumo 004B-1
engines. Yet the Horton 9 had the cross-section of a knife while the Messerschmitt
cross-section was much more typical for an aircraft of the time. How could their
performance be nearly identical? How would the Allies know what the
performance of the Horton 9 actually was since they never got their hands on a
working example?
Perhaps it was extrapolation. Perhaps they simply wanted to under value this
sleek German jet simply because it looked so advanced for its time and there was
nothing comparable in the Allied arsenal. Without contradictory evidence, the
word of the American experts was repeated and became part of history as we know
it. The funny thing is that now contradictory evidence has surfaced and has somehow slipped by the American censors.
The document in question is a Memorandum Report, dated March 17, 1945
while the war was still in progress. The "Subject" of this report was data obtained
on the German tailless jet propelled fighter and Vereinigte Leichtmetalwerke
(United Light-Metal Works). The "Purpose" of the report:
"To present data of immediate value obtained on C.I.O.S. trip to Bonn on 11
March to 16 March 1945. Travel performed under AG 200m 4-1, SHAEF, dated 9
March 1945."
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Microfilm copy listing Horton aircraft.

Enlargement of the Horton IX discussion in which a maximum speed of 1,160 km/hr or about 719 miles per hour. The informant spoke
during the war, while the last example of the Horton IX was still flying. Data about all other German aircraft is correct. Was there an
intentional cover up concerning the performance of the Horton IX by the Allies?

So what we have here is raw intelligence to be compiled into a Combined
Intelligence Objectives Sub-Committee report by SHAEF personnel.
Under "Factual Data" we learn that their German informant, Mr. F.V. Berger, is
a draftsman for the Horton organization during the time that the Hortons were
designing the tailless aircraft. To add to Berger's trusted position, he was actually
found in the former home of Horton brothers by the intelligence agents.
Mr. Berger describes the Horton aircraft, models H1 to H12 but most of the
discussion centers on the H9, the jet-powered, tailless, flying wing fighter-bomber.
Berger goes on to list the weight, bomb load and cannons used but then states that
the maximum speed for the H9, which was still being tested as this report was
being written, was 1,160 km/her at an altitude of 6,000 meters.
This last statement must have shocked the SHAEF team to the core. The speed
given, 1,160 kilometers per hour works out to slightly over 719 miles per hour!
The Allies weren't even thinking about flying that fast in those days.
In the next paragraph it is evident that the intelligence team has been transfixed
by Berger's statement and is double-checking his veracity. They asked him about
the speed of the Me 262 and the Arado 234. Allied intelligence knew both these
operational German aircraft and their capabilities by this time even if they had not
gained an example of each aircraft. Berger gave the speed of the Me 262 at 900
km/hr and the Arado 234 (jet-powered bomber-reconnaissance aircraft) at 800
km/hr. This works out to 558 mph for the Messer-schmitt and 496 mph for the
Arado. These figures are right on the money and lend credibility to Berger's
evaluation of the Horton 9.
Then Berger made another astonishing statement. Berger stated that the Horton
9, loaded with bombs (weighing 2,000 kg.) "would get away from Me262 without
bombs".
Berger went on to describe the Horton 9 V-1 correctly as being tested as a
glider and the Horton 9 V-2 as a fully powered aircraft. He goes on to say that the
Horton 9 V-2 "is being tested at Oranienberg now." So at the time of this
interview, the Horton 9 V-2 was still flying and had not crashed yet.
Perhaps we could back up a little bit and go over what we already know. The
Horton 9/Gotha 229 had a low radar return. The Germans knew this and planned a
radar repelling type of paint for it that was
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already used on submarines. These features would make the Horton 9 the first
stealth aircraft, a fact much mentioned concerning the history of the American B-2
bomber. In fact, American engineers visited the remaining partially assembled
Gotha 229 in Maryland to get ideas for the B-2.
But the speed given by Berger, 719 miles per hour, puts the Horton 9 in a class
by itself. By this it is meant that this speed and ceiling altitude exceed both the
Soviet Mig 15 and the American F86 Sabre of Korean War vintage, five or six
years later.
If we listen, we can hear echoes of the undervaluation of German aircraft at the
highest levels, even within the American aerospace industry. Aircraft legend
Howard Hughes owned a captured Me 262. Hughes was a big fan and participant
in something called aircraft racing during those post-war years. Towering pylons
would mark out a course of several miles in the California desert and aircraft
would race around this course. When Hughes' rival company, North American
Aviation came out with its F-86 Sabre, Howard Hughes challenged the US Air
Force to a one-on-one match race of their new Sabre jet against his old German
Me 262. The Air Force declined. Obviously, there is some unspoken fact behind
the Air Force decision.
The Sabre was said to be "trans-sonic" or having a top speed of about 650 mph.
with a ceiling of 45,000 ft. If the US Air Force wanted no part of a contest with the
real Me 262, not the paper projection, what would they have thought of a head to
head match with the Horton 9?
Yet, the Horton 9 was a stealth aircraft. The Americans didn't even recognize
what a stealth aircraft was until over 30 years later and even then they always
wanted to couch the comparison of the Horton 9 to the B-2 stealth bomber. That
comparison is fallacious and perhaps designed to hide something else.
Let's compare the Horton 9 to the F-117 stealth fighter instead. The F-117 has
vertical control surfaces and may be, in fact, less stealthy than the Horton 9. Both
had special radar absorbing paint. But the F-117 is not supersonic. The F-117 is
generally conceded to fly about 650 mph, about the same as the F-86 Sabre, while
the Horton 9 could be faster at 719 mph. Another difference is that the Horton 9
carried two 37 mm cannons while the F-117 has no guns or rockets and so is really
not a fighter at all but only a first-strike bomber.
There are other examples but we should both watch for these tactics
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and recognize that the government is reluctant to fully credit the Germans for their
advances during the war and we should recognize that they will go to some lengths
to maintain the secrecy status quo. These tactics also include false comparisons
and outright deception.
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3 German Digital Computers

Quite frankly, nothing is quite as boring as a computer discussion. However,
computers have the ability to make rapid mathematical calculations and to take
mountains of raw data and organize it for us in ways which give us new insight
into problems. This organizational ability was picked up on immediately by Dr.
Kammler.
Dr. Kammler had the benefit of knowledge, hardware and software that was
developed by the computer pioneer, Dr. Konrad Zuse. In spite of everything
churned out by the computer industry and "history" as we know it, Dr. Zuse built
the first digital computer in 19381 and the first programmable software language,
"Plankaikuel"2. He was also instrumental in developing magnetic tape as a
computer storage medium3. By 1944 the Germans were using computers, the Zusebuilt Z-3, to plot the course of ballistic attack by the V-2 at Peenemuende and
Nordhausen4.
After the assassination attempt on Hitler in July, 1944, power, on many levels
of German cultural, technological and military life was transferred to the SS. Oldtime Nazi bosses such as the Minister of Armaments, Albert Speer, sat back and
watched helplessly as most of his empire was usurped by Dr. Hans Kammler. This
included Dr. Kammler taking over the most promising and most highly technical
wartime projects. Dr. Kammler was able to assume this role in addition to his other
responsibilities and to handle them all with the excellence for which he was
known. There is no doubt that Kammler had a genius

The Z4 Computer
The goal of the Z4, which was developed between 1942 and 1945, was to build the prototype for a machine that was intended to be
produced in the thousands. Unfortunately, the war destroyed my father's hope, which was that his machines should support the work of
engineers of the time.

It took more than four years to build the Z4, which ended up being much smaller than was originally planned. In the case of the Z4,
Konrad Zuse wanted to implement a sub-program principle. For this reason he planned six punch tape readers and two punch tape writers.
However, lack of materials, the almost daily air raids (Fig. 47 and Fig. 48), and the increasing difficulty of living in Berlin (which
worsened daily) made it impossible to finish the Z4 completely.

Conrad Zuse - The Z4 Computer and the Zunse Apparatebau Memory component of the Z-4 computer

Above: is the reconstructed Z-3 computer. This machine was most likely used in the headquarters of the Kammler Group as well as to
calculate trajectories of the V-2 rocket.
Below: is the "Planfertigunsgeraet" (plan completion apparatus) which produced punched tapes as a program. Programming of the Z-4
could be learned in three hours.

The Z4.

Memory unit of the Z4. This picture was kindly made available by Dr. Kistermann. It
was taken at an exhibition at ETH Zurich in 1981.

Top: picture is the reconstructed Z-4 computer.
Bottom: memory of the Z-4

for organization, but he had some digital help.
Perhaps we can imagine the Kammler Group Headquarters, somewhere in
Czechoslovakia, probably underground and perhaps near Prague or Pilsen. There,
behind a triple wall of security which the Allies never managed to break,
Kammler's think-tank and laboratories selected and directed the production of
weapons and secret technology for the Reich. One of Kammler's secrets was that
his organization was completely computerized4. Hollerith, Z-3, and Z-4 computers,
software computer languages and magnetic tape storage devices made Kammler's
headquarters look more late 1960s like than mid-19405. In fact, German
computers were so advanced that the Allied scientists and technicians failed even
to understand the future when it stared them in the face.
The citation comes from a British Intelligence Objectives Sub-Committee
report:
"D. Calculating Machine of Dipl. Ing. K. Zuse Associated with Ernst (Josef Ernst
who is mentioned elsewhere in this book—author) were a group of people headed
by Dipl. Ing. K. Zuse, of the Zuse Apparatebau, Berlin, who had been evacuated to
Hinterstein in the last days of the war. They claimed to have invented and
developed a new and exceptionally versatile calculating machine, which had an
application in the solving of, for example, aerodynamic, ballistic, and statistical
calculations. The apparatus itself is at Hinterstein, but is not assembled. Another
team of specialists led by Dr. Simms, of the Ministry of Supply, who were passing
through the area at the time were consulted, and one of their members, who had
considerable experience of calculating machines gave it as his opinion that the
apparatus did not embody any special features which were in advance of Allied
knowledge."5.
The fact that Zuse and his computers were so advanced that the Allies didn't
know what they were seeing, comes from the fact that they waited five years to
approach Zuse, under Operation Paperclip, and offer him work in the United
States. When they did realize their error, at least two government missions were
sent to Germany, with the backing of the US computer firm Remington-Rand. Dr.
Zues
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resisted these advances since he had found work in Germany. In fact, he was
directing his own computer company by this time and had found the funding to do
so which was hard for that time and place. Eventually, a trip to the USA was
planned but canceled. It is unknown if he ever gave the US computer maker the
benefit of his knowledge6. Today Dr. Zues is held in high esteem in Germany and
any Internet search using the words "Konrad Zuse" produce a plethora of old
pictures and documentation.
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4 German Flying Discs Update
Witness to a German Flying Disc
Shortly after the release of Hitler's Flying Saucers: A Guide To German Flying
Discs Of The Second World War, I was contacted by a radio talk-show host, Jeff
Rense, to do a live interview on his show. This radio show centers around the
"unknowns" or "barely knowns" in life. Although Jeff's show originates from the
Pacific Northwest, he has contacts throughout the country, if not the world. During
our chit-chat off the air he mentioned another researcher, Lea McDonald, who had
made contact with an individual who had actually seen a German flying disc take
off during the war. Jeff was most gracious in providing an e-mail address for Lea.
This seemed like a hot lead so I could not wait to make contact with Lea. Lea
McDonald was as gracious as Jeff had been and gave me the telephone number of
"Leo".
I don't want to give out Leo's last name at this time but he is known both to Jeff
Rense and Lea McDonald. Leo is a friendly, elderly gentleman who took time to
rely his sighting to me. I, in turn, do not want to appear ungrateful, so I don't want
to be responsible for his telephone ringing off the hook at all hours of the night by
people interested in verifying this story.
Leo's story is that he saw a flying disc ascend from the Prague airport. He does
not remember the exact year, nor does he have details which can be gotten through
question and answer sessions. The reason for this is that Leo was a child when he
made this sighting. He saw the disc rise and ascend out of his line of sight from a
school room at the Prague airport.
At first, this testimony, that of a child, might be

deemed less reliable than a competent adult's testimony. To be sure, it is not as
good as J. Andreas Epp's sighting, which may have occurred on the exact same
day, in terms of detail, let alone the photographs Epp took. Nevertheless, I know
from personal experience how accurately a child can see things.
As a child, I grew up near Los Angeles International Airport. The period of
which I an speaking was the 1950s. During that time both commercial and military
aircraft landed at "LAX". Almost always all the aircraft took off to the west, into
the wind. The difference between flight patterns of commercial and military
aircraft centered on their landing. Military aircraft landed near the south side of the
airport and so circled in by making a turn over the south side of the airport. This
turn took the military aircraft directly over my home, sometimes so close I could
see the pilot.
I learned each aircraft operated by the U.S. military during those times and
which company made it. Further, if there was some sort of inconsistency regarding
this landing routine, such as military aircraft landing from the east or a new type of
aircraft landing, I recognized it instantly. I could even tell aircraft by their
signature engine sound. My eyes were not the eyes of a trained observer but my
eyes did count for something.
Likewise, Leo probably saw and was disrupted by, many aircraft coming and
going while in his classroom at the airport. The fact that this particular aircraft was
something special is the reason that memory of it has been retained all these years.
Leo simply saw an unusual disc-shaped, jet powered flying craft noisily ascend
from the vantage point of a classroom window. He watched its ascent until his line
of sight was obstructed by the building. His sighting could not have lasted more
than a few seconds.
The fact that the disc was spinning on its axis indicates that it was either the
Schriever or the Habermohl saucer. Both projects were stationed at the Prague
airport. The Miethe discus may have been brought to the Prague airport from its
place of development in Breslau at some time but its exterior skin did not spin as
did the others. Since, by his own admission, Schriever says his saucer never flew,
and since we have photographic evidence as well as testimony of a functioning
disc at Prague, we must assume that it was the Habermohl version2.
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5 The Electromagnetic Vampire
What I am calling the "electromagnetic vampire" is so unique that I feel it must
be discussed. Its implications in the modern world, in our current "Security State",
are obvious.
The uncovering of this device is not my work. This report comes to us from Dr.
Axel Stoll in his book Hochtechnologie im Dritten Reich1. The topic of interest
arises as Dr. Stoll is discussing a German base in Tibet during the Second World
War. He mentions that Tibet fought with the Germans in this conflict and that SS
men were actually trained in Tibet. This association argues for a German
underground base in Tibet and Dr. Stoll goes on to describe possible provisions for
security in German underground bases and describes an example of a German
electromagnetic security system.
The example he uses is the early Reich Chancellery. The lower floors of the
Reich Chancellery were flooded during the latter stages of the war. This tactic was
used numerous times on high-value underground facilities to prevent the
advancing Allied Powers from learning Nazi secrets. Therefore, there may be other
examples still out there.
The device under discussion is some sort of electromagnetic cage. Dr. Stoll
calls it an "energetischen Kaefig" or "elektromagnetische Birne". Within the area
of this cage a special electromagnetic field was present. This cage would be used
to surround a specific room or area within the larger facility. Presumably, within
this room, objects of tremendous value would be stored and therefore needed
ultimate security, even

more security than simply housing them within this high-security underground
facility.
Dr. Stoll is unable to name his sources for security reasons, but goes on to tell a
fascinating story. In the former East German Democratic Republic (DDR), strong,
able-bodied divers, who were former members of the State Security Service (MfS)
of that communist government were detailed to dive into the Reich Chancellery
and surrounding vicinity with the goal of recovering documents, material stores
and technology.
These operatives were not boy scouts, nor was East Germany a worker's
paradise in the 1970s and 1980s, which is the period in which our story takes
place. The DDR is the country which spawned the dreaded secret police, the
"Stasi". Stasi was one of the most efficient, innovative and ruthless intelligence
organizations ever conceived. Stazi could be thought of as the KGB coupled with
German innovative efficiency. It is from this hard background that the divers were
lowered by ropes into the black pool which were the lower floors of the Reich
Chancellery.
What the divers encountered in the blackness was terror itself. Some of the
divers, described by Dr. Stoll, surfaced with prolific symptoms. Their faces were
contorted into a horrible grimaces. The problem was that this terribly distorted
expression would not relax. Their contorted faces were frozen into a masks of
permanent deformity. Not only were they disfigured but somehow they had been
aged during the dive. Now they appeared to be visibly older, perhaps aging up to
fifteen years in a few minutes. But that was not all.
Functioning like an almost perfect security system, the divers could not
remember what had happened during their dive. Their memories had been blanked
out. This was not temporary amnesia. This amnesia proved to be life-long.
Dr. Stoll, a Geophysicist, explains the workings of the device this way. Within
the cage, "Kaefig", which is the space to be secured, a human body encounters an
almost null-point of energy near the physical center of the device. At this point,
energy is actually drawn out of the human body! This withdrawal of energy alters
the human body and the human being, as a rule, for the worst. This sucking away
of human energy can lead to death.
This electromagnetic or psychic vampire constitutes the ultimate in security
systems. Imagine marketing a home security system boasting
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to suck the life out of intruders. Imagine this system in place in all truly sensitive
government facilities today.
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6 Liquid Air

It seems that the Germans were on to a new way to make and store energy. It
was the process of liquefying air. Air is a combination of many gases but its main
components are nitrogen and oxygen in a ratio of roughly seventy percent and
twenty percent, respectively.
There is a history of research and breakthroughs regarding means to liquify air
prior to World War Two. A commercial means to liquify air was developed by the
Frenchman, Georges Claude, who worked with the Germans1. Given a method to
liquify air, liquified air seems to have been produced and stored by the Germans
for later use.
There may also have been a breakthrough in storage. To make it a liquid, the
gas must be artificially cooled until it reaches a temperature were it turns from a
gas to a liquid. Some gases are harder to liquify than others. Usually, the difficulty
comes from reaching a temperature low enough to liquify the gas. Once a gas has
been liquified, it can usually be stored under pressure. This means storing the
liquified gas in steel containers.
One source says that liquid hydrogen as well as liquid air can not be stored
under pressure because of their low boiling points. Instead, it must be stored at
normal atmospheric pressure in thermos bottles or Dewar flasks2. This is a system
in which a metal bottle is encased within another metal bottle with a space in
between where the air has been removed. With a vacuum between the two bottles,
the inner bottle is filled with the liquid to be kept cold. The

vacuum is an excellent insulator and so the contents of the bottle are kept cold or
hot, depending on application, for an extended period of time. Additionally, a
small hole or valve can be placed in the bottle, allowing a measured quantity of
liquid gas to escape and expand to a gas. Heat is absorbed in this expansion
process, cooling the remaining liquid gas in the bottle to offset any heat entering
the bottle.
This thermos-at-atmospheric-pressure explanation is fine but somehow does not
conform to what was observed during the war. Apparently, the Germans were
making liquified air, storing it under pressure, and extracting its stored energy at a
later date.
As early as 1930, the Reichsarbeitsgemeinschaft, the Reichs Works
Association, concerned itself with liquified air and its energy potential almost as
much as it concerned itself with sources of new energy3. This organization was set
up with the express purpose of energy independence for Germany. The exact
application to which the liquified air was to be put was not explained but it was
given a considerable volume of print in their publications.
During the war, all sorts of plans were made to utilize the liquid air that must
have been on hand. Plans were made to ignite it in new engines4. Liquified air
facilities fell under the control of the SS, which is a sure sign that this was a valued
commodity with a real role to play in the war5. These roles included powering
submarine as well as aircraft engines6. But the information that tells us the
Germans were able to store liquid air, presumably under pressure in a closed
container, comes from their work to used liquid air as an explosive in artillery
shells.
This information comes from a G-2 source working in conjunction with the
U.S. Seventh Army, on or about October 21, 19447. In that source a prisoner of
war was interviewed. The prisoner claimed that 105 mm howitzer cannons had
been modified to fire a liquid air-filled shells. The German word "Pressluft" is
inserted into the English text and presumably was the word employed by the
prisoner. The barrel of this gun was about half meter longer than the normal
German 105 mm howitzer, and, on both sides of the breech there was a vent 2-3
cm wide. The projectile itself is somewhat longer that the standard for that gun.
The new shell, without the powder charge is about the same as the length of the
normal 105 mm projectile and the cartridge case combined.
The firing of this gun was somewhat out of the ordinary. The firing
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crew stood off 10 meters away from the gun at time of firing. The explosion made
a muffled sound and smoke came through the vents in the breech. The smoke itself
was described as having the effect of vomiting gas and caused the lungs to ache
which way why the crew withdrew to the 10 meter distance. This description
seems to indicate that the projectiles themselves were fired using liquid air as a
propulsion source.
In test firings, 30 cows and horses were spread out over a 2.5 km diameter area.
Four projectiles were fired. All the animals were killed. It was discovered that the
animals died because their lungs had been crushed. At time of the tests a Col.
Kruse, the commanding officer of the artillery school made an odd comment:
"Let us hope that in the field the same result will be attained. Then V-2 will be
achieved".
The first sentence is not surprising. Every military man hopes his weapons will
work in practice as they do in testing. It is the second statement which is
noteworthy and which raises the question as to if liquid air was intended as an
explosive warhead for the V-2 rocket. According to one source, this is exactly
what was in the works and an American OSS report from October 8, 1944 is
cited—a date very close to the one discussed here8.
The use of liquid air as an explosive is probably only one small part of its
significance. During the period of the Third Reich, the Germans envisioned liquid
air as a source of energy. They did not need to go abroad to get it, the raw material,
air, was everywhere. No prospecting equipment, pipelines or refinery was
necessary. Liquid air could be manufactured at leisure, then bottled and stored for
later use. Its energy could be extracted halfway around the world.
The ultimate German flying machine may have been a saucer that manufactured
and burnt its own liquid air as it flew. This is an idea hinted at by flying saucer
pioneer Renato Vesco9 and which has recently been taken up again by researcher
Klaus-Peter Rothkugel who has written me about this on many occasions.
In the liquid air howitzer shell and the V-2 warhead, we think of the utilization
of liquid air as a burning or explosive force. To do this, of course, liquid air must
burn. Oxygen itself doesn't really burn; it supplies the oxygen necessary for
combustion. We seem to be left with nitrogen as the combustible material under
consideration. Nitrogen is
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U.S. government file describing liquid air used as an explosive shell.

BIOS Report Number 142: Liquid Air Bomb. A liquid air bomb design using coal dust may have been a forerunner to Dr. Zippermayr's
fuel-air bomb.

usually thought of as an inert gas. This is true as a practical matter in our daily
lives, but nitrogen will burn if it gets hot enough. Thunder is evidence of this.
During a discharge of lightning, atmospheric nitrogen is burnt by the heat
generated by the lightning. Nitrogen rapidly combines with atmospheric oxygen,
causing a low-pressure area in its wake. Thunder is the sound generated by the
gasses of the atmosphere slamming that pocket of low pressure, burnt nitrogen,
shut once more. The fallout is "fixed nitrogen", molecules of nitrogen combined
with oxygen, falling to earth which are used by plant life as fertilizer. The point is
that nitrogen will burn given enough heat.
A second method to extract energy from liquid air involves its rapid
transformation from a frozen liquid (liquid nitrogen at-147 degrees C.) to a gas as
the result of heating. Here we encounter the patent of Karl Nowak. Nowak was an
Austrian who found that when matter in its cold, liquid state is heated rapidly, for
instance injected into a combustion chamber on an engine, it expands with a
tremendous rate of force. Nowak made all sorts of claims as to the power of that
force but for us it is probably only necessary to recognize the principle. If liquid
air were injected into a combustion chamber, such as that of an automobile engine,
and it was sufficiently heated, such as with a high voltage discharge, not only
would a force of expansion arise from the burning of the gasses, but prior to the
burning and just before ignition, a force would have generated based upon the
rapid heating of the liquid air by the spark discharge. A second expansion would
take place upon the burning of the fuel itself, a reaction with which we are all
familiar.
The basics of this liquid air discussion are that the Germans succeeded in
finding a simple new source oi energy, one that was not based on foreign sources
and which could be produced and transported relatively easily and one that has
apparently been forgotten today. We will add to this discussion of liquid air when
we review the work of Dr. Mario Zippermayr.
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7 Synthetic Penicillin Substitute "3065"
During the 1950s, penicillin, an antibiotic, was touted as a "wonder drug". It
was so effective against a myriad of bacterial infections that it single-handedly
replaced "sulfa-drugs" which were previously in use against infection. Penicillin
saved countless lives. It ushered in a whole medical age of similar antibiotics.
Now we know that antibiotics were over prescribed and over used by doctors.
Bacteria, being adaptable and quickly reproducing organisms, evolved into strains
resistant to penicillin. Newer antibiotics constantly had to be developed to stay one
step ahead of the latest super-bacteria. Today, we live in fear of these evolved
bacteriological super-bugs. Of course, the elite can have any prescription that
money and power can buy but penicillin is now prescribed only as a last resort for
the general populace.
But perhaps this sad situation was not the inevitable consequence of medical
and pharmaceutical history. What if there were a non-antibiotic based treatment
which was just as effective or even more effective against infection as penicillin?
What if it were cheap and easy to manufacture compared with penicillin? What if
this medicine really did exist yet all knowledge of it were suppressed? Do you
think this sounds like "fringe" or "kook" medicine, something which can easily
answered by the current resident doctor on CNN? Well, let's see if the debunkers
can deal with this.
Penicillin substitute 3065 was the brainchild of Professor and Doctor Richard
Kuhn. We learn from the Combined Intelligence Objectives Subcommittee

Synthetic Penicillin—"3065" A copy from the actual text showing the chemical structure of "3065".

evaluation reports number 75, report 1, dated April 20, 1945 and marked "Secret"1
that Dr. Kuhn was not a quack. On the contrary, he was President of the German
Chemical Society since 1938. In wartime Germany, Dr. Kuhn was the Director of
the organic chemistry division of the Reichforschungshaft, second only to
Professor Thiessen. Dr. Kuhn did pure research while at the Reichforschungshaft,
that is, it was not militarily oriented. Dr. Kuhn was responsible for work on
nutrition, vitamins and war infection and disease. Since Dr. Kuhn worked in a
purely research setting, any discoveries were given to a development
(Entwicklung) facility or appropriated by the Reichamt fuer Wehrschaft Ausbau
(Reich Bureau for Military Consolidation) for purposes of practical application.
Dr. Kuhn was very cooperative with Allied interrogators who believed in his
sincerity and efforts to set down the facts correctly. Additionally, Dr. Kuhn spoke
excellent English. This meant that there were no misunderstandings about the
properties of "3065".
The account of the work on 3065 is well described and seems to lack mystery.
From the report cited we learn that Dr. Kuhn and his team "synthesized simple
derivatives of benzil (benzol or benzoyl?—author) with they have found to have
the same order of effect as penicillin, and in some cases to be much more
effective". For those interested in chemistry, 3065 is described further as a 2:2'
dihydroxy-5:5'-dibromo benzil. A chemical diagram is pictured in the report. 3065
may be synthesized by condensing 2 mols salicylaldehyde (hydroxy groups
protected by methylation); bromination may be carried out in the initial or in the
final stage. 3065 is stable towards heat (m.p. 215), is little soluble in water, but is
soluble in weak alkalis and forms a water-soluble (5-10%) complex with boric
acid.
This CIOS report goes on to say that a detailed report of the clinical value of
3065 will be covered by a report from "a medical assessor". It does state, however,
that 3065:
"rivals penicillin in its effects, especially in the case of staphylococcus (claimed to
be 300 times more effective; the MLD is of the same order as the sulphonamide
drugs except that the patient is more sensitive when narcosized e.g., by morphine;
it has been very effective against sulphonamide resistant gonococcus."
Clinical application in Germany was in the early stages and was
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interrupted by Allied occupation. Manufacture of 3065 was being carried out by
I.G. Wuppertal-Elberfeld.
Reference is made to the investigation of the physiological workings of 3065
which was being done by introducing radioactive bromine, prepared by Professor
Bothe at Heidelberg. This statement is confirmed by another Combined
Intelligence Objectives Subcommittee report, number 75/155 "Cyclotron
Investigation at Heidelberg Interview with Prof. Walter Bothe2 in which Dr. Bothe
confirmed collaboration with Dr. Kuhn in producing tracer materials.
In addition to his work of 3065, Dr. Kuhn also worked on the medical
application of a synthetic rubber derivative said to be a deep blue liquid that was
effective in treating mustard gas burns. The liquid was applied prior or two hours
after exposure. It was also an anti-inflammatory and provided protection from B.
coli infection.
What can be said of Dr. Kuhn and 3065 in summary? Dr. Kuhn did not
disappear after his CIOS report. He went on to be a Paperclip scientist, coming to
the USA to work after the war. The final outcome of 3065 is somewhat unclear: in
fact it is unknown. It just seems to have fallen off the face of the earth. Why was
this? Was this pressure from the pharmaceutical companies, which were busy
developing antibiotics? We simply do not know. But at one time there was the
possibility of a world in which both antibiotics and medicines such as 3065
coexisted. Perhaps bacteria would have rapidly evolved defenses against 3065 just
as they have to penicillin and other antibiotics. On the other hand, 3065's method
of killing bacteria would have been totally different from that of an antibiotic.
Therefore, its effectiveness and usefulness would have complemented antibiotics.
If this is true, no near universal reliance on antibiotics would have been necessary.
In this senecio, bacteria would not have had the universal exposure to nor built up
the tolerance to penicillin and other antibiotics as they have done today. If
penicillin was a "wonder drug" and we lost the opportunity for a complimentary
drug equal to it, then we seem to have lost more than another wonder drug and we
seem to have somehow gained, unnecessarily, super bacteria resistant to all antibiotics we can throw at them. Is it too late for 3065 to be of value to us?
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8 Synthetic Blood

Imagine, in our world where the fear of AIDS transmission though blood
transfusion is a constant worry, what if that worry did not exist. What if our blood
supply was safe? What if it had always been safe? What if countless lives had been
saved through the transfusion of uncontaminated blood and what if those
individuals had not passed the disease on to others? Is this possible? Yes it is and
yes, it always was.
It is possible because during World War Two, the Germans invented not only
synthetic blood plasma, but actual synthetic blood itself.
Rudolf Lusar wrote a book from memory. He was a German engineer who
worked it the German Patent Office. He was privileged to only those patents filed
officially at that time and not the secret SS patents, but even these official patents
are truly impressive. The Allies took these patents and left no record or receipt. All
that remains of boxcar loads of seized patents is Lusar's memory of them.
Lusar mentions that the method to produce synthetic blood plasma was invented
by the Germans during this time period.1
An even more revealing glimpse into this suppressed science comes to us from a
1946 American magazine article titled "Secrets By The Thousands" which ran in
Harper's Magazine.2 Before describing the article, a little explanation is necessary.
In 1946 the war was over. The troops were coming home. The world looked so
good that it spawned a "baby boom" in the United States. The Cold War had not
started yet. In this brief moment of good feeling

the censors were lifted and the press was allowed to print whatever they wanted to
print. It was in this brief glow of good cheer that the Harper's article appeared. The
article is a real window into exactly what was taken from Germany.
That article was only a few pages in length and only attempted to list the booty
taken. The article says in part:
"German medical researchers had discovered a way to produce synthetic blood
plasma. Called capain, it was made on a commercial scale and equaled natural
plasma in results. Another discovery was periston, a substitute for the blood
liquid."
Another secret, lost.
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9 Human Nutrition and Performance Enhances
Worldwide, humans eat a surprisingly varied diet. Some people eat almost no
meat at all, yet other people eat almost nothing but meat. The diets of peoples
originating in Europe and East Africa contain large amounts of dairy products
while peoples originating outside those areas find dairy products undi-gestible.
We, as individuals and as members of distinct human populations, have varying
nutritional needs. The United Nations has tried repeatedly to establish minimum
daily requirements regarding calories and vitamins but has failed miserably.
In the western world, especially in the United States, we are swamped with
nutritional studies in our mass media. Many times, these studies contradict earlier
ones. Even our official governmental organizations, such as the USDA, only seem
to be telling us to eat whatever foods that we have in abundance.
Compounding this confusion is the fact that some of the testing done in the
United States is sponsored by the companies which stand to gain from favorable
findings regarding the foods or vitamins they produce. These companies know of
human diversity and variability and they, therefore, know how to manipulate the
results of a "clinical study" by using a carefully selected, small, statistically
insignificant test group.
In the meantime, we are marketed food, vitamins, performance enhances and
"engineered foods" Madison Avenue style, each coming with their own "proof".
What are we to believe?
Wartime Germans were under particular stress. Young males almost universally
wore a uniform.

Everyone else was mobilized in some form and worked for the war effort. There
was a labor shortage. Slave laborers were drafted from prisoners as well as foreign
civilian and prisoner of war populations. German efficiency demanded that the
maximum return be gotten out of each calorie of food and out of every vitamin and
mineral. German nutritional studies of those times were conducted with the
necessary scientific rigor and were devoid of commercial considerations. It is for
these reasons that the results of this work is still valid today and should be heeded.
Information used in this presentation was based upon a September 1, 1945
report by the Headquarters, United States Air Force In Europe, Office of the
Surgeon, Aero-Medical Research Section which was titled "Interrogation of Major
Gunther Lehmann Medical Officer, German Luftwaffe". The information in
question was done by the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Medical Research at
Dortmund and Baden. Major Gunther Lehmann was the director of this project.
Before joining the Luftwaffe, Major Lehmann was a medical doctor and professor
and had already been with the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Medical Research since
shortly after his graduation from medical school in 1923. His miliary commission
was largely ceremonial as was his Nazi party affiliation. Major Lehmann was told
to remain at the institute and to continue his civilian research. Two additional
topics of research were given him. One was to test the effectiveness of drugs in
combating fatigue. The other was the effect of oxygen on fatigue.
The Germans were very interested in drug stimulants. They wanted to know if
an individual's productivity could be increased. If workers and soldiers could be
stimulated into increased productivity, obviously the entire German war effort
would benefit. Dr. Lehmann actually began this work in 1933. These experiments
led to later research with Professor Kraut which was performed on volunteers at
the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute.
Subjects continued to work all night and were given a stimulant before
breakfast. They were then tested for endurance on a bicycle ergometer. Pulse rates
and pulse pressure were graphically recorded. The ergometer test continued until
the product of the pulse rate times pulse pressure reached 10,000 which was
considered the exhaustion threshold.
Initially, Dr. Lehmann administered caffeine as the experimental
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stimulant. In 1942 Dr. Lehmann switched to pervitan, which he believed to be the
superior drug in all respects. Pervitan was found to alter the "vegetative energy
reserve" or "work capacity", terms coined during this research, little, if at all.
Pervitan was, however, found to double or even triple the ability to carry on over
and above the ordinary exhaustion threshold or "energy ability". This energy
ability is entirely a function of the brain cortex according to Dr. Lehmann in
somewhat of a complex relationship.
In addition to drug stimulants, Dr. Lehmann did some rather interesting
experimentation with adrenalin, which is nature's own stimulant. He concluded
that there were actually two types of adrenalin secreted by the body, each with a
different purpose. One, called the "activated form" causes the familiar flight or
fight response. The other, called the "inactivated form" is secreted constantly by
the body.
Dr. Lehmann found that subjects who tested the highest on the bicycle
endurance test also had the highest levels of adrenalin in their blood streams. Dr.
Lehmann determined that trained athletes invariably had higher blood levels of
adrenalin than non-athletes. Finally, Dr. Lehmann determined that the ability to
secret adrenalin could be trained or increased simply by the conditioning derived
from the daily bicycle ergometer testing.
It can be seen that adrenalin levels figure into the vegetative energy reserve, the
Adrenalin Level and Vegetative Compensations on Lehmann's chart that he used
to measure drug stimulant response.
Dr. Lehmann also studied oxygen's relationship to fatigue, both mental and
physical. As before, rigorous testing was conducted to measure both the physical
and mental fatigue of subjects while controlling for oxygen in an altitude chamber.
Dr. Lehmann found that both muscular and mental performance was positively
increased in fatigued subjects by breathing 100% oxygen as measured at ground
level. A tested efficiency increase of up to 50% was observed.
Dr. Lehmann and Professor Groff had already begun performance nutritional
studies before the war. These studies continued with the directive that the effects
of thiamin (vitamin B-l) on exercise be investigated. In addition to thiamin,
glucose, simple sugar, was also a subject for testing. For this testing subjects were
chosen from a nearby glass factory and their work was graded and classified by an
industrial expert assigned to Dr. Lehmann's staff. Dosages were fifty grams of
glucose and five mgms. of thiamin given after breakfast.
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About 40% of the factory workers were already thought to have a thiamin
deficiency.
The results of this testing were that neither glucose nor thiamin had any affect
on work tolerance or efficiency if given separately. If combined, however, there
was a noticeable improvement in both work tolerance and efficiency. In view of
these findings thiamin enriched bread was ordered to be given to the Luftwaffe in
1943 and 1944 and employees in mines and glass factories were given sweetened
tea and thiamine tables each day.
In 1941 Drs. Lehmann and Kraut began investigations on human protein
requirements. Their methods were revolutionary for the times and were later
incorporated by East European coaches for monitoring their strength athletes. Drs.
Lehmann and Kraut measured the nitrogen content in their test subject urea. All
protein is composed of nitrogen. Neither fats nor water contain nitrogen. The test
subjects, like all humans, break down bodily proteins in relation to their activity.
The more activity and the harder it is, the more protein is broken down and
excreted through the urine as nitrogen. The subjects for this test were female
statistical clerks in a nearby factory and a bridge building crew composed of
Russian prisoners. This is quite a range of physical activity.
In order to measure protein intake, Dr. Kraut employed the "best chefs
available" to "ingeniously mask changes in protein content". The doctors running
the study could then measure protein or nitrogen input vs output while using
essentially two sample populations, one sedentary and the other composed of hard
laborers. The exact amount of protein required for a given activity could roughly
be determined using this protein balance method.
The results were interesting. The absolute minimum protein intake necessary
daily to maintain a positive urinary protein balance is 40 grams for sedentary
office workers. The figure increased to 55 grams for laborers. The most interesting
finding was that for work efficiency to reach its highest level, that is for the
workers to work at peak performance, whether sedentary or laborer, the stated
minimum protein intake figures had to be doubled.
These findings were immediately marked "Secret". The diets of Luftwaffe
personnel, upon which depended the protection of the Reich, were supplemented
with 15 grams of additional protein. That
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Ergometer measures those factors encompassed in dotted lines.

A chart from the text showing the relationships involved. Ergometer measures those factors encompassed in dotted lines.
Above: redrawn chart, Below: original chart.

brought the dietary figure up to an average content of 85 grams in 1943 and 1944.
Caloric intake also effects work performance. Dr. Lehmann found that work
efficiency increased in direct proportion to caloric intake up to 3,000 calories per
day for office workers and 4,500 calories per day for laborers. Interestingly
enough, it was found that there was a time lag of approximately three weeks
between improvement in the diet and increased work efficiency.
American intelligence summaries of this type hardly ever make conclusions or
even assess the implications about the research reviewed. Why this was so remains
somewhat of a mystery. Some implications can be drawn, however.
The conclusions involve those individuals engaged in physical exertion,
whether it be hard labor or athletics. Drug stimulants can greatly increase the
capacity of an individual to do work after that individual has reached his or her
exhaustion threshold. Exceeding the previous work capacity causes an increase in
the level of blood adrenalin. Increased levels of blood adrenalin allow that
individual to exceed his or her previous best. What is being described is a kind of
performance enhancing feedback loop or step-by-step increase begun using drug
stimulants.
It was found that pure oxygen increases physical and mental ability.
It was found that work efficiency could be doubled using a combination of
vitamin B-l and glucose.
It was found that a 40 grams per day protein consumption can be considered a
minimum, even for sedentary individuals, while individuals doing heavy manual
labor, and presumably athletes, can benefit from a diet containing up to 110 grams
per day of protein.
It was found that there is a daily caloric requirement needed for peak output
which varies positively with the degree of activity involved.
All this may mean that those small, canned energy drinks whose main
ingredients are caffeine, B vitamins and simple sugars may actually work. They
may be used when the individual is exhausted and actually build further
endurance. This research also means that more oxygen, even the deep breathing as
done by boxers between rounds, is probably beneficial toward recovery.
It also means that individuals restricting caloric intake to lose weight will not be
at peak performance. Boxers and other athletes
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who must "make weight" usually do this during training for their next contest. The
training period employed for most boxers, for example, is about six weeks. It takes
about six weeks to bring a boxer to his peak. If less time is allocated, then the
boxer will not be in proper condition. If more time is taken, the boxer runs the risk
of overtraining and going stale. But it can be concluded from the research
presented above that if the boxer is restricting himself calorically, he will never
achieve optimum performance. This research indicates that the wiser course of
action might be to diet to make the weight before the six-week training period
commences as opposed dieting during the training.
There is an addendum to this story. The reader may be wondering exactly what
pervitin is. And the reader may be wondering if it was ever actually used by the
German military. In other words, were the Germans on their way to inventing
"Universal Soldiers", drugged to enhance performance?
Freedom of Information Act requests were made for "pervitin". One did come
back which was obviously only a piece of a much larger story. This involved the
1946 post-war world of Occupied Germany and the culture that sprung up there
overnight. This file was marked "secret" at the time and was titled "Report on
Deadlock". This file took on both the aspect of a criminal as well as a military
investigation because it dealt with a black-market conspiracy to sell pervitin and
another stimulant called "hykola" by a former military man of questionable
motives.
The concern on the part of the military seems to be the history of the principal
character in the investigation who was a former SS man. It seems that their
concern was that the funds derived from this black market sale not go to any
surviving SS organization. As far as we are concerned, the file is mostly trivial
nonsense except for the fact that the drug pervitin was produced in wartime
Germany by a company called Tem_ler Werke (one letter cannot be read) and that
a sizeable store of these pills was in the possession of the Wehrmacht at the end of
the war2. No records could be found concerning its field use by the German
military but we now know that Pervitin was what we now call methamphetamine.
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10 Magnetofunk and Himmelskompass and Point 103
The Magnetofunk and Himmelscompass were passive defenses used by the
Germans in conjunction with their secret arctic base, which Wilhelm Landig calls
"Point 103". To gain some understanding of these devices it is necessary to discuss
this base but to do that we must digress even further to include the Nazi post-war
writer Wilhelm Landig and one of his detractors.
In 1993 Joscellyn Godwin published Arktos The Polar Myth in Science,
Symbolism, And Nazi Survival. Godwin summarizes Landig's contribution as best
as possible in six pages. Godwin's point in this summarization was to paint
Landig's attempt to air the Nazi point of view as Godwin puts it:
"Goetzen gegen Thule is in one sense a massive work of revisionism, or, to put it
plainly, of whitewashing the Nazis."1.
Godwin is part of a time-tested tradition. He cites and uses the work of known
Nazis, but, to do so and to get his work published, he must mumble an anti-Nazi
formula as penitence. The effect is to discredit Landig. Unfortunately, because of
the language barrier, this has become the "accepted party line" view of Landig in
the English-speaking world.
Wilhelm Landig died in 1997. Since then we have learned that he was in the SS
and was in charge of security at the Prague Airport, the site were the Habermohl
saucer lifted off2. In all probability, he oversaw, on at least one occasion, not only
the Habermohl model, but the Schriever and Miethe

designs as well. Landig was a responsible person within the security structure of
the 3rd Reich and probably came across many other items of interest during his
duty, which he passes along to us in his writing.
After the war, Landig wrote three novels describing things and events that went
on in the war and immediately afterward. He prefaces these works by telling the
reader these are novels full of realities. This was code because in the post-war
world of Germany and Austria one was not allowed to state in fact what Landig
stated in "fiction".
One of these "facts" was Point 103. Point 103 was a secret German base
somewhere in the Arctic. Landig tells us it was in Canada but, in fact, it could have
been most anywhere. Point 103 was a military base in every sense of the word in
"Goetzen". It had hangers, runways, housing, storage facilities, shops, laboratories,
and maintenance facilities, all contained in huge caverns blasted from the arctic
rock.
One main function of Point 103 was to serve as a weather station since northern
storms move from the West before arriving in Europe and accurate weather
forecasting on the part of the Germans for their military operations could help
mitigate Allied air superiority. The Battle of the Bulge is a great example of how
the Germans used bad weather to their advantage.
This base was always sought out by Allied aircraft. Landig tells us that this base
survived this aerial onslaught and survived the war. In fact, Landig's story picks up
at Point 103 after the war has ended. It is the technology that allowed this base to
survive which is our topic in this chapter. These devices, according to Landig,
were the Magnetofunk and the Himmelskompass.
The magnetic north pole, the "North" of compasses, is not as close to the
geographical North Pole as one would imagine. It is located near 70 degrees of
North Latitude, near 90 degrees West Longitude, on the Boothis Peninsula in the
Northwest Territories of Canada.
"Funk" in German has to do with our word "radio". Therefore, Magnetofunk is
magnetic and delivered by radio waves. The job of the Magnetofunk was to deflect
the magnetic lines of force in the instruments of Allied aircraft ever so slightly.
Over the vast tracks of the Arctic, this slight deflection was designed to steer the
search aircraft safely around Point 103 3.
But if the magnetic compasses of the Allied aircraft were altered, how would it
be prevented from confusing the compasses of the
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Germans? How would the base ever be resupplied, for instance?
The answer is the other device under consideration, the Himmelskompas or
heavenly compass. This compass did not use the magnetic north pole to orient
itself but oriented itself using the position of the sun instead. This compass was so
sensitive to sunlight that it could even function in twilight or if the sun was below
the horizon. The explanation given is that a portion of the sunlight striking the
earth is polarized. This effect is said to be strengthened by the focused magnetic
field in the region of the poles. This polarized light was measured and a position
relative to the pole fixed4.
Its ability to function below the horizon is based on its ability to register
polarized light which would only appear above the horizon. Not only could this
light be used for directional purposes but it could also be used to indicate the
aircraft's attitude from the horizontal. This horizonal ability may be the cause of
some confusion in its name.
So, Landig claims that through use of these two devices the German polar
base's secret location was kept from the Allies while its exact position was known
to the Germans. Is this a fairy tale as Godwin implies? Is there any proof?
Nobody has ever found Point 103, or, if they have, this information has been
kept from us. Nobody has ever come up with a Magnetofunk as far as I know. But
there is independent evidence that the Himmelskompass did exist. And the
evidence comes from United States intelligence documents.
These two references are brief and rather cryptic as are many such documents.
They are more interested in identifying the devices to be studied without divulging
classified details to the casual reader. Remember, the United States military
already had plenty of horizon devices which were mounted in the cockpits of
aircraft and indicated to the pilot the degree of level flight of the aircraft.
Therefore, we are not discussing the usual cockpit horizon device in these reports.
The first report comes from a prisoner of war, Kurt Kreutzfeld, involved in
German high technology. In the report in question he also discussed German glide
bombs, rocketry, devices for projectile direction, as well as microfilmed SS
technology. He describes an "Artificial horizon" as:
"A self regulating artificial horizon for use in aircraft was invented by Dr.
Knappstein, who had a factory in Berlin -
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Above: copy of HQ, U.S. Strategic Air Forces in Europe document discussion "Mother Horizon".
Below: part of a British Intelligence Objectives Sub-Committee report number 142, page 4, discussing an artificial horizon.

Schoneberg. He worked in collaboration with Henschel, BerlinKoenswusterhausen. The horizon was not affected by any acrobatic maneuvers".5
The second document is strange indeed. It is a two-page extract of a certain Lt.
Newton's diary, copied and sent to a Col. Deyarmond on 6/21/45 by Col. D.L.
Putt, Director of Technical Services. This was a month and a half after the war in
Europe ended. The first entry concerned communications problems in forwarding
an "engine" to Wright-Patterson AFB and how to avoid such problems in the
future. The second entry describes the lack of qualified technical people involved
in the "V-1" project (the American investigation) and how it would be great to find
qualified Germans to explain it all. The third entry is the shortest and most cryptic:
"1174-Restricted-9 June 1945 Subject: "Mother Horizon"
Request received from Technical Data for one1 "Mother Horizon", as the German's
call it. It's a remotely indicating gyro horizon device. Equipment Laboratory seems
to be the interested agency."6
These documents are reproduced here.
Incidently, the US military spent huge amounts of time, money and manpower
in the years following the war in secret missions, flying over the Arctic. This is no
secret now since we have the testimony of Col. Wendele Stevens who took part in
these operations while serving in the USAF. In these operations, B-29 bombers
were outfitted with the latest electromagnetic sensing gear and flown all over the
American and Canadian Arctic allegedly looking for "flying saucers". According
to Wendele, when they were sighted, they were filmed and the film and recorded
measurements were spirited way to Washington D.C. Nothing was ever heard of
them afterward.
It may be no coincidence that something like this was the method used to track
down German weather stations during the war. It is also even possible that the
origin of these post-war, artic flying saucers was this base or others like it.
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11 German Free Energy Research
The Germans like people everywhere in the 20th century, were experimenting
with free energy or new energy inventions. Among those well-known inventions
are the Hans Coler devices and the Karl Schnappeller device. The Karl
Schnappeller device was described in an earlier book, Hitler's Flying Saucers: A
Guide To German Flying Discs Of The Second World War. The Hans Coler
device is one of the best-known devices thanks to the British having declassified
their analysis of his work and their publication and translation of earlier
evaluations1. Beyond these two, there is the work of Georg Otto Erb, which was
also briefly touched upon in Hitler's Flying Saucers.
Besides working on field propulsion systems, Dr. Erb also worked on "Electric
sources of energy of various kinds" as well as "Apparatus for turning the energy of
the sun's rays into electrical energy"2. A page of the microfilm report is reproduced
here. Beyond this report there is no information on Dr. Erb or his research during
or after the war.
The devices of Hans Coler are quite another matter. Information about them can
is only a mouse-click away using the search words "Hans Coler". Indeed, the
entire British Intelligence Sub-Committee report is reproduced on-line, in full. So
perhaps instead of a full review of his work, our time would be best spent in
discussion of Coler and his ideas as they are contained in that report.
Hans Coler incorporated permanent magnets into both of his devices. There
were two of these, the

Government file on Dr. Georg Otto Erb. Note his interest in new sources of energy.

German Free Energy Devices: Above is the Stromerzeuger which greatly interested the German Navy.
Below is the agnetstromapparat, a demonstration device.

"Magnetstromapparat" and the "Stromerzeuger". The Magnetstromapparat was
fully developed and completed by 1933 with the help of von Unruh and Franz
Haid of Siemens-Schukert. This means that the Siemens firm, inspire of later
denials (or memory losses), has known of free energy and specifically the Hans
Coler device since the early 1930s. In 1933, as part of a test, the
Magnetstromapparat was locked in a room in the Norwegian Legation in Berlin.
During the time it was locked away, the Coler device continued to produce electric
tension of thirteen volts
No further work was done by Coler on the Magnetstromapparat after this time.
His entire energies were focussed on the Stromerzeuger. In 1943 Coler and his
work ended up at the O.K.M., or the German Navy. At this time Coler had achieve
an output of 6 kilovolts for the Stromerzeuger. This was just the basic unit,
meaning that additional sections could be grafted onto this unit for a much
increased output.
The official "party line" is that no further developments came after this time,
meaning that the German Navy never used this device. The story gets even more
definitive in that it is claimed that the Coler devices were destroyed in an air raid.
For what purpose do you suppose the German Navy might have used this device? I
have only one clue to offer. By this time in the war the German Navy was really
nothing more than the German U-boat service. Imagine a U-boat running on
electricity generated underwater without an air-consuming diesel engine? Do you
think they just might be interested?
It was only after the war, in 1946, when Color found himself in the British
occupation zone, that the Magnetstromapparat was rebuilt at the request of the
British. The British supplied material but the device was re-created in Germany.
The British also asked for a materials list for the much more powerful
Stromerzeuger, but information on its re-construction is lacking.
The Stromerzeuger was not one device or model but several. In reading the
descriptions given by scientists who studied the device for fraud, it is evident that
these devices varied in size and output as well as design details.
The Stromerzeuger consisted of two separate devices, a primary connected via
induction to a secondary. The primary was activated by battery. The primary was
opened and closed inducing a reaction in the secondary. The output from the
secondary was said to have been
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many times that of the primary's input. Additional "secondaries" could be added,
further increasing output.
Coler said that ferro-magnetism has an oscillation of a frequency of 180
kilohertz. The interaction of this frequency and that of opening and closing the
circuit is thought by Coler to have built up an electrical tension.
Coler thought this tension was further enhanced by what he called
"Raumenergie" or "space energy". Coler believed that this additional outside
energy, "space electrons" flowed from "repelling spaces" to "attracting spaces" in
his device. These were located in the flat copper plates he used as part of the
circuit. This attracting-repelling space sounds very much like the semiconductor
theories presented in modern textbooks. The space energy is still unrecognized by
accepted science, yet the British confirmed that the Magnetstromapparat worked
and could not be explained by conventional electrical theory.
The British report on Coler was not de-classified until 1978 or 1979, well after
the first energy crisis. If this were just mad ravings, then it would have never been
classified and would have been used for propaganda purposes to discredit German
science, thus removing it from the notice or interest of "enquiring minds".
It sounds like when the flat copper plates were activated, they acted like an
open drain-plug, allowing this "space energy" to enter the circuit.
Hold on, we are not quite done with German free or new energy devices and
research and I promise you a big surprise when we return to it.
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12 Technical Infrastructure

Just as established history tells us that there are no new energy sources or new
energy devices, established history also tells us that it was not the Germans, but
the Americans who detonated the first atomic device. German atomic research is
often described in establishment history as consisting of a crude atomic pile in
someone's basement or backyard which would have either exploded or the faulty
device would have killed everyone involved with radiation. This is the classic
undervaluation, minimization story.
But if the Germans were able to do far more than they have been credited,
wouldn't there be some sort of corroborating technical evidence? In other words,
wouldn't there have been a supporting technical infrastructure?
Thanks to the intensive efforts of Allied intelligence to investigate every aspect
of the technical underpinnings of the German war effort, we have the evidence in
the form of the Combined Intelligence Objectives Sub-Committee reports, the
British Intelligence Objectives Sub-Committee reports, the F.I.A.T. reports and
other similar research gathering reports and organizations. All these agencies
published findings and summary reports, even if they have not all been declassified today. It would take volumes of books to bind and organize this material
but I would like to discuss one or two that have a bearing on past and future topics.
Through much of the war, research was directed by the Reich's Research
Council. From here it was organized in three phases. Basic research was done at a

From the Combined Intelligence Objectives Subcommittee report number 174, C.H.F. Muller, A.G. This is a list of recovered items in
boxes. Note: box 3, letter B and box 4, letter B, "Neutron Generator Drawings". Also note in box 4, I and J which concerng a wrist
generator data and patent application. Magnetrons and betatrons are also discussed.

"Forschungs" (research) facility. After the basic concept had been tested and
verified, the idea, machine, weapon, etc., went on to an "Entwicklung"
(development) facility where the idea was worked out in practical terms. From
here the idea was carried to a production facility that was a manufacturer, usually a
commercial manufacturer. The larger manufacturers have names which are
familiar to us, Heinkel, Siemens, I.G. Farben, etc. But it could also go to a smaller,
less known manufacturer.
Having described a chain of events, it should be added that there were many
exceptions to this sequence. Some of the manufacturing companies did their own
research. Universities and technical colleges did research besides and in addition
to that sponsored by the government. Every branch of the German military did
independent research. There were many private inventors and scientists working
on their own projects that were of special interest to them. Finally, the SS had a
vast system of research by the end of the war and actually appropriated facilities
and people from other organizations.
Government intelligence reports are not explicit but what I would like to do is
use them to describe a couple of these research facilities and a small
manufacturing firm who made devices necessary for the development of some of
the more exotic devices we will encounter later. Also, a description of one or two
of the completely researched concepts from those days might prove interesting.
Let us first look at the C.H.F. Muller, A.G. Company. This was a small
manufacturing company, employing about 500 people with about 80,000 square
feet of floor space.
C.H.F. Muller made x-ray machines and similar electronic devices that were
employed in the nuclear effort. They made x-ray machines for use in the medical
realm. They also made a "cascade" high voltage generator, 900 to 2,400 Kv. for
use as a deutron generator. A deutron or deuteron is the nucleus of the deuterium
atom. Deuterium is an isotope of hydrogen meaning that it has the same chemical
properties as hydrogen but a slightly different atomic structure. Both hydrogen and
deuterium form oxides, hydrogen oxide and deuterium oxide. We call hydrogen
oxide "water" and deuterium oxide "heavy water".
C.H.F. Muller made magnetrons of apparently their own design. A magnetron
is used to generate very high frequency wavelengths. They also made betatrons of
three kinds. The betatron had only been recently invented and it was used to
generate very high-energy
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electron beams as well as extremely powerful beams of x-rays. The x-rays
generated using a betatron have very great penetrating power. C.H.F. Muller made
electron microscopes, a "wrist generator" (a patent application for this device was
also found at C.H.F. Muller) and there were plans found for a Muller neutron
generator. Let's look at the last two in more detail.
A few years back, a retired USAF Colonel, Philip Corso, made some claims
about finding a dead alien in a plastic body bag at some US Air Force base in his
book titled, The Day After Roswell. Well, he couldn't produce the dead alien for
his book or even a picture of it or another witness to corroborate his testimony, so,
to bolster his argument he linked this alleged dead alien with examples of to-thattime unknown technology which he claimed were of alien origin. The two big
unknown technologies he cited as coming from with the alien universe were the
transistor and night vision equipment.
Night vision equipment is well documented as having been invented by the
Germans during World War Two. In fact, the device described below must have
been some sort of light amplification device. This particular device was said to
have been powered by a truly miniature generator.
"He showed me then what had been two of the most closely-guarded technical
secrets of the war: the infrared device which the Germans invented for seeing at
night and the remarkable diminutive generator with operated it. German cars could
drive at any speed in total blackout, seeing objects clear as day two hundred meters
ahead. Tanks with this device could spot targets two miles away. As a sniper scope
it enabled German riflemen to pick off a man in total darkness.
There was a sighting tube, and a selenium screen out front. The screen caught the
incoming infrared light, which drove electrons from the selenium along the tube to
another screen that was electrically charged and fluorescent. A visible image
appeared on this screen. Its clearness and its accuracy for aiming purposes were
phenomenal. Inside the tube, distortion of the stream of electrons by the earth's
magnetism was even allowed for!
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This is part of a page from a Secret report, dated October 1944 but issued in March, 1945, titled: Coil Research Laboratory Siemens
Halske Berlin (6824 DIC/MIS/NOT-533) Please note item 34. At this radio research and development laboratory the Germans
experimented with a "Zyklotron" with is their spelling of cyclotron. A cyclotron is a particle accelerater, still used in atomic research and
development to this day.

The diminutive generator-five inches across-stepped up current from an ordinary
flashlight battery to 15,000 volts. It had a walnut-sized motor that spun a rotor at
10,000 rpm—so fast that originally it had destroyed all lubricants with the great
amount of ozone it produced. The Germans had developed a new grease:
chlorinated paraffin oil. The generator then ran 3,000 hours!"1.
The C.H.F. Muller wrist generator fits this description. Please remember this
context as we will return to the super lubricant in a later chapter.
The other development mentioned in the intelligence report is the neutron
generator. In order to cause a chain reaction, on demand, resulting in an atomic
bomb, a method to generate a stream of neutrons is usually thought necessary. The
fact that the C.H.F. Muller A.G. had designed some sort of neutron generator
indicates that one piece in the puzzle concerning the detonation of an atomic
device had been solved.
Along these same lines there was another company in production of electronic
devices necessary for an atomic infrastructure. This was the Siemens Halske firm
in Berlin who made, among other things, a cyclotron2. A cyclotron is a machine
that uses a magnetic field to propel heavier nuclear particles. It is a particle
accelerator. There have been rumors that the Germans even used a particle
accelerator as one method to enrich uranium.
Next we turn to a pure research organization, the Flugfunk Forschungsinstitut
Oberpfaffenhofen, abbreviated F.F.O. The F.F.O. was an organization specializing
in aeronautical radio research for the Luftwaffe. This organization seems to have
specialized in work of jamming radar. This was a large organization and had many
physical sites of operation. When the war drew to a conclusion, all the secret
research done at the F.F.O. was burnt. What we know and what remains consist
largely of what was remembered by the individual scientists involved and their
private libraries. It is not unreasonable to assume that some secrets went forever
unspoken after those ashes cooled, however.
The F.F.O. developed three types of magnetrons and several types of klystrons.
A klystron tube is used to produce ultra-high frequencies but they seem to have
been smaller than magnetrons. Klystrons seem
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to have been the hot ticket at this time and were employed to generated
frequencies in order to jam radar. Klystrons were employed in the famous "Feuer"
devices of which there was more than one3. This name "Feuer" is "fire" in English
and has given rise to speculation that klystrons were employed in the alleged
jamming devices on the German Feuerball (foo or phoo fighter). The klystron tube
could very well have been the transmission apparatus for the Magnetic Wave or
Motorstoppmitel device we will discuss later.
The F.F.O. also did some interesting work in "crystal detectors", as named by
the Americans. But before discussing that topic, perhaps two examples of
completed projects should be pointed out as well as one involving some very
futuristic research:
ELECTROSTATIC ANTI-AIRCRAFT SHELL FUSES
"The principle involved in these fuses is similar to that used in measurements of
electric fields. The shell or projectile has a small aerial sticking out on one side.
The whole shell rotates about its axis in the normal manner and this causes the
aerial to develop an alternating voltage if any electrostatic fields are present. This
voltage is fed to the grid of a cold-cathode thyratron tube causing it to conduct
when the voltage is large enough. The anode of the tube is fed by a condenser that
was charged while the shell was in the gun. The discharge of this condenser
through the thyrotron blows a small electric fuse and explodes the shell.
The shell is fired from the ground where the electrostatic field is usually about 1
Kv per metre (it varies between 0.1 and 10 Kv/m). Consequently, the shell has an
appreciable charge induced on it by this field before it loses contact with the earth.
During flight this charge gives a field that is symmetric and produces no
alternating voltage in the aerial. When the shell approaches an aircraft or large
conducting body the induced fields are asymmetric and can induce alternating
voltages of the order of tens or hundreds of volts in the aerial."4
Today, we call this a proximity fuse but it is evident in this
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careful description by the CIOS that this concept was revolutionary at that time.
GUIDED MISSILES
"A remote control steering mechanism for a falling bomb has been developed by
the group of Ing. Kreil at F.F.O. Grafolfing. It consists of an airborne transmitter at
25 mc/s and a receiving system inside the bomb. The aerials are stretched
diagonally between the tail fins of the bomb to make them less susceptible to
jamming coming from the front of the bomb. The apparatus was unsuccessful
owing to electrical discharges (corona, etc.), from the bomb during fall affecting
the receiver and causing the bomb to zig-zag. The work was stopped in 1944.
Ing. Kreil said that the Luftwaffe had subsequently found a cure for this by trailing
wires with resistors or threads of semi-conducting materials behind the bomb to
cause the electrical discharges to take place slowly and without oscillation in the
frequency range used for controlling the bomb.5
In other words, the F.F.O. invented the first "smart bomb".
STEALTH RESEARCH
"Measurement on the conductivity and dielectric properties of flame gases are
being conducted by Dr. Lutze at Seeshaupt. They are intended to provide
knowledge of the effects to be expected with radio control of rockets and to say
how much the flame and trail of a V-2 contributes to radar reflections."6
So the F.F.O. was measuring the conductivity and radar reflectional properties
of exhaust gases? Placing a cathode in the exhaust of a jet or rocket was the Flame
Jet Generator of Dr. T.T. Brown7. This procedure induced a negative charge to the
exhaust. A corresponding positive charge is automatically induced on the wing's
leading edge. This combination bends
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Work of the Flugfunk Forschungsinstitut Oberpfaffenhofen (F.F.O.) on "crystal detectors" involving silicon, germanium and a discussion
of impurities within these materials. Engineered impurities in silicon/germanium form the basis for modern semiconductors.

radar signals around the aircraft and is one method used by the B-2 bomber.
Let's back up a second. The Horton 9, described earlier, had recessed intake and
exhaust ports. It had no vertical control surfaces. Therefore, its radar reflection was
already super-low. We certainly have no trouble imagining this aircraft painted
with radar absorbing paint as was planned. How about inducing a radar-bending
envelope of charged particles around this aircraft? And how about fitting this
aircraft with a klystron tube in its nose pumping out the same frequency used by
Allied radar, jamming it or making the aircraft invisible to radar? If we can
imagine this, so could the scientists with the F.F.O. If the war had lasted another
year, the Allies might have faced not only a 700 mile per hour Horton 9, but a
Horton 9 which was also a true stealth aircraft in the modern sense.
Finally, "crystal detectors" should be mentioned. According to the CIOS report,
both the F.F.O., the firm Telefunken, and Siemens-Halske worked with this and
related ideas, the pioneering work having been done by Welker and Kinger of the
F.F.O., Gautling facility. Single crystals were involved which originally were
made of silicon. This is the same silicon used today in our modern semi-conductor
industry. This technology broke upon the scene with the introduction of the
transistor.
The transistor, invented in 1947 by Dr. William Shockley, replaced the glass
vacuum tube as a valve or switching device in electronics. The transistor works
because it allows electrons to flow only in one direction, on demand. Transistors
could make a gate or valve in a three-way connection. It does this using special
impurities in the crystal structure which facilitate electron flow.
Philip Corso, in his book The Day After Roswell, claims that aliens invented
transistors and they just suddenly appeared on the scene. These transistors just fell
into the hands of Dr. Shockley at Bell Laboratories, according to Corso. Of course
nobody in the scientific community agrees with Corso. But what would be
evidence for the terrestrial development of transistors? It would be a history of
development of transistors and related devices right here on earth leading up to the
transistor.
Not only was the F.F.O. and other institutions working with silicon in
electronics during the Second World War, they were also working with the other
crystal substance always mentioned
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in discussion of semi-conductors, Germanium. In fact, the CIOS report describes
manufacturing methods involving both of these crystals and compares the results
of silicon vs. Germanium.
Of course, there are those who will say that working on crystals is not
necessarily the same as working on semi-conductors. But the discussion of
impurities within a discussion of silicon or Germanium would indicate a
discussion of semi-conductors. From the CIOS report:
"Apparently little work had been done on the effect of impurities although such
work is described in papers by other German workers on the problem."8
At first, this may sound like negative evidence but it is not. It says that the
Germans were not working on semi-conductors at the F.F.O. but they had
recognized the concept and were not only working on the problem somewhere
else, they had written about it. This report is dated July 1, 1945, just after the war
in Europe ended. This pre-dates the alleged Roswell crash. It documents that
research in semi-conductors or leading to semi-conductors took place on planet
earth shortly before their disclosure in the form of the transistor. I really do not
know if the Germans invented the transistor and if it was later funneled into the
hands of an American company or not. But this CIOS report does document that
the Germans were at the very least involved in this research which not only argues
for their high-tech status, it strips the late Col. Corso of any corroborating physical
evidence for aliens besides his body-bag testimony.
What these examples show is that the technical infrastructure which was present
in Germany during this period of time was more than advanced enough to supply
research scientists with machines and devices they needed to do advanced work.
This technical infrastructure was at least the equal of anything found in Britain or
the United States at the time.
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13 German Atomic Test

For some readers of history the very idea that Germany built and tested an
atomic device during World War Two is heretical. Conventional history has drilled
it into our heads that American scientists of the Manhattan Project built the first
atomic weapons. They allegedly succeeded in accomplishing this goal in July of
1945 with the first atomic weapon was tested in New Mexico. Beginning in
August of 1945, atomic weapons were dropped on Japan, which brought the
Second World War to a close. It is all very neat and tidy. American scientists
became heroes, icons in our culture. Buildings and whole institutions are named
after Enrico Fermi and Robert Oppenheimer, for instance. At the same time we are
told that the weak German effort at building atomic weapons was too little and too
late and too disorganized.
Established history does not deny the German atomic program, it only
minimizes it. Modern writers cite such evidence as the Farm Hall conversations as
proof that the German scientists were years behind the Americans in building
atomic weapons. At the same time established history seeks to maximize the
British effort to destroy the German heavy water producing facilities in central
Norway. This operation is treated as one of the military/technological turning
points in the war effort and one that sealed the fate of the German atomic weapons
program permanently. So that is it, then, neat and tidy?
Recently, new information has cast doubt on idea that the Germans were
incompetent in this area. This new information is based upon evidence in Europe

itself rather than simply the controlled information released in post-war America.
Some of this new information is based upon exploration of underground
facilities abandoned by the Germans in the closing days of the war1. Many of these
underground facilities were sealed with explosives as the Germans retreated and
never re-opened until after the collapse of the former Soviet Union. Some of this
new information is based upon research done in Germany at the Jonas Valley
which indicates that a whole atomic infra-structure was set up there during and that
this was done after the destruction of the heavy water facilities in Norway2. This is
not conjecture but based upon eyewitness evidence as well as actual physical
evidence which is still on-site. Some of this new information resides in the
American government's own declassified words in which they admit the existence
of neutron generators, for instance3, and affix the location and scientists involved.
And finally, some of the new information comes from interconnecting a number
of separated and isolated eyewitness and historical sources4 which would have
been impossible only a few years ago. The resulting tableau painted by these facts
is shocking, to say the least. What emerges is a detailed step-by-step, date-by-date
account of the German atomic program. Actually, it is many programs, not three or
even six. Some were secret programs within a secretive Germany, one of these
being run by the SS. Thanks to this new research, we have dates, locations, names
of scientists who were involved and even the weapons they produced at these
individual locations.
The Germans did make atomic bombs. Not only did they make atomic bombs,
they made uranium as well as plutonium bombs and other atomic weapons which
remain somewhat of a mystery. What the Germans could not do in these dying
days of the 3rd Reich, was to match up one of these nuclear warheads with an
effective delivery system. The reasons for this differ with each weapon,
individually, and run the gambit from mistake to treachery to incompetence4.
The shocking outcome of these events was that the unexploded German atomic
bombs fell into the hands of the Americans at the end of the war in Europe in May
of 1945, two months before the "first" explosion of an atomic weapon in the New
Mexico desert. What a present for the Americans! All they did was to put new tail
fins on the bombs, repaint them, and drop them on Japan. Naturally,
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the American scientists involved with the Manhattan Project were given credit4.
As an aside, the fact is that many of those very scientists were spies for the
Soviet Union during this time as recently discovered Soviet intelligence proves5. I
am not talking about simple middlemen like the Rosenbergs. What I am talking
about are those very icons in our society who speak for American atomic
scientists. I am talking about all those American atomic scientists who found a
"conscious" after they realized the atomic bomb would never be used on Germany,
as they hoped, but might instead be used on the Soviets after the war was over. I
am talking about those "emigre", "peacenik" scientists calling for and "end to
war". I am talking about those scientists who posed, smoking a pipe, as someone
somehow smarter and morally on a higher plane than you and I.
Here are the facts: "Calibre" was the Soviet code-name for their agent
Greenglass. "Editor" was their name for Enrico Fermi and "Star" was the Soviet
code-name for their agent Robert Oppenheimer5. These men are our cultural
heroes. Put your hand behind your ear. Can you hear the KGB laughing all the way
from Moscow? Not only were they spies, they conspired to lie about their work
and did so. But they are not alone. They got a lot of help from their friends in the
intelligence community and the mass media. The amazing truth is that they got
away with the whole big lie. The Manhattan Project scientists, failures, unable to
build their own atomic bomb, literally fell into the toilet and came out smelling
like roses, as far as history is concerned.
I am not going to try to re-tell the whole story of the German atomic projects.
Those interested can see the sources below. What I would like to do is tell one
story. It is a story of an eyewitness to a German atomic test which took place in
October of 1944, nine months before "history" says that was possible.
This report originates in the journal "Defensa", Number 76-77, AugustSeptember of 1984. The text was in Italian but a summary and translation appeared
in German language and it is from this translation that this report is derived6. The
report was the life experience of the writer, Luigi Romersa. Mr. Romersa was sent
upon a strange mission by Bonito Mussolini, the Fascist leader of Italy and Hitler's
ally. The time was April of 1944. The war was not going well for the Axis Powers
and Mussolini was summoned to a meeting with Hitler at Castle Klessheim, near
Saltzburg, Austria. The meeting lasted three
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days. With Mussolini came Marshal Rodolfo Graziani and with Hitler were von
Ribbentrop, Keitel, Dollmann and Ambassador Rahn. Hitler's allies had been
given little information on the development of German wonder weapons until this
time. This meeting was the first time Hitler had broached the subject with
Mussolini.
Hitler and Mussolini were genuine friends. In the past, Hitler had personally
defended Mussolini when he was disparaged by ranking members of the German
military. Hitler had personally intervened when the Italian government did a flopflop and deposed Mussolini, imprisoning him on a mountaintop fortress while
entering into negotiations to turn him over to the Allies. This intervention took the
form of Colonel Otto Skorzeny, who led a team of commando raiders onto this
mountaintop fortress in a daring glider attack. El Duce was freed and flown to
Vienna before the turn-coat Italian government knew what had happened.
Mussolini was subsequently installed in a Northern Italian government, loyal to
Hitler. Mussolini spoke excellent German and had even given a speech or two in
that language. So, bearing these facts in mind, it was not lack of trust or lack of
communication, which caused the doubt that had arisen in Mussolini's mind after
hearing Hitler's discussion of German wonder weapons. But Mussolini did want to
know if Hitler's promised weapons could really win the war. In other words, he
wanted to do his own appraisal.
The first meeting lasted two hours. By all accounts, Hitler was the master of
positive thinking and was also the master of intoning such optimism in the face of
adversity. Using this manner, Hitler reviewed the global political and military
situation and inundated his guests with impressions and observations. He assured
his audience that the war would certainly be won once Germany had deployed its
new weapons. Hitler walked through the room as he said:
"We have aircraft, imperceptible U-boats, giant tanks and cannons, unbelievably
powerful rockets and a bomb with a force which will surprise the whole world.
The enemy knows this, he attacks us, he destroys us, but through this destruction
he will be answered with attack and without launching biological warfare, for
which we are also prepared. (...). All my words correspond with the purest truth
which will be confirmed."
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After the meeting Mussolini quietly returned to Gargnaro, on Lake Garda in
Northern Italy, where he had a residence. Mussolini clearly wanted to know more.
In the Fall of 1944, Mr. Romersa was summoned by Mussolini to the villa
Orsoline where he was living with his family. Romersa was given the assignment
by Mussolini to journey to Germany and find out more about things which had
only been presented to him superficially at Castle Klessheim. Mussolini wanted
detailed information. Romersa was given credentials and a letter of
recommendation for Goebbels and Hitler, respectively.
Romersa traveled to Germany by car. Hitler personally read the letter of
recommendation in his headquarters at Rastenburg in East Prussia and allowed Mr.
Romersa's presence at some experiments. He began his tour with underground
factories that were concentrated in Upper Selesia and Bavaria.
The underground factories were more like small cities buried underground
within a mountain. Elevators offered access the inner bowels of these wellcamouflaged, well-guarded facilities. The tunnels ran kilometer after kilometer
within the earth, all connected by rail, which facilitated transport of personnel as
well as material.
The tour of the underground facilities, however interesting, was not the
highlight of Mr. Romersa's trip to Germany. Sometime during the night of October
11, 1944 Mr. Romesa was picked up at the hotel Adlon in Berlin. He was told that
after this particular trip, he would be received by none other than Minister Goebels
himself. Mr. Romersa asked where he was being taken but to his question there
was no answer. This was at two o'clock in the morning. A light rain fell that night
as he was driven to his goal. At ten o'clock the following morning they arrived and
got out of the car. They were on the shores of the Baltic in the vicinity of
Stralsund. They took a motorboat from there to the island of Ruegen. Ruegen was
within the testing range were many German weapons were completed. This was a
secret place, guarded by specialized units. It was an area in which none could even
set foot without an approval card from the supreme command of the German
military. In fact, Ruegen Island lies just north of Peenemuende.
Once on Ruegen Island, they immediately went into a region that was sheltered
by trees. In a flat area within this forest there had been prepared stone houses and a
protective bunker made from cement. They went into a half buried underground
tower through a metal door
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that was closed behind them. Besides Mr. Romersa, there were three other men in
the party.
One of the military men who had accompanied Romersa began talking. He said
that they would now witness a test of an atomic bomb. Nothing could withstand
the blast of such a bomb, the man went on, saying that the explosive power of this
bomb was the strongest ever discovered. They were only a kilometer from the
point of the explosion but, of course, well sheltered from the blast, which was
scheduled for noon. Nevertheless, they would have to remain in the bunker until
that evening. Romersa was told that the bomb released deadly radiation. The
effective circumference of the blast would be a kilometer and a half. The witnesses
would, therefore not only be seeing the blast, they would be experiencing it first
hand.
The telephone rang. The test had been moved up to 11:45 A.M. Slits in the side
of the concrete bunker had been provided which were covered with smoked glass
for viewing. Romersa could see trees and a darkened landscape. The telephone ran
again with the exact time of detonation. All present synchronized their
wristwatches.
Suddenly a blinding light appeared as the concrete tower of the bunker shook.
As Mr. Romersa watched, a thick curtain of smoke descended over the landscape
and then the cloud covered their position. Nobody spoke. They were entangled in
the smoke and the impact of the blast. They felt as if they had fallen over an abyss.
Finally, the driver of their vehicle who was a lieutenant in the army, the branch
of the service that had prepared this test, said that the test they had seen and
therefore confirmed was extremely important. When ready, he went on, these
bombs could be dropped on the Anglo-American invasion troops or on enemy
cities. This bomb, he said, should cause the enemy to think twice about the course
of this war.
The officer went on: We have done research for years. After long and tiring
experimentation, we have finally completed this discovery. We have facilities
everywhere. Some were met with and destroyed by the enemy, such as the
facilities in Norway, but Peenemuende is intact although the Americans have
sought to destroy this facility. In six or seven months the series mass production of
these bombs will begin. Everything will change then but some will be perplexed or
disconcerted because of or on account of the introduction of this frightful remedy.
Mr. Romersa continues his narrative which is loosely translated
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here: About four o'clock, the hall dark, there appeared some shadows. They ran to
our bunker tower. They were soldiers dressed in what looked like some sort of
strange diving suit. These soldiers soon entered the building. They brought with
them special garments for those inside to wear as they left the shelter of the
bunker. Romersa did not know for sure what the overcoats were made of but they
were white, rough fiber-like material that might have been asbestos. The head
covering was provided with a slit of mica-like glass at eye level. They were given
high but very light boots to wear as well as gloves made from the same material as
the overcoats. The soldiers led them out of the bunker tower in single file.
The farther they got from the bunker the more mixed up the landscape looked.
The forest looked like it had been swamped by a wave of fire. In this burnt-out
setting, Mr. Romera's foot struck something unusual. It turned out to be the
carbonized body of a goat. The stone houses and tower that he had seen a few
hours earlier were completely swept away. The devastation increased as they
moved toward ground zero. Here, the grass had a strange color resembling
chamois and the trees that had remained upright were stripped of their leaves.
They returned to Berlin that night.
Before the end of October Mr. Romersa met with Minister Goebbels. The
meeting took place at Goebbels home. Goebbels was informed of Mr. Romersa's
presence at the "Experiment in Ruegen". He told Mr. Romersa that by various
means great numbers of these weapons would be manufactured by which the
enemy would be "decisively met with". Countermeasures to the weapon, if any,
could be thought up later since, by that time, this war would be over.
Goebbels paused and then began discussing delivery systems. He told Mr.
Romersa that the bombs would be delivered by special U-boats equipped with
snorkels and turbines, from radio controlled V-weapons of unbelievable high
speed, from supersonic aircraft, from long-range rockets, A-4 and A-9 with a range
of more than one thousand kilometers. For a few months we must bear our teeth
and hold out, Goebbles said. "We need time. Twenty-four hours could be
decisive".
Goebbels began to discuss the development of the atomic bomb. He mentioned
that heavy water facilities were located in Norway as well as on the Northeastern
coast of Germany. The Allies knew of these facilities and their meaning. Air
attacks and sabotage had been
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mounted, the latter being successful in Norway but not in Germany. Hitler,
according to Goebbels, had not wanted to employ atomic bombs at first because he
thought them unnecessary to win the war. In 1942, he changed his mind and
inquired as to how long such weapons would take to develop. He was told it would
be two years, which he considered too long. He changed his mind again in 1943 at
which time intensive work began anew.
Goebbels described other weapons, confirming what Romersa had been told
earlier. These included new cannons, and instruments that would allow the
Germans to see and precisely shoot in the dark. A dozen new remotely controlled
rockets were in the works. A-4 and A-9 rockets were to be equipped with 10 and
15 ton atomic warheads respectively.
Then Goebbels came back to a recurring theme. This theme was the need to
hold out until these weapons became operational. He reiterated that six months
were necessary. This contest was clearly a war of time since the Allies were
dropping tons of bombs, day and night, in the hope that Germany would collapse
in the meantime. Goebbel's final words to Romesa were: "Germany's salvation
depends upon its genius".
What can be made of Mr. Romersa's narrative? The Germans clearly wanted
Mr. Romersa to recount his impressions of the atomic test and the optimistic words
he had heard to Benito Mussolini. But by late 1944, Mussolini was not in any real
position to assist Germany at this point in the war. German atomic weapons were
never deployed. The German atomic programs were discredited by the Allies.
Nobody had ever mentioned a German atomic test. One wonders what would have
happened to anybody making such a claim in the early days of the cold war. In
light of these developments, Mr. Romersa's extraordinary experience on Ruegen
Island became a politically incorrect "tale" or at best a baseless "war story".
Without confirmation, it is no wonder that he kept the information to himself for
so many years.
But Luigi Romersa, himself, did not fall off the pages of history. After the war,
somehow, perhaps because of his substantial insider information concerning the
Axis Powers, Romersa applied for and was granted a high security clearance with
the government of the United States of America7. He went on in 1959 to write a
ten part series, titled: "Wernher Von Braun Y La America Del Futuro" (Wernher
von Braun and the Future of America) for a Spanish
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As this captured map indicates, the Germans planned for their atomic
bomb—to be delivered by a specially designed V-2 rocket—to explode near
Delancy Street and the Bowery in downtown New York City.
This is a German map of New York City showing the projected destruction their atomic bomb would cause. Source: World War II.
(magazine), Danny Parker.

This is the first page of a German translation of an article written by Luigi Romersa in the journal "Defensa", number 76-77, August 1984,
titled: "Yesterday's News, Today's History: The "Secret Weapons" of Hitler, Something more than (mere) Fantasy".

Top Left: Cover sheet of Top Secret US Naval Intelligence report detaining a German atomic test.
Top Right: blow up of the pertinent text. Bottom: Alleged picture of the German atomic test, October 12, 1944, at Ruegen Island, just
north of Peenemuende.

language newspaper in Valencia, "Las Provincias"8. One photograph contained
within that series of articles shows the two men, Romersa and von Braun, standing
together as von Braun points to a rocket model. One can only wonder what these
two men discussed in their private moments. Ruegen Island is located at the tip of
the peninsula where Peenemuende was located. Both were privy to insider
information, which could have changed the popular world-view of the history of
science and technology. They must have had a lot to discuss.
It was only years later, in 1984, after von Braun's death, that he went public
with the atomic test on Ruegen Island.
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14 La Fusee Pilotee "T"

This tale comes to me via a French researcher, Joseph Altairac. It is an article
from the magazine "Au dela du del". The date is unknown. This article was
translated into English for me by the writer, editor, environmentalist, activist and
free energy advocate, Remy Chavilier.
This article has much to do with the previous discussion of the German atomic
tests and also concerns a subject which we will come to shortly, unknown large
German rockets. This article may be a confirmation of the atomic test seen by Mr.
Romersa but if that is so it is seen through different eyes, which add some
additional detail. Also, the focus is different because this story is primarily about
the rocket or flying craft sent to deliver the bomb.
This article claims that device was the Triebflugel. The Triebflugel was an
aircraft shaped very much like the V-2 but with three wings at its center and
rotating around the craft like a helicopter. At the end of each rotor was a ram jet.
The three ram jets powered the craft which could rise vertically and then transition
into horizontal flight. There was no rocket exhaust at the tail of the craft as in the
V-2. In fact, the resemblance to the V-2 was superficial.
The Triebflugel was an interceptor. It was never intended to be used to deliver a
bomb. Further, only models of the Triebflugel were built to the best of our
knowledge, no full-scale versions actually flew.
What all this means is that, in my opinion, this device's designation as a
Triebflugel is almost certainly

Top Right: La Fusse "T".
Below-Center: manned version of the A-4 or V-2.
Below-Bottom: detail of the pilot in the cabin of the V-2.

wrong. On the other hand there were manned rockets under consideration by the
Germans and this could have been any one of those prototypes. The list includes
the A-9, the V-1, and the Saenger stratospheric vehicle. It may have even been
some sort of hybrid machine, a manned A-4b for instance, which was a V-2 with
large wings, intended to glide to its target rather than free-fall. The article begins
stating that this rocket delivery system exists but without giving it a name or other
designation.
The test occurred in Northern Germany just as in the Romersa description. In
the heather of that region a target town was erected with concrete buildings, low
cost houses, two and three-storey buildings, offices and metallic constructions.
Different types of cars were parked on the streets. There was a small train station,
rail tracks, locomotives, gardens and winding trees added a to complete the picture
of a town.
Two miles away from the town a shelter was constructed from which to observe
the test. In that shelter there were Luftwaffe technicians and army officers.
The article says that "witnesses" saw "the rocket" rise vertically. The three
flaming engines could be plainly seen. The missile leveled off at 8000 meters and
flew in a rather zigzagging manner toward the target. Nearing the target the missile
seems to have made a wide turn, under power, which could be heard by the
witnesses below. The power was then cut and the missile started downward. At
5000 meters the transparent nose broke away and the pilot bailed out. A few
seconds later his white cloth parachute could be seen slowly descending in the
vicinity of the shelter.
"The rocket landed almost in the center of the buildings with a deafening
detonation. There was a huge flame and everything was covered with a dense, gray
heavy smoke, while a warm breath cutting puff of air spread rapidly. It took more
than one hour for this dense curtain to clear. From the buildings, only debris
remained. Metallic constructions stuck out of the ground shapeless and melted.
The tall trees were no more than burned trunks."
At the point of impact, the ground was literally furrowed with deep crevasses,
actually burning in some points and dug as if subjected to an enormous pressure.
The cars parked in the street were reduced to debris, or violently thrust by the
explosion against the houses on fire. The concrete train station had partly
collapsed. The
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locomotives had resisted the blow but the smashed and tipped over wagons
showed their insides."
The article goes on to say that a great number of French prisoners witnessed
these rockets in the hands of the Germans and being destroyed prior to the Allied
advance.
"The Germans went to great length to hide these experiments. The Allied
information services found out about them only after the peace was declared, and
competent technicians thought it was a nuclear explosion."
The article goes on to describe what they believed to be the facts of the rocket
used to deliver the weapon, the Triebflugel. One obvious shortcoming of using this
device as a bomber is mentioned:
"It is to be noted at this point that the weakest part of what our witness relates lies
in the fact that, according to a few American technicians, the explosions were of a
nuclear kind, in which case, the pilot being ejected near the launching place would
make no sense at all because of the harmful radiations of the bomb which would
have had a considerable effect thousands of meters away."
Here it is stated a second time. The bomb was nuclear or considered such by the
investigating American technicians.
It is to be noted that the real dangers of atomic radiation were only appreciated
much later, not in the 1940s, or 1950s, but only later did the real enduring nature
of atomic radiation sink home in the minds of most individuals.
This story would be considered just another post-war tale if it were not for some
of the other evidence offered here and by the German investigators working in the
area of the German atomic bomb. The validity of the German atomic bomb and
exactly how this story meshes with the tale of Mr. Romersa will be left for the
reader to decide.
SOURCES
1. La Fusee Pilotee "T", an article from Au dela du ciel (magazine), 1958, author
unknown.
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15 Mysterious German Bombs
In this chapter a few fragmentary accounts are explored which deal with truly
strange bombs on which the Germans were said to be working.
There are sporadic accounts of a German bomb, which is sometimes said to kill
all life within its blast radius. The interesting thing about this bomb it is alleged to
do this by absorbing all the oxygen within this area. The first report shown here
from late 1943 is typical in that it gives few details. It says only that the projectile
in question contains phosphorus and other chemicals that absorb oxygen within a
radius of a few hundred meters from the spot of detonation.
The second report referenced "Nordhausen", the site of the huge underground
V-1 and V-2 rocket production facility, adds some detail to our picture of the
oxygen bomb. This report says that the bomb has been under development for
three years and it is huge. The dimensions given are: Length 17 meters (about 55
feet) with a diameter of 7 meters (almost 23 feet). This would make it larger than a
V-3 rocket! Its kill-zone is said to be several kilometers.
The third report of this device is marked "Polish Intelligence". It repeats the
active ingredient as phosphorus compounds and then goes on to say that the radius
of action of this bomb is larger than present incendiaries.
The facts that the bomb itself was very large and that its killing radius was also
very large are worthy of note. Details are lacking but this same basic theme has
come from different sources. For the moment, perhaps,

we should set aside evaluation and perhaps return to it at a later time.
The next very strange bomb is the endothermic bomb or cold bomb. Like the
oxygen bomb, little reports of this device crop up throughout the wartime
intelligence reports. In the "Polish Intelligence" report we learn that it works
though some unknown chemical agent. The chemical agent is disbursed by the
bomb, evaporates, and the result is a sudden drop in temperature for the area
within the bomb's working range. Freezing kills life forms. Some property damage
also results such as the breaking of water pipes and some cables.
Some confirmation of this device comes from another intelligence report on a
related weapon, "icing gas". As we all know from recent airliner crashes, an
airplane wing does not work well when it is iced over. Airports work long and
hard with dedicated crews and special chemicals to keep aircraft wings free of ice
before take off.
According to the report, the Germans wanted to use ice to down Allied aircraft.
They planned to send a aircraft, or even a robot aircraft, ahead of a flight of a
bomber squadron and discharge this specific chemical. The chemical would drift
back, ice over the bomber's wings and cause them to fall from the sky.
The substance forming the active ingredient was called "Azote" which was a
mixture of liquid nitrogen (minus 250 degrees C.) and liquid air. We know the
Germans were making liquid air projectiles shells for cannons. Air is largely
nitrogen, so it is not surprising that a chemical cocktail wasn't being considered by
the Germans for use as a bomb.
The last item in the "Polish Intelligence" document, item (c), is a very brief
description of a third bomb. This is described as the H.B. bomb "of great power".
This H.B. was to be used with the other two bombs for maximum efficiency. What
was this H.B.?
Could it be a hydrogen bomb? Is that really so far-fetched considering what has
already been discussed? Well, if you think this idea was not under consideration
by the Germans, please suspend judgment until we review some of Dr. Richter's
work.
Perhaps the most mysterious bomb of the Second World War is called the
molecular bomb or M-bomb. Indeed, a respected German researcher has told me
that the account of Luigi Romersa as discussed above, was not exactly an atomic
bomb in our modern conception of that device but a molecular bomb.
This bomb was said to have been under development through the
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Cover Sheet of a Karl Nowak Patent: "Processes and Arrangements for the Change of Characteristics of Matter of Production of Strong
Expansion-Capable Matter." It is one fundamental part of the ideas presented in this book: changing matter and/or energy through
densification and re-radiation. This can be done by cold, mechanical compression, a centripetal-centrifugal vortex, atomic radiation,
bombardment by ultrasound, or the absorption of aether by matter shielding (gravity).

Top: part of a British Intelligence Objectives Sub-Committee report number 142 discussing exotic bomb research.
Bottom: Intelligence discussion of the oxygen bomb.

Tales of the oxygen bomb from a second source.

Icing Gas and its proposed tactics.

Reconsider this document again as it shows that several of these exotic bombs had elements in common. We will consider Zippermayr's
fuel-air bomb in the next chapter.

A letter from a U.S. Army lob to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology reporting the magnetic wave (Motorstoppmittel), gas designed to
stop engines, mysterious glass-like bubbles and a pink cloud, as well as freezing gas.

The legendary cold bomb described in U.S. government files as well as what may be the oxygen bomb using phosphorus and an "bomb of
great power", identified only by an abbreviation which may be H.B. or M.B., the old microfilm copy is unclear.

The oxygen bomb described again.

combined efforts of Dr. Kurt Diebner and Manfred von Ardenne in addition to
their work on a classic atomic bomb. This is interesting because these are two very
different, high-profile individuals.
Diebner was already involved in more than one atomic project and was also
involved with a secret SS atomic project. So, in other words, Dr. Diebner was a
somewhat clandestine scientist whose primary allegiance belonged to the SS and
Dr. Kammler. It may be that he even reported the progress of these other projects
in which he was involved directly to the SS.
Manfred von Ardenne ran one of well-known German atomic projects. This was
for the Reichspostamt, the German Post Office. Now, in the USA, the Post Office
is just about the last place you would want running a high-tech, crucial, war
sensitive project but this was not so in wartime Germany. The German Post Office
enjoyed a high-tech reputation and organization. It was perhaps on the same order
as Bell Laboratories in the US. Manfred von Ardenne was a first-rate scientist and
had all he needed to do his work.
My one source says the M-bomb was developed in a middle school in Stadtilm
but that no tests were carried out in Thuringia1. This bomb was in the widest sense
an atomic weapon but very different from both the atomic and hydrogen bombs we
are familiar with. This bomb is also known as a super-compression bomb because
it was composed of matter that was compressed or "densified" as compared to
normal matter. This bomb did generate pressure and heat just as a normal atomic
blast does but did not generated radioactive radiation. From this description, it
sounds exactly the opposite of a neutron bomb.
From the discussion super-compression, this is reminiscent of the work of Karl
Nowak. Nowak was responsible for a process used to compress and so strengthen
metals through cooling and pressure. He was also responsible for a new method of
power generation within an internal combustion engine in which a super-cooled
liquid gas was injected and subsequently expanded, producing power2. We might
ask if the M-bomb has any relationship to the oxygen bomb or the cold bomb? We
should also consider whether or not the work of Nowak was involved in the Mbomb or any of the other bombs described above. Unfortunately, the answers still
await exact determination.
Finally, there was yet another type of liquid air bomb. This information comes
to us via British Intelligence Objectives Sub-Committee report 1423, which is a
gold mine.
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This report involved Dr. Mario Zippermayr whom we will meet in the next
chapter and serves as background and introduction to his fantastic work. It seems
that in 1944 the progress on the atomic bomb was not as advanced as the Germans
expected. It was decided at that it was time to experiment with a kind of "Ersatz"
bomb using liquid air and coal dust. Dr. Zippermayr was put in charge of this
project and the first tests were done at the Doeberitz grounds near Berlin. A
mixture of 60% finely powdered dry brown coal was hand-mixed into a 40%
solution of liquid air. Eight kg of powder was mixed together for this test. This
was actually done by a man named "Krautsfeld" according to the report, by hand,
using a wooden stirrer. According to Krautsfeld, our witness for the report, an area
whose radius was 500 to 600 meters containing trees was absolutely destroyed.
The explosion started to rise into the air, afterward, so that only the tops of the
trees were affected, although the explosion itself consumed 2 km.
At this point Dr. Zippermayr had the idea that a better effect might be realized if
the powder was spread out in the form of a cloud before the explosion. This was
evidently the idea behind the fuel-air bomb to which we will turn our attention to
next.
SOURCES
1. Georg, Friedrich and Thomas Mehner, 2004, page 258. Atomziel New York
Geheime Grossraketen-und Raumfahrtprojekte des Dritten Reiches, Jochen Kopp
Verlag, Rottenburg
2. Nowak, Karl, Deutsches Patentamt, Patentschrift Number 905847, original
patent dates from March 16, 1943
3. British Intelligence Subcommittee report number 142, pages 4 and 5, London
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16 "Projekt Hexenkessel" The Fuel-Air Bomb
The German word "Hexenkessel" means "witches cauldron" in English. It is
only one of the projects run by a true genius of the days of the Second World War,
Dr. Mario Zippermayr. Dr. Zippermayr, sometimes spelled incorrectly as
"Zippermeyer", was born an Italian of Austrian parents and educated in German
speaking institutions. His interests ranged from perfecting color photographic film
to the medical benefits of ozone therapy. He is remembered for his wide-ranging
weapons research. His involvement with secret weaponry has never been much of
a mystery but the true nature of his research has been hidden in layers of secrecy
and disinformation until quite recently.
As the war broke out, Dr. Zippermayr was drafted into the Luftwaffe but
detailed to begin practical research to facilitate the German effort. Dr. Zippermayr
was first posted in Vienna and given his own laboratory where he headed a thirtyfive-man research team. Among some of the research objectives he was given at
this time were the development of the L-40 torpedo, the development of the
Enzian and Schmetterling anti-aircraft rockets as well as the development of a
mysterious, high-speed jet airplane.
Suddenly, in March of 1945, Dr. Zippermayr was put in charge of a facility
called Talstation, near Lofer. He immediately fired most of its employees. The
acronym T.A.L. means Technische Akademie der Luftwaffe. The word "Tal" also
means "valley" in English. Talstation, which was actually more than one facility,
was located in the mountainous region of the

Top: Chart of Dr. Zippermayr's organization.
Bottom: C.I.O.S. report 201 which focus on Project Hexenkessel's use of coal dust explosive as an anti-aircraft weapon.

This is a portion of a U.S. government post-war interview with Dr. Zippermayr, March 8, 1949. In this interview Dr. Zippermayr
explained to the U.S. officials the test conclusions he reached during the war blowing coal dust out of hollow pipes. This test method led
to a cover story that Dt. Zippermayr had invented a "vortex cannon" by which enemy aircraft would be swept from the sky. This myth still
persists to this day and has even been repeated by a prominent and respected historian in a recent British TV documentary. The initial
explosion scattering and vaporizing the coal dust must be slow enough to allow a long billowing explosion over a wide area. For this a
mathematician was included to verify Dr. Zippermayr's work. Other than this math, the method was so simple and direct that a cover story
was needed lest this cheap rival to the atomic bomb fall into the wrong hands. This cover story and strategy worked for decades.
Continued on following page

Tyrol, approximately where Germany, Switzerland, Austria and Italy meet. Dr.
Zippermayr and his pre-existing staff, now a total of eighty individuals, set up
shop in one of the outlying sub-bases just outside of Lofer which was called
"Hochtal" (high valley).
Dr. Zippermayr continued his brief tenure at Lofer until May 8, 1945, the day
of the German surrender. Days later, American troops reported the presence of
2,000 kilos of explosives at Hochtal and laboratory facilities in an absolutely
pristine state. Dr. Zippermayr continued to reside at Hochtal, setting up an open
house for any intelligence people or dignitaries who cared to visit. On May 15,
1945 Dr. Zippermayr was arrested and interrogated by military authorities. Shortly
thereafter he was discharged from the Luftwaffe with the rank of Major and
transported back to Lofer on June 20, 1945 where he apparently continued to host
the "open house". The facility was visited by increasingly higher levels of
intelligence people, including Colonel Leslie E. Simon, Director of the Ballistic
Research Laboratory at the Aberdeen Proving Grounds. Dr. Zippermayr complied
completely with all requests for information.
Information used for this report does not come from a review of the existing
literature on Dr. Zippermayer or his work. Instead, it comes as a result of a
Freedom Of Information request directed to the United States Army regarding Dr.
Zippermayr and the facility at Lofer1. To this writer's delight, the Army responded
with a whole series of reports, each originally more classified than the last, which
gave us a whole new perspective on Dr. Zippermayr and his work as well as the
nature of the maintenance of secrecy concerning German secret weapons. The
Army even persuaded the Air Force to contribute with a report of their own which
was known to the Army but now out of their control In all four large reports were
received.
Legend and propaganda had it that Dr. Zippermayr was working on a "vortex
cannon" at Lofer. It was said that this gun was powered by coal dust and set off in
such a way that a huge explosive vortex would be generated. This explosive vortex
was said to be powerful enough to blow the wings off enemy aircraft and so was to
be employed as an anti-aircraft weapon. Hidden within this story is an element of
truth. But the truth is much greater than the alleged story, so much greater that it
can only be concluded that the whole vortex cannon concept was created to
conceal the nature of this truth. It is unclear if the Germans originally concocted
this tale and it was just
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maintained by the Americans or if it was completely a post-war addition by the
Americans.
When Dr. Zippermayr began his experimentation on coal dust the project was
code-named "Humus". On March 8, 1945, in the waning days of the war, the
project was re-named "Hexenkessel". At this time, coinciding with Dr. Zippermayr
move to Lofer, a large-scale, intensive effort was put into this project, involving
several agencies besides the Zippermayr laboratory.
Coal contains a surprising number of calories, that is, it has a high energy
content even when compared with the explosives of the times. As a matter of fact
the amount of energy available in coal is about five times that of high explosive.
But to get the highest possible temperatures and pressure from the explosion, it
must be an instantaneous detonation. The destructive effects of this explosion are
limited by the intensity and duration of the explosive pressure. Explosive pressure
at the center produces high heat but at the same time the very nature of the
explosion disperses the explosive material eventually to a point were detonation no
longer takes place, so limiting the scope of the explosion. But it was found that the
effectiveness on an explosion upon a target with flat surface was more dependent
upon increased duration of the explosion rather than high intensity. Knowing this,
Dr. Zippermayr concentrated upon producing explosions of longer duration.
Coal dust is explosive within a confined space, every coal miner knows this, but
to get coal dust to explode in the atmosphere it has to be compressed. The wave of
air pressure resulting from an explosion can provide this compression. It was
found that this could be done using by packing coal dust around a low velocity
explosive charge but not directly next to it. A space between the charge and the
coal dust was necessary for dispersion of the coal dust into the atmosphere. Under
pressure from this explosive wave, the coal dust of the fuel-air bomb mixes with
the atmosphere and uses atmospheric oxygen as its burning agent rather than
chemical oxygen in the warhead itself.
To defend a city against a close formation of bombers, used at that time, several
smaller explosions would be used at once. The rockets "Schmetterling" and
"Enzian" were foreseen for this purpose. Multiple rockets would detonate,
spreading their coal dust packages in a large area throughout the atmosphere
directly below or above the bomber
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formation. All the warheads would be detonated at once by radio. A truly
monstrous explosion would take place near the squadron, producing a longduration explosion that would simply break the wings off the heavily laden
bombers.
Tests had begun with coal dust being shot out of tubes pointed upward.
Something curious was observed. A flaming vortex was observed which spread
outward from the center of the column of air as it was shot skyward. From this
curiosity was born the cover story of the "vortex cannon". In fact, what was being
developed was what we call an air-fuel bomb today. The blast resulting from this
kind of weapon is second only to an atomic bomb in destructive power.
According to a later set of declassified documents received under pressure from
the Army, Dr. Zippermayr met with U.S. Air Force officials on March 18, 1949.
Dr. Zippermayr presented his findings to the Air Force for the use of what would
be called the air-fuel bomb for use as an anti-aircraft weapon. The record of this
meeting is important because he explained the explosive process in somewhat
more detail. According to the report:
"...He explained how the column of coal dust vapor was ignited at the bottom, how
the vapor was forced by the counter-pressure of the outside air into a series of
vortices, and how the first explosion initiated a chain-reaction of increasingly
powerful after-explosions. Unlike conventional explosives, he declared, coal-dust
vapor had an explosive effect on areas rather than points. As a result, he theorized,
the pressure could be used preferably for the destruction of large objects, but
would, by changing the atmospheric conditions in a comparatively wide space,
stop-and possibly destroy-aircraft in flight. Coal dust explosions of sufficient
magnitude, he maintained, should compare with the area effect of atomic bomb
explosions, and would be infinitely cheaper. He expressed his belief that rockets
loaded with coal dust could, like atomic bombs, be carried by aircraft to their
destination, and could be launched with destructive effect on cities or other
installations. If necessary, other fuels could be substituted for coal dust; gasoline,
for instance, would constitute a powerful explosive if it were
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used under appropriate conditions."
Three points taken from the general FOIA text on Dr. Zippermayr are worth
mentioning at this point. Coal dust or any solid fuel once it is blown into the
atmosphere in this way becomes a vapor. This long-duration explosion
characteristic of the fuel-air bomb actually seems to be many explosions, each
billowing out and creating the next. According to Dr. Zippermayr such an
explosion would probably reach a maximum height of one mile.
At the conclusion of the meeting it was recommended that Dr. Zippermayr be
hired along with a mathematician for further work.
That was 1949. The fuel-air bomb concept was not spoken of publicly by the
government until the United States was ready to invade Iraq during the Gulf War.
At that time much was made out of the possibility that Saddam Hussein might
possess a fuel-air bomb and use it on U.S. ground troops. Presumably, the
technology was known outside the USA. Perhaps this presumed leak came during
Dr. Zippermayr's weeks at the "open house" in Lofer when anybody might have
simply inquired about this technology. In any event, the Iraqis did not use a fuelair bomb in the early 1990s. Again, this idea was to sleep for a period of time.
According to recent chatter on the internet, the fuel-air bomb idea has been
recently resurrected, now going by the name "a-neutronic bomb" or "electrohydrodynamic gaseous fuel device". This bomb is said to be the handiwork of the
renegade scientist Dr. Michael Ricionoscuito. You may remember Dr.
Ricionoscuito for his other work, the famous Promis software, used to spy on
individuals by just about every government intelligence agency in the world today.
The a-neutronic bomb consists of blowing a cloud of gaseous, combustible
material into the atmosphere whereby a small rocket is launched into its midst
trailing a small wire connected to the ground. The wire charges the cloud with
electric energy so that the cloud is saturated with electro-static energy. The cloud
is detonated with the resulting explosion being on a par with a small atomic
detonation. The resulting blast also produces the same long duration as its ancestor. This is evidenced by the fact that it is said that the Nevada test site, which is
flat desert, sank about 30 feet after the blast6.
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17 "Pfiel" (Arrow) Aircraft

In reviewing the new documents sent by the Army concerning Dr. Zippermayr
it became evident that he was involved in another project, which had never been
reported before. This project was called the "Pfiel Flugzeug" or Arrow aircraft.
This "Pfiel" had nothing to do with the Donier projectof the same name.
Anyone familiar with German weaponry of the Second World War knows how
much research has been done in tracking down every proposed German aircraft
prototype. These prototypes have been fleshed out in illustrations and in projected
operational data by interested researchers. These illustrations fill numerous books
and magazines as well as several internet web-sites dedicated to the idea of what
might have been if the 3rd Reich had lasted another year. Because of the intensity
of this work and the number of years that it has been in progress, it is truly gratifying to stumble upon something new and unreported at this late date.
The concept for this aircraft came from his work on another project, the L-40
aerial torpedo. Dr. Zippermayr's solution to the problem of the aerial torpedo led
directly to a subsequent project, the Pfiel aircraft.
The standard German aerial torpedo was released at about 50 meters (slightly
over 150 feet) from the ocean's surface by an aircraft in horizontal flight at an air
speed of about 300 km. per hour or about 180 m.p.h. To release higher or faster
would cause the torpedo to impact the water at too great a speed,

Model of Dr.Zippermayr's new wing design as a glider and for wind canal research.

Drawings of the Pfiel in flight and in three views.

The Pfiel (arrow) design in comparison with a conventional propeller-driven aircraft.

A U.S. built Pfiel design as it would be test-dropped from a B-29.

A diagram of the Blohm & Voss P.203 scissor-wing aircraft. When folded back for high speed flight, this design resembles the Pfiel. For
low speed takeoff, the wings were set in the conventional position.

damaging the torpedo's steering mechanisms. The Germans suffered substantial
losses to their attacking aircraft using these weapons and tactics. The low altitude
and low speed simply left the attacking aircraft venerable.
What was needed was a new torpedo with a new attack methodology. The
Germans needed a torpedo that could be fired from a distance, at a high altitude,
and at jet-plane speeds. They wanted the new torpedo to be launched at 1.5
kilometers from the target, at any height, at any angle and at speeds up to 700 km
per hour (435 m.p.h.).
Dr. Zippermayr reworked the internal components of the new aerial torpedo
with these goals in mind. But what is most interesting were his aerodynamic
solutions for the new torpedo. This solution was a new gliding surface that
automatically balanced the torpedo in flight. This gliding surface was a new wing
with a special shape. It was attached to the top edge of the torpedo and its wings
were "V" shaped as seen from the front or rear. This wing design automatically
confirmed stability on the flying craft since its center of gravity was directly below
what we might call its point of suspension, the midpoint between the V-wing
surfaces. Tests were performed in which the torpedo was dropped from an aircraft
flying at speeds up to 720kph and from heights of over 1000 meters. The Arado
234 was envisioned as using this weapon. The work was carried out from January,
1944 until the end of the war.
The success of the L-40 torpedo design had obvious implications for high-speed
aircraft. Besides Dr. Zippermayr, Messerschmitt, Augsburg, was already present at
Lofer for work on the Enzian rocket. Dr. Wurster and none other than Dr. Lippisch
worked on this project. Given all this aviation genius, it is no surprise that the
Aerodynamische Institute der Technischer Hochschule, Hanover was put to work
conducting wind tunnel and other tests of the torpedo design. They passed the
opinion that the structure was sound and suitable and could be applied successfully
to aircraft. These findings were published in their technical research manuals
(Berichten des General-Luftzeugmeinster). Orders were given to Dr. Zippermayr
to incorporate the torpedo principles in developing a jet-propelled aircraft capable
of extremely high speed.
The first aircraft was to be a high-speed fighter. But, at the same time
experiments were to be conducted to determine the value of the new design in the
construction of gigantic, high-speed airliners. These
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plans were said to have been successful as far as they were able to progress before
Germany's defeat.
The first step was to build a model glider, complete with instruments to register
flying and diving qualities of the aircraft. This model would be released from a
tow line at high altitude. The results of these experiments were then used in the
construction of the first full-scale glider model. It was during the construction of
this full-sized model, about three-fourths complete, that the war ended and
construction stopped. At least for a time the model was stored at the Hagen
carpenter shop in Lofer.
After flight tests of the full-scale model were completed, work was to begin on
a jet-propelled prototype. The Army report states: "Dr. Porche, located at
Schuttgut near Zell-am-See had already been assigned the task of supplying the
jet-units." Yes, this is the same Dr Porsche whose cars we all know and love.
The Zippermayr wing design had two advantages over contemporary wing
design. The first was tremendous speed. Even as the Army wrote up their findings,
in July of 1945, two years before the sound barrier would be officially broken,
there was already discussion in the report of this wing design going supersonic.
The reason these wings were credited with "speed" is that they offered
considerably less resistance, drag, to the atmosphere than wings in current usage.
In other words, this type of wing was more efficient at high speed.
The second advantage bestowed by this wing design is stability. The stability
was especially apparent on the transverse axis, which made the aircraft easy to
control. The torpedo prototype flew without any automatic steering device and,
even at speeds of 80 to 200 meters per second, was perfectly stable. At an
incidence angle of 52 degrees the torpedo showed no tendency to stall nor were
their any irregularities in the flight direction. It was also claimed that the wing
loading was much less than for conventional wing types.
In engineering, there are always trade-offs. The big disadvantage, although not
ever mentioned in the government reports. This would certainly be that takeoffs
would be more difficult. Short takeoffs are usually associated with large, straight
wings. As we know, the double-decker wings of World War One aircraft are
sometimes used, even today, for jobs requiring slow speed and reliability such as
crop dusters.
The Germans invented just about every wing type that exists.
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Swept wings, both front and back, delta wings and swing wings were all invented
by the Germans at this time. The German aircraft makers all shared information
during the war. They simply had to do this. Many times aircraft designed by one
company were actually built by another firm during the war. This was done to
more efficiently utilize resources. Messerschmitt was on-site at Lofer. It is to be
expected that knowledge of the Zippermayr wing design was disseminated
throughout the German aircraft industry on some level. Therefore, it is not
surprising if another attempt was made to utilize the advantages of the Zippermayr
design while minimizing the disadvantage.
The design in question is the Blohm & Voss P.203. This wing design is called a
scissor wing. At takeoff the wing assumes its customary position, at right angles to
the fuselage. After takeoff, when high speed is desired, the wing is rotated from
the standard position to a position almost parallelling the fuselage. At high speed,
this position would still provide enough lift for flight yet the atmospheric drag
would be greatly reduced as in the Zippermayr design. As the drawing shows, the
wing is affixed on top of the fuselage as in the Zippermayr design. The scissor
wing design would combine the virtues of a standard wing, for takeoff and low
speed efficiency, with the reduced wind resistance of the Zippermayr design for
high-speed performance. The government documents do not make this connection,
nor does any known literature to date, but the similarity of the two designs begs for
comparison and possible connection.
The scissor wing has remained on the drawing board in spite of its apparent
advantages. Every so often mention of this design or a picture of a futuristic
aircraft with scissor wings appears on the cover of a magazine.
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18 Supermetals

There are reports of super metals being produced by the Germans during the
Second World War. There are probably multiple origins of these rumors and
perhaps multiple metals or metal alloys involved.
In 1960 Michael X., later writing under the name Michael X. Barton, described
a metal called "Impervium" which was allegedly used by the Germans in
construction of field propulsion flying discs. Barton's German informant describes
an experience from wartime Germany:
"In Schramberg, South Bavaria, I had a friend who's father was a renowned
Metallurgy scientist. He experimented with the chemistry of metals. There is little
doubt but that he was one of the world's most brilliant minds, for it was this same
scientist who invented a metal harder than diamonds. In 1935-36 the Nazis put this
amazing metal—we shall call it IMPERVIUM—to use for the first time in
airplanes of the German Air Force.
I recall visiting his fantastic laboratories under a luxurious house at Lake
Schramberg. He allowed me to see how the metal glowed with a red-blue
florescence when heated to a high degree.
One year later (in the 1940's) I met this scientist and his daughter again, this
time at the Polish Embassy. The daughter told me that her father had been called
for an audience with Hitler that very night. The scientist's consultation with Hitler
concerned secret

plans for an OVAL or 'ELLIPSE-SHAPED' aircraft".1
The author goes on to state that the source of power for this oval aircraft was
"electro-magnetism" or "electrified propulsion system"2. The quotation stated "to
use for the first time in airplanes of the German Air Force", so might this metal
have appeared in other aircraft? According to another source, Wilhelm Landig, it
did.3 Curiously enough, the word "Impervium" is today the registered trademark of
a company called Northwest Research Institute, Inc. and can be found on the
internet at:
www.carbideprocessors.com/Knives/Impervium.htm
Their Impervium may not be quite the Impervium described above but there are
similarities. This commercial Impervium is twice as hard as stainless steel. It is a
stainless steel like alloy of 65% iron as well as Nickel and chromium for carbide
formation. It also contains about 10% manganese and about 10% carbon. Then
something interesting is described:
"As a final step a gas is introduced as final alloying agent".
This gas is evidently not oxygen since the carbon content has already been fixed
by the manufacture and introduction of oxygen is done for this purpose. What was
the gas and why was it not named? Maybe we will find out.
At this same website another commercial metal alloy is described in the
discussion of Impervium. It is called "Lubricium" and it is described as Impervium
that has been "cold reduced". The description of cold reduction is a forging process
in which a piece of Impervium is beaten long and hard enough to re-arrange the
crystalline structure of the metal, packing the molecules tighter together.
As with Impervium only part of the story is being told and these two metals,
while probably very tough, constitute only partial steps of the original German
research.
Wilhelm Landig wrote three novels. These novels, he claimed, were based upon
reality and we are given to understand in the text of his work that the technology
he describes was real or at least under development during World War Two. The
fictional aspect of his work seems to be the characters by which this technology is
explained. After Landig's death in 1997, it was made public that he was a
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member of the SS during the war and it was his job to guard German flying discs
near Prague.
Landig wrote of other aircraft and weapon's systems besides flying discs. One
description involved a peculiar aircraft, a prototype, flown out of Norway called
the "Dosthra". This aircraft resembled a giant insect. It was a mid-wing monoplane
with a five-cornered fuselage, viewed in cross-section. It was thicker in the front
than the rear. The front end of the fuselage was made of glass, giving it the insectlook. The wing-span of the aircraft was about 135 feet, so it was about the size of a
B-29. The Dosthra was designed for rough, outlying airfields with tow landing
wheels being an incredible four meters in diameter. It's four radial Argus engines
each dove a four bladed propeller. A fifth high-altitude engine was positioned in
the rear of the aircraft. One the tips of the wings were mounted jet engines as in
the B-36, which additionally, could be used for steering. The wings were of a
slotted construction, possibly suction wings, whose area was considered small in
proportion to the size of the aircraft. The tail section slanted backwards. Top speed
for this aircraft was given at 830 kilometers per hour or almost 515 miles per hour.
Its range was given at 22,000 kilometers or 13,640 miles. Enough range to be a
threat to the American mainland. Its crew consisted of five to seven people. The
mission of the Dosthra remains unclear. The most curious thing about this aircraft
was that it was armed with a weapon called "Metalstrahl".
Metalstrahl was a type of rail gun that used magnetic forces to attract and repel
steel bullets and launch them at tremendous velocity4. Whether or not a rail gun
was actually mounted in this aircraft or not, it is a fact that such a weapon was
under development by the Germans in this time frame5.
Returning to our discussion of super metals, the other curious thing about this
aircraft was that it was said to be made of a special metal. This metal, according to
Landig, was made by compression at 400,000 atmospheres of pressure. It is said to
have had the highest possible tensile strength and functioned on the Dosthra as a
protective armor6.
This is all good and well if we are talking about "rumors" of super metals, but
what actual evidence is there that the Germans managed to realized this
technology? There is some evidence coming from government sources, one Allied
and one Axis.
As soon as the smoke had cleared off the battle ground, elite teams of Allied
scientists began combing Germany and Austria for advanced
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technology which could be used against the remaining enemy, Japan. These teams
of scientists, going by various names, compiled their findings in a series or reports,
actually several series of reports. One of these series of reports was the British
Intelligence Objectives Sub-Committee reports (BIOS). In report number 142, a
German advance in metallurgy is described which seems to have baffled the
British scientists of the times.
The reason this is said is that one of the German informants, upon with the
British relied for information, is simultaneously given credence and then
discredited. The BIOS report says of their informant, Josef Ernst:
"In the course of interrogation it became clear, that Ernst was not at all reliable,
and though there may in some cases be a factual basis for some of his claims, they
are as a whole inaccurate and of doubtful value"7.
This is a pattern seen over and over again in Allied intelligence reports. The
question is: Why use information from a source that is unreliable? Why would
these scientists report information to their superiors that they themselves believe is
wrong or inaccurate? The answer is that they are covering themselves either way.
If the information is correct, then they were the first to report it and are to be
commended. If it is false, they are on record having warned all those concerned
against this information.
The underlying truth about this and other such attempts of Allied scientists to
have it both ways in their reports is that these interviewing Allied scientists "didn't
have a clue" if the information is accurate or not and are just covering their butts.
Ernst claimed the Germans had developed a method to harden steel and
aluminum beyond any means yet developed. He claimed this involved a process of
nitrogen bonding to the surface of these metals. The report says:
"Ernst claimed to have worked for many years on nitrid-ing processes, and to have
evolved a method of hardening steels and aluminum alloys. Ernst had been in
contact with a Prof. Dr. Thalhofer of the Technische Hochschule, Karlsruhe, who
had carried out trials for the army, at Wamberg, Czechoslovakia, and is probably
the real inventor of these processes. The method for the harden-
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ing of steels, which is claimed to produce a nitride coating up to 0.5 cm. thick with
a hardness of up to 1,800 Vickers, is as follows. The steel is heated to 600 degrees
C and quenched in 30% aluminum sulphate solution, which etches the surface.
When cold the steel is packed in powdered charcoal and heated to 750 degrees C,
and on reaching temperature is removed from the charcoal and quenched in a 15%
sodium nitrite solution at 35 degrees C. The method is good for drills, and silicon
steels."8
Ernst goes on to say that all the equipment for operating this process is at the
house of Baroness Mangold, at Silcherof, near Weilheim, near Munich. Remember
that the site for the Impervium research is also said to be in Bavaria and one
wonders if the two reports are possibly describing the same research.
In doing research for this chapter, I spoke on the telephone with a chemical
engineer, John Ritzenthaler, who deals with metal surfaces. He told me that this
process was carbo-nitriding. Aluminum impurities in the steel react with nitrogen
and bond. Carbon is then added as in making steel. The process is called case
hardening.
On another occasion, I called a large defense contractor, TRW, and spoke with
a metallurgist about German developments in metals during the war. I asked him:
"What about all those super-metals the Germans were supposed to have
developed?"
To this sort of open-ended leading question the metallurgist replied that:
"It is true. The Germans developed all sorts of alloys during the war. After the war
we took them—some of them were great—we took one and gave it a TRW
number, and still market it today—we didn't want to give the Germans credit
though".
TRW assigned a "TRW number" to its commercial metals for purposes of
designation and marketing.
There is more. Norbert Juergen-Ratthofer describes a method of propulsion
based upon a super-cooled, fuel such as liquid helium, injected directly into the
combustion chamber of a motor at which
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time it expands tremendously. The connection to metallurgy is that this same
super-cooling, high compression process, needed to utilize this fuel can be
employed upon metal to make it super-hard. This is reminiscent of the highpressure technique described by Landig in describing the compressed metal skin of
the Dosthra. This process, according to Juegen-Ratthofer, is based on the German
patent of inventor Karl Nowak.9
According to Karl Nowak's 1954 German patent, patent number 905847, Class
12g, Group 101, by a process of extreme cooling coupled with pressure, the basic
atomic structure of material can be changed. It is reduced, narrowed and confined
in terms of atomic, crystalline structure. Nowak's idea was to re-heat this substance
in a combustion chamber and reap the rewards of an instantaneous, explosive
expansion. The question remains if it is possible to apply this technology toward
the hardening of metals. Admittedly, at first the idea of compression cooling as a
means to change atomic structure sounds a lot like junk science.
At this point Dr. Gordon Freeman weighs in with some remarkable scientific
insight. According to Dr. Freeman, an elements behavior is determined by its
arrangement of electrons orbiting the nucleus of that elemental atom. Seven
electron shells are present around the core. Under high pressure electrons are
shifted to lower orbits and new orbital overlappings are formed. This changes the
whole behavior of the element concerning color, boiling temperature, density and
so forth.10
The trick seems to be to cool and compress the material and then gradually
release the pressure. The material will retain its new properties at least for several
months.
Dr. Freeman points to a neutron star as an example. A star burns out and turns
cold in intergalactic space. "Cold" is very cold, meaning at or near absolute zero.
As it burns out it collapses, putting the remaining cold material under unbelievable
pressure. Imagine hydrogen, composed of one electron and one proton, as an
example. Pressure becomes so great that the electrons are pressed into the core of
the atom, that is, pressed into the core of the proton. A new neutron is formed
through this process. Repeated billions and trillions of times, a new material and a
new type of star is thus formed which is a cold, dark neutron star. This is the most
dense and strongest of metals.
A question remains as to if there were whole classes of metals or
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Super Metals - British Intelligence Objectives Sub-Committee report number 142.
Top: the hardening of steel through nitriding. This is a chemical process.
Bottom: Aluminium was hardened through bombardment by alpha particles. Alpha particles are similar to nitrogen atoms so the two
processes, one chemical the other using irradiation, had similarities. Both are examples of densification technology. Former SS man
Wilhelm Landig describes a prototype aircraft built with this super-hardened aluminium in his novel "Goetzen gegen Thule". Was this one
of the "realities" he said his novel contained?

other metals whose final step in manufacture is the introduction of nitrogen for
purposes of super-hardening? Could other more exotic processes have been
involved in nitriding such metals as Michael X. describes? Ernst answers the
question in the same Combined Intelligence Objectives Sub-Committee report.
Ernst claims that aluminum was nitrided, strengthened and hardened to the
degree that a 50% weight reduction could be achieved in aircraft using this metal.
But the most amazing claim Ernst makes is the method for the nitriding process
itself. Ernst claims that to achieve this the metal was subject to alpha particle
bombardment. Alpha particles are positively charge particles emitted from a
nucleus and composed to two protons and two neutrons. This makes an alpha
particle identical with the nucleus of a helium atom.
The generation of alpha particles would require special equipment and the
presence or absence of this equipment could be considered a test of the veracity of
Ernst's testimony. To the best of my knowledge, the minimum piece of equipment
required to generate alpha particles is a cyclotron. A search was made and a record
for cyclotron research in Nazi Germany was found with no less than the Siemens
firm11.
One can only imagine a cyclotron bombarding the subject metal to be
strengthened in some strange underground lab at Camp Mecklenburg, as Ernst
describes. It may sound like weird science but it is exactly this sort of Nazi atomic
alchemy that we have encountered before and will encounter again. The
description of the atomic nitriding of aluminum is beginning to resemble the
original words of Michael X. and one cannot help but wonder at the validity of the
real Impervium as he describes.
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19 N-Stoff

Shortly after the end of the war in Europe, Allied Intelligence interrogated the
former Reich Minister of Armaments, Albert Speer. Speer was an architect who
got lucky. Somehow, he became a personal friend to Adolf Hitler and rose in
prominence within the Third Reich as the war fortunes of Germany rose.
Eventually, he became Reich Minister of Armaments. In this position he
coordinated the war industry of Germany. In his interrogation we have the
transcript of the answers Speer gave but, unfortunately, not the questions1. From
his answers, of course, we can deduce the questions in a general sort of way.
From the answers given, we know that the questions centered around the
highest technology Germany possessed and its most powerful weaponry. The
Allied interrogators prepared for this interview as if they were dealing with a
media celebrity. This interrogation is to the point and pointed, as if there time
constraints involved, not as if the prisoner is simply languishing in prison. Implicit
in the questioning is the understanding that they, the Allied interrogators, are
talking to "the man", the one most knowledgeable about these things and the
person in overall control of these projects. We now know that this time had long
passed for Speer. He had lost position and power to other agencies within
Germany during the wane of the Third Reich. Principally, Speer's loss was General
Hans Kammler's gain. Speer's answers reflect this "loss" in that there are some
projects that were given code-names by the interrogators, for which Speer knows
little or nothing at all.

In the third paragraph of the interview, labeled "3.", Speer apparently strays
from the point of the question and provides us with a clue to something totally
unknown, even today. It reads:
"3. Questioned on chemical warfare, SPEER said at once that Dr. AMEROS of
I.G. Fraben LUDWIGSHAFEN was entirely responsible both for development and
production and the sonderausshuss of K-Stoff was virtually the I.G. he mentioned
in this connection a new substance known as N-Stoff, which was the only one
developed and made not by I.G. Farben but by HWAmt at FALKEN-HAGEN; he
was not sure of the exact purpose of this material-it was not real war gas, but he
thought it could "burn without oxygen"."
The Germans had code words for some chemical concoctions. There was CStoff and T-Stoff, for instance, which were complicated formulas for rocket fuel.
Rather than recite or write out a long chemical formula, a codeword such as TStoff could be employed and be understood. N-Stoff was, then, a chemical formula
rather than a codename for an element. Because of the "N", nitrogen might come
to mind but this is not the case since the German word for nitrogen doesn't begin
with an "n" and in fact is called "Stickstoff".
What was this N-Stoff that was so secret that even Albert Speer was unclear
about it?
There is a clue. It seems the N-Stoff was to be used as the explosive warhead of
both the V-1 and V-22. It was a completely new type of explosive. At first, it was
being developed by the German Army but the Wehrmacht's progress was deemed
too slow by Hitler, so he gave it to a more reliable institution in his mind, the SS3.
This technological transfer to the SS is the reason Speer seemed so vague about NStoff, it had simply escaped his purview and had fallen into the hands of Dr. Hans
Kammler.
The development of N-Stoff seems to have gotten quite far along. A test of NStoff was actually done4. A fifteen-centimeter grenade of N-Stoff burnt a
circumference to a distance of 800-1000 meters. Imagine a ton of this explosive in
a V-1 or V-2.
This may have actually happened, because during the V-1 and V-2 attacks on
London during October to November, 1944, there were
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extremely strong fires reported as a result of a few of these attacks which was
never clarified4.
According the Freidrich Georg, upon whom we are relying for much of this
information, N-Stoff was composed of Chlorine and Fluorine and other
substances5. This is about all we have on N-Stoff, just enough to perk the curiosity.
N-Stoff has always been and remains one of those unsolved mysteries of the
Second World War.
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20 Nipolit

Nipolit is another one of the mysterious explosives developed by the Germans
during the war. Friedrich Georg describes nipolit as a "Sprengbaustoffen" or an
explosive construction material1. It can immediately be appreciated that a
construction material which itself is an explosive would have tremendous use in a
military situation. Imagine, for example, a retreating army making bridges or even
roads out of this material, which could be utilized as if it were concrete, yet
detonated as the enemy approached or even detonated, as the enemy used it.
Planners at the time had another application. They wanted to form a whole nose
cone out of nipolit and mount it atop a V-2 rocket2. This V-2 would not just be any
rocket, it was to be the first V-2 using a nuclear-powered rocket engine. In this
technique, an atomic reactor would be placed where the combustion chamber
normally was located and through it or around it would be pumped a liquid gas
such as hydrogen, for instance. The liquid hydrogen would cool the reactor but the
intense heat would cause the liquid hydrogen not only to vaporize but to ionize.
Without an oxidizer, the hydrogen would not burn in the normal sense, but would
expand at an even greater rate and be ejected at rear of the rocket, providing thrust.
The nipolit nose cone would have the structural strength to remain intact until
impact, presumably without the need of detonating equipment. The effect of this
weapon would be further enhanced as radioactive uranium was scattered by the
exploding nipolit giving it some of the value of a "dirty bomb".

Nipolit as described in a CIOS report by the U.S. government.

Confirmation of the reality of nipolit comes from the Combined Intelligence
Objectives Sub-Committee report, on the subject titled: Manufacture Of
Solventless Type Smokeless Powder & Nipolit Kraiburg Works, Deutsche
Sprengchemie
G.M.B.H. The plant in question was visited by Allied investigators just after the
war and nipolit is described in their report3.
They state it was an explosive and the only explosive make at this particular
facility. The other job of Kraiburg plant was to make solventless, smokeless
powder for various types of guns. To make these various powders nitrocellulose,
nitroglycerin, diglycodinitrate and a mysterious substance, PETN, were used.
PETN is an abbreviation. Only nipolit contained PETN in its formula and PETN is
nowhere defined.
A table showing the other contents of nipolit as well as the mysterious PETN
indicates that it was formed into tubes (Roehren) and spikes (Stifte) which seems
to confirm that nipolit was something other than just an explosive powder.
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21 Red Mercury

Did the Germans invent red mercury during the war? I have found no records
stating that they absolutely did do so but the discussion of red mercury is so
closely linked to that of increasing the density of metals, Karl Nowak, and atomic
research and methods of making plutonium that mention should be made of the
possibility.
What in the world is red mercury? Firstly, it should be said that the U.S.
government calls red mercury a hoax and with that denunciation, the discussion of
red mercury has been thrown into the realm of the rumor-mill in the United States.
The Soviets are said to have invented red mercury, according to the rumor mill, in
about 1968. With the fall of the Soviet Union, quantities of red mercury were said
to have appeared on the black market. Agents of numerous countries have been
trying to buy red mercury from Soviet sources. Other countries may have conjured
up their own supply of red mercury, once its existence and samples were made
known.
Red mercury is a compound of mercury, antimony and oxygen having the
chemical formula of Hg2SB2071. At room temperature and pressure it is a powder.
It is red in color. But it seems that there is more to red mercury is not a simple
chemical combination.
Legend has it that once chemically concocted; red mercury is put into a nuclear
reactor for a period of time in order to charge up. During this charging up process
while undergoing neutron bombardment in the reactor, the red mercury powder
changes into

An internet article in which Dr. Anne Marie Helmenstein defines red mercury.

a thick liquid2. The charged liquid only has a life of about three months3, so it must
be used within this period of time for it to express its special properties.
Putting material into a reactor to try to change it may seem rather strange. In
fact, this is exactly the method used to make plutonium. Uranium 238 is placed
into a reactor and irradiated, absorbing neutrons until it finally changes into
another element, plutonium. The Germans used this method and made plutonium4.
Putting things and substances into a reactor in order to change them is a sort of
modern alchemy. There have always been rumors of attempts to make gold by the
Germans using this method, which is possible but expensive to do using
enrichment methods. Following this line of thought, is it is no wonder that these
early German nuclear alchemists would think to introduce mercury, a heavy, liquid
electric conductor into a reactor for experimentation. If later compounds of
mercury were introduced, it should be no surprise.
What is really going on here is that the red mercury put into the reactor is being
made denser. The idea is similar to that of Karl Nowak, which is that an attempt is
being made to reduce the space between the atoms and so causing the metal, or in
this case, a compound, to become more dense. In this irradiation method it is not
being done by cooling the existing material but by bombarding it with neutrons,
additional material, in a reactor. The red mercury is trapping and retaining
neutrons and so becoming denser. Like the Nowak method, the change is only
temporary but while it lasts the change causes the compound to have special
properties besides being mildly radioactive.
These special properties are numerous and truly unique. Red mercury is said to
be able to detonate small nuclear bombs, "mini-nukes". Red mercury is said to
burn with very great intensity making it an explosive in its own right5. It is also
said to be used in the manufacture of semiconductors6, the production of
electricity7, the production of coatings for military equipment to avoid radar
detection8, and, because of its high-energy explosive content, it is used as a rocket
propellant9.
Of course the main concern here is the use of red mercury for the production of
very small nuclear bombs and the use of red mercury for the manufacture of a
completely new type of very small nuclear bomb. The historical reason for the
concern with mini-nukes is that
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Ballotechnics, Pure Fusion and Nuclear Terrorism
According to Sam Cohen, a new type of non-nuclear explosive is potent enough to light off a nuclear fusion
reaction between deuterium and tritium. In the usual H-bomb, a fission bomb is needed as a match to light off
the fusion. With the new type of explosive, the fission bomb is unnecessary. As nuclear bombs go, the pure
fusion bombs have an extremely low blast, equivalent to 1 ton of TNT: a "pop, not a bang."
http://www.quackgrass.com/roots/ddp95.html
6/2/2005
But they release a flood of neutrons, lethal within 1/3 mile, causing death "from immediately, till shortly
after."
They could be made by several countries known to sponsor terrorism, and could be carried in a sandwich bag.
The new type of non-nuclear explosives are called ballotechnic materials. Cohen says that unlike other
explosives, they produce no bang, no cloud, keep the same shape while they detonate, "but Boy!, do they get
hot!" Ballotechnics may have already led to very small fission bombs as well as pure fusion.
Cohen identifies the mysterious "red mercury" (of TV documentary fame) as a ballotechnic material. He offers
this "recipe:" take mercury-antimony oxide, compress it, and bombard with neutrons. He says it is slightly
radioactive, with a half-life of a couple of days.
Cohen says the Russians have built and tested mini-nukes, and that Americans and Russians are cooperating
on pure fusion. He says that a Russian bomb was brought to Los Alamos ("by Federal Express" from a Russian
plane in Washington) and successfully tested.
Dr. Teller agreed with most of this-including the successful test at Los Alamos-but rejected red mercury as
"nonsense," possibly "a pure hoax." Cohen was more impressed with the agreement than the disagreement. As
he was leaving the building, I heard him say that from now on, he would "quote Teller word for word," and had
ordered tapes of the meeting for that purpose.
The terrorist potential of mini neutron bombs is horrifying. One possibility mentioned by Cohen involved a US
State Of The Union address. Mere mention of it provoked the founder of DDP, Howard Maccabee to demand
that Cohen stop his presentation!
Ballotechnics' potential for good is also great: it could be a route to practical fusion power.

The first page of an internet article Dr. Sam Cohen (father of the neutron bomb) describes making red mercury through compression of
mercury-antimony oxide and bombardment of it by neutrons. This densification is reminiscent of Karl Nowak but done more like Joseph
Ernst describes in hardening aluminium. Neutron bombardment can happen inside a nuclear reactor or by the neutron generators made by
the C.H.F. Muller, A.G. company.

Red Mercury
The WMD no one wants to "officially" talk about... Its deadly potential cannot be ignored!!!

On Friday, September 24, 2004, British police arrested 4 suspects for allegedly trying to purchase a highly powerful, radioactive material,
originally made in Russia, know as' Red Mercury'.
These four supposedly were willing to pay $ 541,000 a kilogram, on behalf of a Saudi Arabian, (described as sympathetic to the Muslim
cause), whose name was not disclosed.
"The News of the World said that the material was developed by Soviet scientists during the Cold War for making briefcase nuclear
bombs that could kill people within a few city blocks."
Sam Cohen, the physicist who invented the neutron bomb, sheds a little more light on the destructive power of red mercury. As quoted
from a June 15, 1997 article by Christopher Ruddy of the Tribune-Review, It states:
'Most frightening for Cohen is the relative ease by which neutron bombs can be created with a substance called red mercury. Red mercury
is a compound containing mercury that has undergone irradiation. When exploded, it creates tremendous heat and pressure - the same type
needed to trigger a fusion device such as a mini-neutron bomb.
Before, an obstacle to creating a nuclear bomb was the need for plutonium, which when exploded could create a fusion reaction In
hydrogen atoms. But red mercury has changed that. The cheap substance has been produced in Russia, Cohen said, and shipped on the
black market throughout world.
Cohen said that when UN inspectors went to Iraq to examine the Iraqi's nuclear weapons capabilities the U.N. team found documents
showing that they had purchased quantities of red mercury. The material means that a neutron bomb can be built "the size of a baseball"
but able to kill everyone within several square blocks."
Another article, "The Balance of Terror and the Red Mercury Nightmare" states that 'Iraq possesses "s-megaton" micro-nuclear warheads.
These are softball sized two-megaton fusion bombs triggered by an irradiated and compressed compound of mercury antimony oxide.
This device doubles the nuclear yield with a hundredfold reduction in weight. Using heavy hydrogen instead of uranium or plutonium to
fuel its explosive reaction, this handheld nuclear weapon cannot be detected by U.S. sensors.'
Red Mercury...The CIA says that it does not exist, yet terrorist organizations worldwide are willing to pay outrageous amounts of money
to procure it...Scientists have alluded that nuclear weapons containing red mercury, can enter the United States, UNDETECTED, be
placed in cities all across the country, and cause cataclysmic destruction...from a nuclear bomb, of incredible power, the size of a
softball...l don't know about you folks, but this REALLY scares me!
Now, what bothers me even more, is that last year, confidential Intelligence sources informed me that a Special Ops unit in Iraq had lost
track of about a ton of red mercury. I have not heard anything to the contrary, so I am assuming that it is still missing. How could that
happen???
According to the research that I have done and talking to the contacts that I have in the Intelligence community, red mercury not only
destroys human life, but kills every living thing in Its path for eternity!!! In other words, where its destructive energy has touched,
NOTHING will ever live again, not at least in our lifetime!
Let me go one further, my sources inform me that it would only take a teaspoon of red mercury to kill all living creatures in the Great
Lakes.

http://www.homelandsecurityus.net/red_mercury.htm
In another internet article Dr. Samuel Cohen discusses the real danger of red mercury weapons.

6/2/2005

the wartime Germans are known to have mentioned nuclear bombs of a very small
size. These bombs were sometimes described as the size of small pumpkins or
pineapples10. This small size greatly confused the Allied Powers when they heard
descriptions of it. This is perfectly understandable considering that atomic
weapons were usually thought of as being large, heavy and bulky. The description
concerning size compares favorably with the description given for a red mercury
bomb which is said to be somewhere between the size of a grapefruit11 and a
soccer ball12. The question for us is, could red mercury have been one of the
missing components in the Allied assessment of the German atomic bomb?
The Americans are said never to have discovered red mercury (or gotten it
through any other means)13. But how is this possible? We had Robert
Oppenheimer. We had Edward Teller. We even had Albert Einstein. We still have
Samuel Cohen, "father of the neutron bomb". These people are geniuses. They are
icons of our American scientific culture, whose work proves American superiority
in the field of nuclear physics. These worked on the Manhattan Project. They
know virtually everything about nuclear weaponry. All these individuals, inspire
of their denials, spent their life's energy working hard and actively to produce the
most efficient killing machines ever invented by man. Like the German rocket
scientists who later went on to put man on the moon14, the American nuclear
scientists mentioned above worked, first and foremost, feverishly for the express
purpose of killing untold multitudes of people they considered their enemies.
So why, with all this effort and with the financial backing of the government,
did the Americans not discover red mercury? Perhaps it is because the role of
American discovery in the field of nuclear weaponry has been great exaggerated.
This is a theme taken up by many modern European researchers, some cited here
and elsewhere in this book. I do not want to open this discussion here, only to
mention that this is a possibility.
If the Soviets gained this technology through a German source, then this secret
was one of the best-kept secrets of all time, lasting for almost fifty years. The
initial secret involved here can be explained by what I call the "Vesco Principle".
In Renato Vesco's paradigm, if any one former Allied Power recovered a particular
technology and the other three Allied Powers did not recover it, that technology
remained secret, perhaps until this very day. He states:
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"In fact, of the numerous revolutionary "new weapons" that the Germans
developed in that period, we know only those— fortunately they comprise the
majority— that fell into the hands of all, or at least more than one, of the four
occupying powers."15
So if more than one former Allied country recovered a particular weapon of
whole technology, then the secret was out and everybody openly discussed it. But
if only own former Allied Power managed to get a particular technology, it
guarded that secret very, very closely. How it was possible to keep this secret for
so long will be discussed at the end of this chapter.
The Germans had nuclear research facilities spread across Germany,
Czechoslovakia, Austria, and portions of modern-day Poland. They were looking
for breakthroughs and were willing to try most anything. As we will see in a later
chapter, in one of these facilities, "Der Riese" in what is now Poland, there were
descriptions of a "metallic liquid, mercury-like substance, violet in colour" being
used in experiments there16. Red mercury can sometimes be violet in color but
what is even more important in this description is its state of matter. It is described
as a liquid. Dr. Gordon Freeman, in personal communication to me dated
December 18, 2002, stated that under normal atmospheric conditions, all mercury
compounds are solid.
By this he means all the known compounds of mercury are solids. The rumor of
red mercury is the only compound of mercury ever said to be a liquid. This leaves
little doubt in my mind but that the enigmatic violet fluid, in the midst of a
wartime German nuclear research facility, was, in fact, red mercury.
One reason why it may have been possible for the Germans to make this
breakthrough while the Americans did not is because the Germans and the
Americans were working with two different schools of physics in mind. Igor
Witkowski, modern-day expert on "Der Riese" and secret German research is
quoted by Nick Cook:
"The Germans ignored Einstein and developed an approach to gravity based on
quantum theory." Don't forget that Einsteinian physics, relativity physics, with its
big-picture view of the universe, represented Jewish science to the Nazis. Germany
was where quantum mechanics was born. The Germans were looking at
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gravity from a different perspective to everyone else. Maybe it gave them answers
to things the pro-relativity scientists hadn't even thought of".17
Many, many German atomic scientists went East at the close of the Second
World War, either voluntarily or involuntarily, just as in the case of the German
rocket scientists. The Soviets spared no effort and no expense in setting up the
captured German scientists in the Russian motherland.
But the Soviets were interested in big nuclear bombs. Soviet long-range rockets
reflected in their design that they were intended to carry a large payload in the
form of a warhead. This heavy lifting ability put the Soviets ahead of the
Americans in the space race and was a direct result of Soviet desires to carry a
large megaton payload to the enemy. As you may recall, it was the Soviets who
tested the heaviest thermonuclear weapon ever detonated. It was estimated at 50
megatons.
If the German scientists brought knowledge of red mercury with them to
Russia, it must have been relegated into the cellar in terms of priorities. It was only
with the interest in tactical nuclear weaponry that small atomic bombs resurfaced
on the scene.
This brings us to the question of how red mercury technology is said to be able
to produce small nuclear weapons. First of all, let us take a look at small nuclear
weapons, employing less fissionable material than is normally thought of as being
enough to form critical mass. Critical mass is the amount of nuclear fuel necessary
to sustain a chain reaction. The actual amount varies with the various nuclear fuel
used. The fact is that the large values given for critical mass in the first generation
of nuclear weapons has been greatly reduced. Even when discussing
"conventional" nuclear devices involving widely known ideas of fission and
fusion, a decent discussion of the facts of nuclear weapons miniaturization is hard
to come by, at least in the popular press.
One atomic bomb dropped on Japan was made of uranium 235. Approximately
50 kilograms of U-235 (about 10 1/4 pounds) were necessary to constitute critical
mass. The chain reaction was started using a neutron gun, which was built into the
bomb. Once the gun had split the first atom, the mass of uranium was enough to
absorb the "split" neutrons, causing others to split in a chain reaction, resulting in a
tremendous release of energy.
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In order to reduce the amount of uranium necessary to constitute critical mass,
that is, to carry this chain reaction, three things can be done. The bomb can be
given "tamper", more neutron reflective ability, and/or be made denser.
The bomb can be made stronger (tamper) which makes it hold together longer,
giving the chain reaction more concentration. This is done by using an armored
coating around the bomb, which physically makes it stronger for a tiny fraction of
a second.
The bomb can be made to reflect more neutrons back toward the focus of the
chain reaction instead of going off randomly into space. Special neutron-reflective
materials can be used to do this. Beryllium is, for example, one of these materials.
The nuclear fuel itself can be made denser. This is done by surrounding the
fissionable material with conventional explosive and detonating it so that the force
of the blast focusses the nuclear material inward, on to itself, compressing it.
Nuclear scientists sometimes call this "implosion". It is said that Pu-239, used in
the Hiroshima bomb must be detonated using the method18.
Some elements or compounds used for the purposes described above have both
the qualities of tamper and neutron reflectability. Some have one or the other.
Using these methods the size of atomic weapons have been greatly reduced to the
size of large cannon projectiles. The explosive values of these mini-nukes are
greatly reduced as compared to the two bombs detonated over Japan.
I promised not to discuss the recent research of the new generation of
researchers working on German atomic weaponry but I will say that their interest
in mini-nukes is based on German references to their small size and the fact that
several detailed, eye-witness accounts of two small nuclear detonations in March
of 1945 have been gathered19.
A fusion bomb is much more powerful than a simple fission bomb. A fusion
bomb works by fusing two light nuclei to form a heavier nucleus, which is
accompanied by a release of the difference in nuclear binding energy of the
products and the sum of the binding energies of the two light nuclei20. The
materials used for fusion fuel are heavy water (deuterium) and tritium. Tritium is
simply lithium which has been placed in a reactor long enough to undergo a transmutation (the same method used to enrich uranium and to make red mercury).
A red mercury based nuclear weapon is a pure study in miniatur-
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The diagrams above illustrate the supposed principles of two types of red mercury nuclear weapon.
They were published by International Defense Review in 1994 in an article by the nuclear analyst Dr
Frank Barnaby.
On the left is a fission device: an advanced type of atom bomb. Capsules of red mercury are
embedded in high explosive surrounding a spherical shell of plutonium. When the explosive is
detonated, the red mercury is injected into a gap around the plutonium. It acts as a neutron reflector,
increasing the efficiency of the nuclear fission process, and as a tamper, preventing the plutonium from
disintegrating too quickly. Neutron rich elements known as actinides (e.g. Californium 252) in the red
mercury also give a boost to the fission process, increasing the yield of the bomb for a given quantity of
plutonium.
On the right is a pure fusion neutron bomb. An outer layer of high explosive is detonated causing the
inner layer of red mercury to release an enormous amount of stored energy. The energy implodes the
tritium and deuterium at the centre of the device, producing enough heat to create a fusion reaction and
a massive release of high-energy neutrons.

Diagrams of two red mercury weapons from Hounam and McQuillan.

Specifications for one type of red mercury from Hounam and McQuillan.

ization. The employment of red mercury increases both the tamper and the neutron
reflectability of the bomb. Further, red mercury explodes with such amazing
energy that it can be used to surround the fissionable or fusionable material,
compressing it to a higher density as it explodes. Red mercury delivers all three
necessary qualities of atomic miniaturization.
Red mercury can be used in a fission or fusion bomb. The qualities red mercury
brings, especially to the small fusion device, vault it into a class of nuclear
weapons all on its own. It is no wonder that the bidding on the Soviet material and
its underlying technology became so frantic in the early 1990's21.
The question for us is not if red mercury, as we have come to know it, was
Russian. The question is if red mercury had a German father. Was red mercury
actually invented by some alchemist during the Third Reich, working underground
in a first generation reactor, desperately searching for a war-winning technology
and willing to stop at nothing and to rule nothing out in order to succeed? As we
have already seen, the Germans knew of methods to make metals denser. The
Germans knew how to turn lithium into tritium and how to enrich uranium 238
into plutonium by putting it into a reactor for a time. Were these ideas tried on
other substances? They certainly had a supply of heavy water, deuterium, as there
still exist today pictures of heavy water storage tanks from the region of Jonastal22.
There are reports of small pumpkin or pineapple-sized atomic weapons being
under development at that time. The Germans had experimented with, according to
the report cited above, mercury compounds, which were liquid and violet in color
at a site known as a site of nuclear research. The Soviets gained the services of
many of the German nuclear scientists from several different German atomic
projects after the war. The Soviets did "discover" red mercury but only after their
thirst for truly large nuclear weapons had been slaked. Did they return to the
German discoveries when the wanted to develop tactical nuclear weaponry? If this
is true, then it is only verified by the "Vesco Principle" which states that if only
one former Allied Power gained a particular German technology, as opposed to
two or more former Allied Powers having it, then it was kept absolutely secret
form the other former Allied Powers.
This scenario would explain the origin and hidden history of red mercury but
would not explain why the Americans had no knowl-
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edge of this secret until the Soviet Union fell apart. How this secret was kept is a
topic, which was promised the reader earlier. With all the Cold War spy vs. spy
going on one would think that no important breakthrough or technology could
totally escape this spy dragnet. The surprising truth, however, is that secret
technologies were kept for decades.
Nothing in the Cold War had higher priority than rocket technology. Yet the
Soviets made a huge technological breakthrough in rocket technology in the late
1960s and this breakthrough was kept from the prying eyes of the American spy
agencies until after the Cold War ended. Here is what happened.
In the late 1960s the race to the moon was in its final stretch. The Americans
were actually in the lead. This lead was based upon the Saturn 5 rocket, the
vehicle, which would take man to the moon. The Soviets had suffered a setback.
Their ace rocket designer died in 1966. The Soviets were behind in designing a
rocket capable of delivering man to the moon. The reason for this lag was the
difference between the size of the Saturn 5's rocket engines and anything that had
been built before. The Saturn's engines themselves were enormous. The Soviets
had nothing comparable off-the-shelf. A new engine had to be built.
Realizing they were behind, the Soviets gambled on reworking an old idea, the
closed cycle rocket engine, which the Americans had given up as unworkable. At
that time what normally occurred was that a rocket engine expended great amounts
of energy venting burnt fuel and oxidizer that powered the turbo-pumps, used for
pumping fuel to the main engines. These turbo-pumps were actually small rocket
engines and it was only with a rocket engine that it was possible to pump the vast
quantities of liquid propellants necessary to lift a rocket of this size to the moon.
The problem was that the exhaust gases for these rocket-powered turbo-pumps
were not being used as thrust, but being vented out of the sides of the rocket. The
Soviets began work on another system.
Instead of a separate feed of liquid oxygen to the turbo-pump, the Soviets fed
the entire supply of liquid oxygen, for both the turbo-pump and the main engine,
directly into the turbo-pump. The excess or unburnt liquid oxygen was then routed
out of the turbo-pump as exhaust and directly into the main combustion chamber
of the rocket where it combined with more liquid hydrogen, the fuel. After years
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of failure, this engine was finally perfected and given the designation NK-33 by
the Soviets. Amazingly, this engine was 20-25% more efficient that any rocket
engine ever built by the American, even to this day.
After the Americans landed on the moon in 1969, the space race was over and
the Soviets saw no political gain in building their own moon rocket. Their program
was scrapped. The NK-33 engines were slated for destruction and the order was so
given. Fortunately, this order was disobeyed. Many engines were secretly stored in
a warehouse inside the Soviet Union. These engines remained in storage and in
secrecy for the next thirty years.
It was only well after the fall of the Soviet Union that the information was
leaked to the Americans. The Americans, at first, did not believe the efficiency
figures their Russian counterparts were giving them concerning the secret NK-33
engines. The Americans brought some of these engines to the USA for testing and
found they were exactly as stated by the Russians. The Russians, now in
partnership with the Americans, modernized the NK-33 engine and it now forms
the basis for the new satellite launch vehicle, the Atlas 2.
This story proves that secret technology can be kept secret for a long time. This
was true of the NK-33 engine, which was at the heart of a great space rivalry and
the subject of intense espionage. Red mercury was a secret for which no spies were
searching. A secret not looked for can be kept a secret for a long time. Red
mercury was most likely a unique and fortuitous find for the Soviets, based upon
German research. Because they alone possessed its secrets, knowledge of its
existence remained a top secret. Like the NK-33, red mercury only surfaced after
the fall of the Soviet Union at a time when the Russians became interested in
marketing a product.
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22 Electric Gun or Rail Gun
An electric or rail gun uses forces of magnetic attraction and repulsion to move
a projectile. We are all familiar with how opposite poles of a magnet attract and
how like poles repel. This idea can be harnessed in what is called a linear motor.
This device is set on a rail or rails and alternately attracts and then repels a small
car that is set upon the rails. The car is rapidly accelerated down the track. The
car's front end is open so that a projectile placed in the car will be shot out when
the car reaches the end of its track. The projectile cannot be spun to give it stability
in flight as a bullet is spun by the spiral groves in the gun barrel. Instead, fins are
attached to the projectile in the manner feathers are attached to an arrow.
The Germans first considered the electric gun for use as a long-range cannon for
exactly the same role as the Hockdruckpumpe (HDP), the high-pressure pump or
cannon, was ultimately built. This device actually saw service in the Second World
War and rained projectiles upon London from facilities located across the English
Channel on the west coast of France1. The HDP was further developed after the
war into long-range weaponry, which finally culminated in the super cannon built
by Dr. Gerald Bull.
In 1990, Dr. Bull's nearly completed super cannon was mounted at a 45-degree
angle up a hillside in western Iraq and pointed at Tel Aviv. This weapon was
capable of launching projectiles the size of Volkswagens into the center of that
Israeli city. Fortunately, for the Israelis, the government of the United States,
through some slick maneuvering, gave

Saddam Hussein the green light to invade Kuwait and then condemned him for it.
These events led to the United States's bombing and destruction of the super
cannon in the ensuing Gulf war before it could be used against Israel. Dr. Gerald
Bull was assassinated by the Israeli Mossad on March 22nd of 1990. The
Americans never wanted to disclose the Machiavellian moves leading up to the
first Gulf War and the Israelis were never held accountable for the murder of Dr.
Gerald Bull. This is another example of how the winners write the history.
Besides the Hochdruckpumpe, the Germans also had the V-1 and the V-2 for
use as long distance artillery. For these reasons it was felt that the rail gun might
be better put to other uses2. Instead, this technology was to be used for anti-aircraft
purposes. A Berlin based company, the Gesellschaft fuer Geraetebau, was put in
charge of development of this weapon's system.
At first glance, the rail gun, the idea of inventing a whole new class of machine
for use as an anti-aircraft weapon sounds like pure science fiction. Indeed, it still
sounds like science fiction. Rail guns have recently been proposed for use as one
method to shoot down incoming ballistic missiles as part of a "Star Wars" defense
system. But this is not fiction. The basic developmental work necessary to field
this weapon was done almost sixty years ago. This fact is made clear by the
Combined Intelligence Objectives Sub-Committee report 4/258. The information
contained in this report was gathered shortly after hostilities ended and published
in mid-June of 1945. This information was based upon a German report issued on
9/10/44.
The CIOS report does two things. It details the finished antiaircraft device itself
and it explains in scientific terms exactly how the device works. It has been said
that all machines can be reduced to numbers and this is exactly what the author of
the report did. Anyone with a serious interest in this technology should avail
himself of this report.
The specifics of the weapon to be produced were that it would have a muzzle
velocity of 2000 meters per second and rate of fire of 72 rounds per minute. Each
shell would weigh 500 grams. Six 10-meter barrels would be linked to a single
power device and fired at once. The whole unit was to be mounted on a 12.8 cm
AA gun carriage. This battery would have a burst of fire every five seconds3.
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Based on the report, the chief of the OKL-TLR requested that an experimental
plant be set up as quickly as possible, consisting of a complete power unit and a
three-barrel gun configuration.
In reading the ClOS report, it should be noted that it was based on some rather
stale information, that of 9/10/44. Things were moving very fast at this time in
Germany. There was only about seven months left in the war in Europe. Using
other sources we can trace the gun's development after it left Berlin.
One of the most reliable sources on German secret technology is Rudolf Lusar.
Lusar was an engineer who worked at the German Patent Office during the war.
After the war was over, the Allies marched into the patent office and took
everything. Lusar says 30 boxcar loads of German patents. After the war Lusar
wrote a book on German secret weaponry base on his almost photographic
memories.
Lusar reports that work on the electric gun moved from Berlin to the
mountainous areas bordering between Bavaria and Austria, to the foothills of the
Alps and to the slopes of Mt. Wetterstein to be exact.4,5 Two versions of this weapon
were tested. These were a 20 mm and a 40 mm version. A top-end muzzle velocity
of 2000 meters per second was achieved, although some variants of these weapons
had lower velocities. In one version, the 10-meter barrel was actually surrounded
by electromagnetic coils, which were activated in succession as the projectile
progressed down the barrel. In this mountain experimentation it was found that the
large energy requirements of the weapon necessitated a new type of condenser that
was developed. High hopes rode with this weapon but the military collapse
brought this and all other weaponry research to an end. In the end, this technology
fell into the hands of the Americans.
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23 Electric Gun Part 2
The reason this chapter is called Part 2 is that new information has been
received concerning this topic which deserves independent recognition. This information comes by way of Friedrich Georg and consists of two reports from the
original company developing the electric gun, Gesellschaft fuer Geraetebau m.b.H.
These two reports are dated January 30, 1945 and June, 1945. The Allied CIOS
report is dated June 14, 1945 and prepared by H. A. Liebhafsky although a
comparison of the two texts from June, 1945 reveals their similarity, even to the
signature at the end of the Allied document which reads "J. Hansler". The German
language text, titled "Ein Beitrag zum Problem des Elektrischen Geschuetes" was
written by Dr. Joachim Haensler and the second text, "Entwurf fuer eine
Elektrische 4 cm Flak" is signed by Haensler at its end. Therefore, the Allied CIOS
report might be taken for a translation, which it is not. There is certainly a
similarity between the two but the German texts are far more detailed and
encompassing.
Stated in the reverse, the English text is more general and less specific. Whole
discussions have been omitted. This comparison is an example of exactly how
Allied post-war security was designed to work. Specific and detailed information
was gleaned from German sources about a specific subject. The Americans then
would summarize and generalize this specific information that would sometimes
even be accompanied by a disclaimer as to the source or accuracy of the
information repeated. A name, in this case H.A. Liebhafsky, U.S. Ord. would be
attached to

Diagram showing the cross-section of an iron-free linear motor cannon (German report).

Drawings of electric gun (rail gun, or linear motor cannon) projectiles from a German report.

Top: The barrel of a rail gun. The finned projectile emerges at point marked "e".
Bottom: Schematic of the linear motor's electric circuit.

the report. The purpose was to supply a lead to the technology but not an exact
blueprint to it. For precise information one's security clearance had to be
appropriate and then one had to contact the "custodian of records", to use a legal
term, in this case H.A. Liebhafsky. He would then fill you in on the details not
covered in the CIOS report and presumably provide you with whatever technical
information he had. These levels of security indicate that even in an official
sounding government rendition of the subject, underlying facts and perhaps secrets
remain which are the subject of more secretive reports of in the possession of a
designated person.
The two German reports do provide fresh insights and specific facts, which are
the subject of this chapter. Both are similar in content, and brief. What has
happened is that the earlier one was written during the war and the latter on was
written after the war, presumably at the request of G-2 Division, SHAEF (rear).
Since they are similar and brief, both reports will be treated together without
specific page references.
The Germans had determined that the absolute maximum muzzle velocity for a
powder-propelled projectile was about 2810 meters per second. In practice the
maximum was only about 2790. For comparison, the German Paris Gun of World
War One had a muzzle velocity of about 1600 m/sec. The Germans now needed
something better. Analysis had shown that an electric gun's muzzle velocity
potential was far higher, as high as 6000 m/sec.
The most pressing need was for a more effective anti-aircraft gun, able to
deliver a larger charge at higher altitudes. They wanted to deliver 500 grams of
explosive in this new flak weapon. To do this a muzzle velocity of about 2000
m/sec was necessary. The projectile itself would have the length of about 20 cm
and a 4 cm diameter. It would have to be fin stabilized since spinning the projectile
in the bore of the gun was impractical. Several barrels per anti-aircraft unit were
desired. Originally, the Germans wanted ten barrels but, as the project progressed,
this requirement was relaxed.
One aspect, only briefly discussed in the CIOS report is the other uses the
Germans ultimately planned for the electric gun, beyond simply as an anti-aircraft
weapon.
Due to the high muzzle velocities attainable, it was believed that long-range
artillery could be fashioned using this technology. Mention of huge batteries of
electric guns each vaulting one shot per minute are sometimes encountered in
Allied prisoner of war debriefings but
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this information is not specific and was usually and understandably discounted by
Allied intelligence as unreliable. These facilities were to be located in Western
France and were always confused with the high pressure gun, known to the Allies
as under German development and discussed in the previous chapter on this
subject.
But besides flak and long-range artillery, there was another consideration in
mind. Using a long track and a very powerful linear motor, the Germans believed
it would be possible to boost the performance of their existing and future longrange rockets. There is not a lot of detail given but one can imagine a mile long,
sloped launching ramp, as with the V-1 only much larger, in which a huge sled
powered by a linear motor carried a large missile up to several hundred miles per
hour before flinging it into the air. The fuel normally wasted just inching the
rocket off the ground could now be used to extend its range. This would have been
suitable to start the ram-jet based Tromsdorff-D-6000 missile or the huge
intercontinental Saenger designs.
One major problem that was encountered with the linear motor was the problem
of self induction. An iron object moving through a magnetic field itself becomes
an electromagnet. When two magnetic fields interact, a kind of magnetic resistance
is encountered which, in this case, would slow the projectile down considerably.
The Germans identified three areas of self induction. These were the power source,
the barrel and the electric leads.
The power source was a huge generator of 7800 kw. It consisted of an 8
cylinder diesel motor rated at 16,000 horse power. Besides the power source,
unipolar impulse generators of a new type manufactured by Siemens-Schucker,
each weighing 150 tons, as well as a new type of battery were necessary to impart
energy to the projectile. An electric generator is a source of magnetic energy.
Nothing is stated but one wonders how successful efforts were in reducing the selfinduction values for these generators.
The barrel could be modified to reduce self-induction. The answer in this case
was to make it iron-free. With an iron free barrel there would be no self-induction
as the projectile traveled through it.
Likewise, the electric leads themselves were capable of generating field energy.
The solution was to use 8 parallel single leads, each two copper bands with
insulation material in between them as well as
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keeping them as short as possible and contained within the machine itself.
From the description given, these guns were going to be heavy. It is hard to
believe that they would be mobil units as the famous German 88 millimeter antiaircraft cannon had been. It seems more likely that once these units became
operational, they would have been stationed near high-value targets for use against
bomber formations.
The Germans felt that they had worked all bugs out of this weapon and that it
could be realized at that time. Perhaps experimental models were utilized as
conditions allowed, but by the end of the war there is no official confirmation of
the operational use of these weapons. Nevertheless, the technology is certainly
ready to be "ramped up" in a "Star Wars" application or for launching heavy
payloads into orbit.
Sources
1. Haensler, Joachim, Ph.D., 1/30/45, "Entwurf fuer eine Elektrische 4 cm Flak",
privately published by Gesellschaft fuer Geraetebau m.b.H.
2. Haensler, Joachim, Ph.D., 6/45, "Ein Beitrag zum Problem des Elektrischen
Geschuetzes", privately published by Gesellschaft fuer Geraetebau m.b.H.
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24 Means To Stop Engines
Gas
A large part of the Renato Vesco scenario concerning what he termed the
"Kugelblitz" flying disc centered around its unusual means for shooting down
enemy aircraft. Vesco described German experiments in producing a gas, not
harmful to people, but which would case aircraft to fall out of the sky1. The
method by which this was to be accomplished were special blowers in the
Kugelblitz which shot out this special gas ahead of enemy bombers. The enemy
aircraft's engine would inhale a small percentage of this gas, along with
atmospheric oxygen needed for combustion. The gas would cause the bomber's
engines to pre-ignite. This pre-ignition, also called "pinging" or "knocking",
compromises the efficiency of the engine's normal ignition advance curve which
fires earlier as revolutions per second increase. The efficiency of the advance
curve depends on revolutions per minute, engine load, the compression ratio of the
engine and the octane rating of the gasoline. In this case the gas in question
functioned as if it lowered the gasoline's octane, thus causing it to ignite
prematurely and destructively inside the combustion chamber. Depending on the
severity of the pre-ignition, the engine would suffer anything from damage to total
failure. Vesco even named the research facility responsible for this work and an
individual scientist, the "Luftfahrts-forschungsanstalt" (flight research installation)
at Volkenrode and Dr. Hans Freidrich Gold, respectively.
This whole idea remained a myth for years. Vesco was always treated with
extreme skepticism concerning the Kugelblitz story and the mysterious gas. Now,

while evidence for Vesco's manned flying disc designated Kugelbiltz is still
largely lacking, the reality and the facts behind the amazing gas able to swat
aircraft out of the sky have become known.
Of course, this did not come easily. Numerous requests have been made of the
intelligence agencies of the USA for information concerning the Kugelblitz. It has
been described to them in detail with alternate names included. In every instance a
"no record" response is generated by the government.
Things did not end there, however. A FOIA request was made concerning the
scientist involved, Dr. Hans Friedrich Gold. Again, "no record" responses were
generated by the government's spy agencies. Below is an example, written on June
13, 2000 by the National Archives at College Park, MD., which says in part:
*

*

*

* *

*

"This is in reply to your May 21, 2000 Freedom of Information Act inquiry regarding
documentation on the Austrian scientist Dr. Hans Friedrich Gold.
Please note that our World War 11 records are declassified and in the public domain. It
is not necessary to file for access under the Freedom of Information Act.
We have examined name indexes to pertinent records in our custody but were unable to
locate any information of Dr. Gold. Many records of the Allied Control Commission,
Austria, are not indexed by name. We are not staffed to undertake the substantial research
that would be necessary to examine un-indexed material for information of one individual.
Our staff would be pleased to assist you or your representative at our College Park,
Maryland facility.
Sincerely,

Amy Schmidt
Archivist, Modern Military Records
Textural Archives Services Division

* * * * * * *
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First, a request under the provisions of the FOIA is always necessary. This
binds them to comply with the law imposed upon them by the Congress.
Second, the National Archive's World War 11 holdings are not all declassified,
for example, the German scientist Otto Maurer's file is full of references to
material removed from public view because it is still secret. Without a request
made under FOIA, the National Archives is under no obligation to make the
requestor even aware that portions of the file have been withheld.
Third, files do exist under the name of Dr. Hans Friedrich Gold in the
possession of the National Archives. The United States National Archives, have
just simply lied. They are just simply liars. They just simply violate the law of the
land and get away with it probably hundreds of times per day.
Fourth, the National Archives are under Federal Mandate to comply with all the
provisions of the FOIA. Their staffing or their staffing problems are their own
concern. Their only obligation as far as FOIA is concerned is to fully comply.
Fifth, the National Archives is not being asked to do "substantial research", they
are being asked to pull a file, as any librarian could and should do.
Sixth, nowhere in the FOIA does it specify that requestors must put in an
appearance at College Park, Maryland in order to receive a proper response. The
location of either the requestor or the requester is irrelevant.
An example is made here to point out the fact that nothing comes easily out of
the Federal Government. Everything is kept secret. It is simply their policy. They
have no idea why this information is being requested and could not care less. Their
policy is secrecy, pure and simple. This applies to everything. The National
Archives is simply a de facto reclassification project.
But before turning to Dr. Gold, mention should be made of another government
document, which greatly added to our knowledge in this matter. In 1999 a German
researcher, Friedrich Georg, found what might be described as a mini-Rosetta
Stone concerning secret German research and what the Americans knew about it.
This document, "An Evaluation Of German Capabilities In 1945" was written in
late 1944 and makes predictions of what to expect, militarily, from Germany in the
new year. The relevant entry is shown here under "Gases Appli165

Dr. Hans Friedrich Gold's post-war letter to U.S. Forces in Austria describing his scientific progress.

Diagram of the apparatus used by Dr. Gold to produce motor-stopping gas.

cable to Aircraft". As we can read, there were two gases under consideration for
attacking Allied aircraft, one which caused pre-ignition of engines and another
which caused motor oil the thin out to the point that engine protection disappeared
and the engine seized.
From this document we learned that Vesco was not making this all up and that
further work in this area was warranted.
The National Archives has always resisted providing any sort of index or
catalogue of their holdings. Recently, they have provided a kind of computer index
of their holding which they call by an acronym, NAIL. Unfortunately, NAIL will
not even list items already produced by the U.S. National Archives under FOIA
duress so one has to wonder what the real purpose of such a stealth index is.
Since the year 2000 and under pressure of the FOIA, the National Archives has
provided a list, an index, of some titles of the Combined Intelligence Objectives
Sub-Committee reports. Contained in that list was File Number XXX11-1109,
"Interrogation Of Dr. Hans Friedrich Gold"2. With this new information an Appeal
was filed with the National Archives concerning the previous "no record" Gold
request. The National Archives handled this Appeal by ignoring it. Finally, a new
request was made and the file was sent. Again, this violates the law.
Dr. Gold did work at the Luftfahrtforschungsanstalt, Hermann Goering, at
Volkenrode. He was a chemist and chemical engineer who spent most of his time
working on hypergolic fuels. These are fuels developed in pairs, such as "C-Stoff"
and "T-Stoff". When both fuels are combined within the combustion chamber,
combustion occurs automatically.
Somehow, in July of 1944 Dr. Gold's mind seemed to do a flip-flop because it
came to him that it would also be possible to stop and engine using chemical
means. Dr. Gold worked on the chemistry to do this as well as developing a test
apparatus to measure the efficiency of this idea.
Dr. Gold used methylnitrate in one of his hypergolic rocket fuel mixtures in
order to get oxygen into the combustion chamber. It occurred to him that this same
chemical might be used to make an engine stop. A mixture of methylnitrate and
methanol in a mixture of 75% to 25% respectively was used. With this mixture
constitution only 2%, by weight, of the air drawn in by the target engine, a strong
knocking occurred. With a 5% concentration, a metallic "hard hitting"
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and "heavy rattling" occurred. At 8%, within a fraction of a second a "strong bang"
occurred, the engine stopped, and suffered a torsion of its crankshaft of about 30
degrees. In other words, it broke the engine apart.
Pictured is Dr. Gold's diagram of the testing device by which he came to these
figures. The nitrogen from Bomb "St" presses, according to size, with 29
atmospheres upon the methylnitrate-methenol mixture (75/25) in the small bomb
"M", so that the liquid rushes through nozzle "D" with open taps "H1" and "H2",
across the check valve "RV" and the copper capillaries "K". A "Bosch" nozzle was
used, with a spray angle of about 35 degrees. For the testing engine "M", a rather
sturdy 500 cm "FN" motorcycle engine was used, its suction pipe "A" being
provided with a funnel. The engine that was generally used for fuel tests was
mounted on a test stand and connected with an oscillograph. "H" is a tap for
reducing pressure.
Tests were to be carried out in a suburb of Berlin, Spandau, with the projected
first use to be against tanks. Full scale testing was never done, according to Dr.
Gold, because of the evacuation of that facility in the face of the Soviet advance. It
is unclear if other testing or application of this weaponry was ever carried out.
Interestingly enough, there is a footnote to the Dr. Hans Friedrich Gold story. It
is an Appendix, Appendix No. 2, to the CIOS report referenced above. This
constitutes a statement by Dr. Gold on his personal views on future research.
These views might seem fantastic coming from anybody other than such a well
respected scientist. It is probably best to postpone Dr. Gold's discussion until a
better foundation for his ideas have been built, but we will return to Dr. Gold later
in the discussion.
SOURCES
1. Vesco, Renato, 1976, Intercept UFO, pages 137-138, Pinnacle Books, New
York.
2. Combined Intelligence Objectives Sub-Committee report number XXX11-109,
1946, "Interrogation Of Dr. Hans Friedrich Gold, obtained from the National
Archives, College Park, MD.
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25 Means To Stop Engines
Magnetic Wave — Motorstoppmittel
There have always been rumors of a secret German weapon which could cause
ignition based engines, those with spark plugs, to stop running. These rumors
started before World War Two and persisted well into the 1990s.
During the late 1980s or early 1990s, someone called me on the telephone that
claimed to be an employee of a large defense firm. He told me that he was part of a
group investigating the possibility that the Germans had built a beam weapon, but
not directional as a laser beam, but an omni-directional weapon in which waves
radiate out from a central point in all directions as does a pebble make waves when
it is thrown into a pond. When in the range of this weapon, all ignition-based
engines would stop running. He gave me some reports of this device from wartime
Germany. I had never heard of such a thing before this time and, in consideration
of the circumstances of the telephone call, took the whole thing with a grain of
salt. But it did perk my interest and from this moment on, I was on the lookout for
such descriptions.
Such descriptions of German devices that stopped engines did appear.
Descriptions of this device seemed to abound with the genre of German writers
who believed in and wrote of a wartime German technical history which had
simply been kept secret after the war. Among the devices they described was
something called "Motorstoppmittel", which translated literally is: "means to stop
(a) motor".
What they seemed to be describing was different from the method described by
Renato Vesco in his

book about the history of flying saucers. Vesco described a device which he called
"Feuerball", "fireball". This flying device used special chemicals in its fuel
resulting in an over-ionized atmosphere near the target aircraft. This overionization caused the aircraft's engine to ground itself directly through the
atmosphere, short-circuiting out the engine, thus causing it to fail. The difference
is that nothing was ever mentioned about fuel or chemicals in reference to
Motorstoppmittel.
One of the first accounts of a test involving this device comes from Germany's
Axis ally, Italy, in 1936. It involves no less than the electric genius Dr. Guglielmo
Marconi, Italian leader Benito Mussolini and Mussolini's wife.
It seems that in June of 1936 Mrs. Mussolini informed her husband of her
intention to travel on the Rome-Ostia highway in the afternoon. Mussolini told his
wife she would experience a something special if she made the trip between 3:00
and 3:30 P.M. As a matter of fact he said that she would be struck with wonder at
seeing something. Mrs. Mussolini was at the prescribed place and time along with
dozens of other cars both in front of her and behind her. What happened which
was of such wonder was that their cars stopped running. Her Chauffeur as well as
other stranded motorists attempted to restart their vehicles but to no avail. At
exactly 3:35 P.M. all the cars mysteriously restarted and proceeded normally.
That evening Mussolini gave his wife the story behind her trouble. Marconi had
invented something that halted engines. Pope Pius XI got wind of the experiment
and called it the work of the devil. Marconi died just over a year later, July 20,
1937.1
Of course, numerous Freedom Of Information Act requests were made of U.S.
government agencies for information concerning Motorstoppmittel. It was
described in as much detail as possible, as a German secret weapon capable of
stopping ignition based engines. From every source a "No Record" response was
generated.
When Freidrich Georg discovered the mini-Rosetta Stone, as described in the
previous section, all this denial changed. Now we knew what the Germans called
Motorstoppmittel was called "Magnetic Wave" by the US government. Besides the
original document, An Evaluation Of German Capabilities In 1945, which
described Motorstoppmittel, many other documents became available.
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F.O.I.A. REPORTS ON MAGNETIC WAVE
The American intelligence reports are based on many sources. There are reports
from German sources, there are reports from captured German scientists, from
prisoners of war, and from the American military, all speaking of the same thing.
They all describe an alleged German weapon able to make motor vehicles,
including airplanes, stop running. Some of these reports are reproduced here.
The Americans and British went to some trouble to get to the bottom of all this.
The American military even sent aircraft into areas suspected of being defended by
this weapon in order to evaluate it. This is a report dated January 24, 1945, which
involves two P-38 aircraft sent to fly over a suspect area near Frankfurt. Nigel
Pennick tells us why this area was chosen for the American test2:
"In connection with this high-enery research, various mysterious 'transmitters'
were erected at several 'key points' in the Reich. In 1938 the Brocken, a celebrated
peak in the Harz Mountains, was the site of feverish construction work. Holy
mountain of the goddess Freyja, the Brocken is best known for the curious optical
phenomenon known as the 'Brocken Spectre', which occurs when the shadow of a
person on the summit is cast by the rays of the sun onto a cloud below. Under
some conditions, this 'spectre' has a saintly halo around its head.
This 'transmitter' was a strange contraption, a tower surrounded by an array of
posts with pear-shapted knobs on top. At the same time a similar system was
erected on the peak of the Feldberg near Frankfurt. When it began operation, there
were soon reports of strange phenomena in the vicinity of the Brocken tower. Cars
traveling along the mountain roads would suddenly have engine failure. A
Luftwaffe sentry would soon spot the stranded car, and tell the puzzled motorist
that it was no use trying to get the car started at present. After a while, the sentry
would tell the driver that the engine would work again now, and the care would
then start up and drive away."
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Summary reports by American Intelligence on the German magnetic wave weapon.

An actual field investigation, using real pilots and aircraft, into a German magnetic wave installation.

So the Americans chose this area near Frankfurt to see if they could determine
the source and nature to the interference with their aircraft. At 17,000 feet in
altitude and just North of Frankfurt, near the second tower mentioned above on the
Feldberg, the pilot mentioned in the report, Lt. Hitt, encountered trouble. One of
his engines began to "run rough". His fuel pressure indicator, rpm gauge, gyro
gauge, artificial horizon gauge, all started to malfunction. The hands on his fuel
level gauge started spinning in the same direction. The gyro compass started
spinning through 360 degree revolutions. In the meantime, the pilot's other engine
began to run rough.
While Lt. Hitt was experiencing such difficulty, the other P-38 pilot was flying
over a Southern portion of Frankfurt. He encountered no trouble but was always at
least a mile away from Lt. Hitt. Lt. Hitt began heading for his base. After eight to
ten minutes of trouble, Lt. Hitt's aircraft began running normally. Even his
instruments returned to normal.
Upon landing an investigation was conducted and a mechanical and electrical
inspection of Lt. Hitt's P-38 ensued. The title of the final report reflects the verdict
of the inquiry: "Preliminary Report on Suspected Magnetic Ray". This report was
given "Secret" status and was produced by Headquarters, United States Strategic
Air Forces Europe (Rear), Office of the Director of Intelligence, dated January 24,
1945.
Even prior to this, a report had been generated by the Director of Intelligence,
U.S.S.t.A.F, dated 12/6/44 and titled: "Engine Interference By Electro-Magnetic
Disturbances". This was sub-titled on the second page: Project 1217,
"Investigation Into German Possible Use Of Rays To Neutralize Allied Aircraft
Motors".
Another interesting document is worth mentioning. It is marked secret, and from
the American British Laboratory of Radio Research, dated January 30, 1945. In it
calculations by J.M. Hollywood are discussed. Perhaps his ideas will give us a clue
as to the real nature of Motorstoppmittel. It says in part:
"Calculations by J. M. Hollywood of ABL-15 indicated that the most economical
means of disturbing an aircraft's ignition system would probably employ electromagnetic radio frequency transmissions recurrent at a rate near the frequency of
the engine's ignition cycle."3
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The report goes on to conclude that there is no real evidence for the German
deployment of such an ignition suppression device but admits that intelligence
information suggests that such a device exists and works on a short range basis. It
goes on to say that an apparatus necessary to generate the required electromagnetic
energy using ground-based coils would be enormous in size and therefore
impractical.
Obviously, the actual German device was a little more intelligent, adaptable,
flexible and target specific than a simple, huge, ground-based, gigantic coil
pumping out a single, steady pulse as envisioned by Hollywood.
REPORTS FROM THE GERMAN SIDE
Thanks to the research in the German language publication "Waffen-Revue",
January 1983, we are able to glimpse some of the real German work in this field.
They published three documents. The first was from a commercial firm,
ELEMAG. The second, a message sent by a sitting member or the Reichs
Research Council, Dr. Werner Osenburg to Dr. Brandt of the SS. The third was
from Dr. A. Meissner, also with a private research company. Each document is
followed with my rough English translation.
English Translation of ELEMAG Document
* * * * * *
ELEMAG ELECTROMAGNETIC DEVICE CONSTRUCTION
HILDESHEIM JANUARY 28, 1944

COMPANY

DISRUPTION OF THE FUNCTION OF DEVICES AS A MEANS OF
WARFARE
It is to be striven for to put out or bring about or disconnect that material
of warfare used by the enemy via the ability to disrupt the function of electronic
apparatus .
UNDER THESE WEAPONS OF WAR ARE:
Aircraft and motorized vehicles with an internal combustion engine with spark plug
ignition as used in a propulsion method, whole intelligence services or
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communications such as artillery adjustments.
To the attainment of this goal a long distance influence of the function of electronic devices
will be put forward of the following basis.
The construction of electric devices consists of two fundamental elements together,
voltage regulation and insulation. Disruption of electronic apparatus and devices is primarily
attributed to suspension in voltage regulation or spanning of insulation.
A spanning of insulation, for example, a breakthrough of the blockage of the voltage
path or circuit carried to the formation of eddy currents or short circuits and caused as a
consequence of the latter interruption of voltage regulation, be it as a result of a meltthrough of a fuse and lead or through the disfunction of the consumer of the electric energy
itself.
Through a spanning of the insulation there is the possibility to cause the electric device to
malfunction.
This brings up the problem of building of all electronic devices in fulfillment of finding
insulation to make long distance influence ineffectual.
In the search for this suitable material it was found that the atmosphere contained the
necessary provisions in sufficient measure.
Insulation atmosphere was found to be such a material, in its natural condition in general
with no other special consideration. It produced insulation principle of electrics and without
it any electronic device of known construction would be impossible. The present position of
applied science offers the possibility of an influence of insulation atmosphere in the sense of
accomplishing the solution of this problem.
It is known that ultra-short electronic oscillations or waves of determined frequency,
developed under specific proprietary work, and developed to force the atmosphere to ionize
can cause an opposite electrical reaction to be released. That is, in other words, to cause the
insulation atmosphere to alter in voltage regulation.
Trouble with the economic utilization of this knowledge was observed before the war,
and, to be sure, concerns itself with the problem of the wireless communication of electric
energy.
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Three reports concerning stopping engines at a distance which were written during the war. English translations are in the main text.

Outweighed by patent-right concerns, no ample publications concerning this resulted, so
the physical reasons of this problem, even today, in reality can be considered lost. With an
evaluation of this knowledge, a realistic proposition of a means of warfare can be
reconstructed form this data. Hence, appropriate first research concerning this has not put
forth as to which frequency range results in ionizing action. This needs to be more precisely
investigated.
In particular for every possible frequency range makes possible various broadcast
energies so that the following statements are to be met with:
1. Which values would be ascertained.
A.
By wave packets.
B.
By sweeping radiation.
2. What effective range would be realized.
A.
By wave packets.
B.
By sweeping radiation.
3. What spaces distributions would be observed with
wave packets (expressed through statements
of packet cross-section in the distance Xa to Xz.
4. What change of values would be established with increasing distribution in the distance
from Xa to Xz.
5. What would be the influence of the change of values in the effect of constant per unit
area.
Only after clarification of these five points, be it through inquiry into previously submitted
results or through individual research, can an inclusive summary concerning the parameters
of the workings and applicability of this means of warfare be given.
There is a clarification of these points under the present situation with private means is not
feasible. In the interests of the nation's defense, notwithstanding potential greater
importance, it will be researched in order to set for the necessary means of enactment
throughout the Reich.

* * * * * *
English Translation of the Osenberg Document
Professor Dr. (Engineering) Werner Osenberg
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Planning Department of the Reich's Research Council
By Messenger
To the personal Advise of the SS Reichsfuehrers
SS Standartenfuehrer Dr. Brandt
Field Headquarters of the SS Reichsfuehers
Regarding: Disruption of the function of electronic devices as a means of warfare. Proposal
of the Electro-Mechanical Device Conductor Company Ltd., Hidesheim, Goschenstrasse 16
Procedure: My report to Reichsfuehrer SS on January 8, 1945
Standartenfuehrer:
The investigation of the proposal of the Elemag Heildesheim Company, that of the
disruption of the function of electronic devices through ionization of the atmosphere
through the use of ultra-short electromagnetic wave lengths has been brought to a
conclusion. I reported to the Reichsfuehrer of the SS concerning this on January 8, 1945.
The results are that this can not be realized in technical terms, instantly. The realization of
the Elemag itself leaves many deep areas of understanding, concerning procedures of
applied technology and physics/ missing, so that it can not be comprehended how these
positions correspond with the accomplishment of research work.
Actually, it will take decades to turn the wireless energy transmission to military goals
even with zealous work. At this point, it is without tangible success.
There, similar stimulation has frequently been brought forth. I have a notable scientist
whom I requested to fundamental opinion in dissection of this question. Unfortunately, as a
result of the difficulties of mail and circumstances of communications, the preliminary, an
evaluation of the proposal of the Elemag company can be arranged by Professor Dr.
Meissner (appendix 1) who works in the area of electromagnetic waves on an especially
practical level as well as an option of the leader of my testing division, Dr. Badstein
(appendix 2).
After the input of these outstanding assessors, I will give you a comprehensive overview
of the current position of development in this area.
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Courteous regards and Heil Hitler, Dr Werner Osenberg

* * * * * * *
English Translation of the Meissner Document
Professor Dr. A. Meissner
General Electric Company, Research Institute
Commentary of assessment of January 27, 1945 to the research proposal of "Elemag"
Elektro-mechaniche
Apparetebaugesellschaft
m.b.n.(Electro-mechanical
Device
Construction Co. Ltd.) Hildescheim, Goschenstrasse 16
The proposal made, especially in the first part is not for the technical person decidedly
important. On the contrary, it is meant for the lay person. It is not, moreover, the first time
this sort of discovery has been made, through long distance transmission of electromagnetic
energy a device being made dysfunctional. The underlying principle was also formerly that
the atmosphere, in a strong measure, possessed the necessary prerequisite that in can be
influenced remotely through the insulation medium. In the previous war, 1916, an order
came from high up, in spite of severe protests, and technical circles worked on various
positions concerning this question, which was through Roentgen or some other ray ("death
rays") to make the ignition in aircraft unworkable.

* * * * * * *
It should be noted that we are going to run into Dr. Meissner again in his
position with the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute in which he worked on a project in
conjunction with the I.G. Farben company, Ludwigshafen on laser weaponry.
POSSIBLE RELATED PATENT
The first words of a report by the American British Laboratory of Radio
Research Laboratory, January 30, 1945, stamped "Secret" read:
"Calculations by J.M. Hollywood of ABL-15 indicated
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Dr. Gordon Freeman look one look at this patent and concluded that a similar principle may have been responsible
for the workings of the magnetic wove weapon In the patent, radio waves are received and turned into a small
electric current which might charge up a battery, for instance. In the magnetic wave weapon, radio waves,
generated by all ignition-based engines, would be received, amplified, and re-broadcast to be absorbed by all the
metal parts of that same target engine. Absorption by the engine would cause a short circuit in the same wave
frequency and wave length and ignition liming as the original signal coming from the engine. This would result in
misfiring of the engine.

that the most economical means of disturbing an aircraft's ignition system would
probably employ electromagnetic radio frequency transmissions recurrent at a rate
near the frequency of the engine's ignition cycle."
Something in its name caused this writer to order a copy of a 1954 patent
granted L. R. Crump titled: "Powering Electrical Devices With Energy Abstracted
Form The Atmosphere"4. Diagrams from that patent are shown here. The patent
does not quite live up to its promise. Instead of extracting energy from the
atmosphere in a free-energy manner, it captures energy from local radio stations,
in the form of their radio programming and turns this energy, not into sound as
does a radio receiver and speaker system, but into pulses of energy which are
gathered and smoothed into a small but useable energy flow. Small electric devices
can be powered using this device or small batteries can be recharged using it.
I sent a copy of this patent to Dr. Gordon Freeman as I had told him of the
patent's name and its implied promise. Dr. Freeman wrote back to me saying that
the patent had value after all. In fact, he said that this patent might have a bearing
on the famous Motorstoppmittel device. What he meant might be best illustrated
using an automobile engine.
In an automobile's engine it is common practice to keep each ignition wire
separate and separated from every other ignition wire in that engine using air as
insulating space as well as plastic spacers. The reason for this is that sometimes,
especially at high rpms, the firing of one wire, when touching another wire, will
induce a current in that second wire which will cause its spark plug to fire out of
sequence. This is called misfiring. Misfiring can cause many problems in an
engine, including causing it to halt.
Now, suppose a special device were built with an antenna, which could receive
the electromagnetic waves generated by an engine instead of a radio transmitter.
This is not so hard since ignition engines produce radio frequency signals all
through their ignition cycle. Special and specific shielding has to be incorporated
into most engines in order for us to hear our car radios as we drive. As soon as our
special device received the incoming ignition signals, they were exactly duplicated
and amplified. Then they are re-broadcast by a powerful antenna right back to the
original source. The source, the
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A military intelligence report describing magnetic wave development.

A Secret report describing the downing of a British aircraft by magnetic wave.

engine, picks up our transmission thorough its metal parts and wires. Through
these engine parts and wiring electrical energy is induced just as it is with the
misfiring ignition wires in our earlier example. The result is the same, a misfiring
engine. At best, this engine runs rough. Other small and sensitive electromagnetic
devices such as the aircraft's gauges and gyros also malfunction. At worst, the
aircraft's misfiring is so bad that the engine stalls or fires in complete opposition to
its proper firing order so that it actually breaks apart.
Something similar to this simple description is the probable paradigm for the
famous and super-secret Motorstoppmittel.
SOURCES
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26 "Death Rays"
X-Ray—Gamma Ray Weapon
Sometimes the magnetic wave/Motorstoppmittel is called a "death ray" but it
was passive in nature and meant to kill engines, not people. The first type of real
death ray we will encounter is of the x-ray or gamma ray type. We know this was
worked upon during the Third Reich because we have the actual scientific study
detailing the feasibility of such a weapon.
Perhaps most amazing is that the information contained in this chapter comes
from the German government itself. This information comes in the form of a
report from the Forschungezentrum at Karlsruhe. They graciously provided a copy
of a report, upon a simple written request, which is titled: "Ueber die Moeglichkeit
biologischer Wirkungen kurswelliger Roentgen-bsw. Gammastrahlen von
Roentgenroehren besonderer Bauart auf groessere Entfernungen". This translates
into English as something like: "Concerning the possibility of biologic effects of
short wave x-rays, respectively, gamma rays from x-ray tubes of special
construction at great distance".
This report dates from the Second World War, 1944, is of poor quality, and
illegible in many sections. Sometimes reports copied on and off microfilm have
the same fuzzy quality of this text, although the real reason for its fuzziness is
unknown. Accompanying the document came a letter from the research center
explaining that original material itself was of poor quality and was not possible to
improve upon the copy as generated. Portions of that document are reproduced
here.
This report could properly be called a design study

Cover page of a German design study concerning the utilization of an x-ray anti-aircraft weapon with translation following.

Prof. Dr. E. Schiebold
Dankwartstr. 1 Tel. 39 12 43.

Leipzig, S 36, 7/19/44

On the conducting of research of the Reich Ministry of Aeronautics and Commander in Chief of The Air Force Herrn Professor
Doctor Georgii Berlin SW 68 Jerusalemer Str. 65.
In Reference to the Research Installation Gross Ostheim
Very Honored Herr Professor,
Enclosed permit me to present to you the transcript of an expose which I have sent to Professor Dr. Kulenkampff at Jena for
an expert opinion.
This expose describes the carrying out of a plan which for reason of support I have undertaken and about which I in the board
of trustees position am only able to report summarily.

Heil Hitler,

This is the Introduction to the report. This report was stored on microfilm and the quality is very bad. On the following page is a partial
translation.

Concerning the Possibility of Biologic Effects of Short Wave X-Rays, respectively, Gammarays from X-Ray Tubes of
Special Construction at Great Range.

1. Introduction
This exposition concerns the possibility of the biologic beam effects at great range as one means I have seized upon as a
sphere of application of the x-ray and a beam of electrons as a means of fighting the enemy. I know that this description of
my train of thought in the present form is guite rough whereby I reserve a deeper going basis and completeness of detail.
For want of an exact theory I have used a preliminary evaluation in order to obtain which energy admixtures primarily sided for
a far reaching effectiveness of an observation spot will be
necessary------------ claims arising that a number of one or two--are
exactly correct.
(text not legible)

These are two sample pages of the report.

in America. It was written by a Professor Dr. E. Schiebold to the research effort of
the Reich Ministers of the Air Transport and the Supreme Commander of the Air
Force, Professor Dr. Georgii on July, 19, 1944.
A stamp on the face of the document, "Caution Restricted Data", which dates
from the post-war occupational period, advises the reader that this document
involves restricted data as defined by the Atomic Energy Agency as of 1946 and
that disclosure of its contents to an unauthorized person is prohibited. Another
stamp on the cover dated 1/1/50 or 4/1/50 declassifies the document.
Inspire of the fact that much of: the text of the report is illegible, the summary
can be read. From what can be learned Dr. Schiebold used mathematical models to
evaluate three types of x-ray weapons. If physical models were constructed in
order to obtain mathematical values is unknown to this writer. The weapons were
designed for antiaircraft purposes. Much of the report is technical.
These ray guns were to be mounted on an adjustable stand and aimed at enemy
aircraft. The objective was not to shoot down the aircraft but to harm the pilot of
the aircraft. An effective dose necessary to cause biologic harm was calculated.
This dose varied in time depending upon the intensity of the x-ray beam itself. At
weaker values the time on target had to be longer to be effective. Intensity of the
beam depended upon the energy input, beam thickness and the scattering effect as
the beam goes through the atmosphere as well as the distance from the target.
Higher values of effectiveness, that is biologic harm, could be achieved with
higher voltages and greater beam thicknesses. Beam thickness seems to be
dependent upon the size of the anode in the gun's design. In practice one can see
that various atmospheric conditions and high-speed aircraft only complicate the
picture.
Three different ray-gun designs were evaluated. They were ascribed
mathematical values for targets at various altitudes and time on target and given in
two scenarios, under most favorable and least favorable circumstances. The first
type was unacceptable for antiaircraft purposes. The second type was only
marginal under some of the most favorable circumstances. The third type was
more acceptable. It featured a large surface anode. A dose of 7 rads per second at a
distance of 5 kilometers with a time on target of 30 seconds, which was achievable
with this weapon, was considered adequate to inflict
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irreversible biologic harm to the crew of the aircraft. This is a range of about three
miles or a little over 15,000 feet. Of course, shorter time on target periods were
possible for nearer targets.
One finding of the report involves the scattering effect. It was found that the
metal skin of the aircraft scattered the radiation from this weapon and produced
stronger biologic harm to the inhabitants of that aircraft than a dose straight from
the beam weapon itself. In other words, the skin of the aircraft acted like a
microwave oven, more efficiently cooking the crew.
Also according to the report the most sensitive parts of the human body, thus
those most easily harmed, were the gonads which do not repair themselves once
damaged in this manner. This means that even should the crew escape with their
lives once hit with this weapon, they face the possibility of sterility, cancer or
other long-term damage. Employment of this weapon certainly would have had
negative effects on the morale of the enemy once these facts were understood.
The weapon was never fielded. The reason was probably the issue of "time on
target". It does not seem likely that a weapon could be trained upon an enemy
aircraft for the required time duration in a combat situation. One still wonders why
it was not considered for ground combat applications. It might have had value
defending fixed targets such as mountain passes or bridges.
Nevertheless, the work of Dr. Scheibold constitutes legitimate research into the
concept of a death ray. Somehow, Dr. Schiebold found a way to weaponize x-rays
and gamma rays. Somehow, they were focussed on a distant target. The possibility
of using X-rays has been recently raised again in regards to the proposed "Star
Wars" defense shield. This is another matter involving destruction of hardware,
not people, but the German success in focussing X-rays should be kept in mind.
SOURCES
1. Schiebold, E. Professor Dr., 1944, Ueber die Moeglichkeit biologischer
Wirkungen kurzwelliger Roentgen-bsw. Gammastrahlen von Roentgenroehren
besonderer Bauart auf groessere Entfernungen. Forschungszenturm karlsruhe
Technik und Umwelt, Karlsruhe, Germany
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27 "Death Rays"
Laser Weapon
It is almost inconceivable that almost sixty years ago anyone could have
developed something with which we are struggling to develop at this very
moment. Yet, there are many rumors and some evidence that the Germans were
actively working on a laser weapon in the mid-1940s. We will dispense with some
of the more vague, sensational evidence and focus on references to which, firstly, a
name and a reputation are attached and, secondly, to evidence brought forth by the
United States government.
Two bits of information come to us from sources which should have been
informed. These are from German U-boat captains. U-boat captains were highly
trained, highly selected individuals for whom the German military as well as the
culture itself had the utmost respect. They would have received a great deal more
information concerning the weaponry than the average citizen or fighting man.
Herbert Werner discusses death rays in his book Iron Coffins. This book was
the principal source for the film "Das Boot". Captain Werner needed no
sensationalism, his truth was sensational enough. He makes the comments in
response to comments by a downed American pilot and explains Zhis thinking:
"I was thinking about our much-discussed new weapons, including death rays and
atom bombs, which were now in the development stage".1
"Death rays" are called "much-discussed" and

A short summary-report dealing with German "death rays". Note item "g" which clearly deals with the killing of test animals. This is in
contrast to the other entries which deal with stopping of ignition engines. Two pages.

mentioned as concrete reality in the same breath as the German atomic bomb
project.
Heinz Schaeffer, Captain of U-977, surrendered his U-boat at Mar del Plata
Argentina nearly four months after the war in Europe ended. In making this trip
from the North Atlantic to the South Atlantic, he did so almost entirely underwater
using the newly installed Schnorkel device. In that era, this was the longest
underwater voyage ever made.
In his book, Captain Schaeffer describes a chance meeting and conversation on
a train in the twilight days of Nazi Germany:
"Next to me sat an S.S. officer who, in spite of my flatly contradicting him, simply
would not stop talking about decisive new secret weapons. I was fed up with secret
weapons by now for I knew perfectly well from my own experience that if all the
blueprints were there so were the air-raids on our factories. "Well, of course, you
aren't really in a position to judge," he said, but he was, naturally, because he was
working at some S.S. H.Q. or other and was out watching the tests every day. If I
would only come and look him up I would see something that would make me sit
up.
When I got to Berlin I really did look him up, and after I had waited at the
H.Q. entrance for some time my new acquaintance appeared and started showing
me round. Everybody there was certain we were going to win, with a conviction
I'd never seen the like of even after the fall of France. Among the fantastic
contrivances of which I was shown photographs was one called a death ray which
my friend wanted me to come back and see in action the next day.
But I wasn't wasting any more time. I wanted to see my mother, for it was
obvious the Russians were advancing on Berlin and that the last battle was going
to be fought there."2
Captain Schaeffer saw photographs but missed the actual demonstration. From
his account, we know that the project in question was run by the SS and that it was
perhaps based in Berlin.
Mention of a death ray of the type under discussion also appears in an unlikely
source. Michael Bar-Zohar, writing in the "Nazi Hunter" genre, raises death rays:
"There was also a vague report on the mysterious
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Laser weapon! This is a Secret prisoner of war interrogation in which the details of the laser weapon experiment were explained including
a diagram of the laser testing facility. This was taken from microfilm.

Zimmermann—the man believed to have invented the "death ray" and even to
have used it effectively against the Russian in the Carpathians on 30 August
1944."3
Bar-Zohar's focus is on the moral ambiguity of German scientists working in
the United States. He asks: "How could they reconcile themselves to their
ambiguous moral position?". The point for us is that Bar-Zohar is certainly not
interested in aggrandizing the technical achievements of these scientists.
Now that we have picked up the scent of a possible German death ray, we
might fairly ask what our government found out when they sent teams of technical
investigators into Germany to acquire such exotic technology, even before the
final surrender. What they found is obviously still a secret but there are hints.
These "hints" are probably nothing more than the failure of government censors to
do their job effectively. They simply cannot catch everything, every reference,
every off-handed mention of something which appear in the voluminous
government record concerning wartime Germany.
German researcher Friedrich Georg made a huge discovery in uncovering
microfilm evidence of the laser testing facility at I.G. Farben facility in
Ludwigshafen. The reference is reproduced here4. The report uses an 18-year-old
prisoner of war as an informant for the text of the report. As was the usual practice
in using informants, the report tears down his credibility but then ends up using
him as a source. The reason for this is that the Allies had no idea if this was the
truth or not and wanted to cover their butts either way.
It is also interesting to note that the Allies were given a list of scientists who
participated in the laser experimentation at I.G. Farben, Ludwigshafen: engineers
Meissner, Ike, and their advisor, Eringer. None of their testimony appears in this
report.
Besides the detail of the layout, it is most impressive to note that when the test
targets of the weapon, rats, were hit with the ray, their bodies glowed for a fraction
of a second before they completely disintegrated.
Also please note that on page three of the government document shown and
under the heading Kaiser Wilhelm Institute, we find the name "Meissner, Diplom
Ingenieur". This is the same Meissner we encountered in the Magnetic Wave
discussion.
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28 Distillation of Crude Oil Using Sound Waves
We have all heard that the Germans made oil from coal using the FischerTopische method as well as a method of hydrogenation. Something which is
totally unknown is that they may have invented a revolutionary technology to
refine the oil, separating it into gasoline, oil, wax, diesel oil, etc., using sound
waves of a special kind.
The informant used by the British to get this information was a prisoner of war
named Josef Ernst. The British say of Ernst:
"In the course of interrogation it became clear, that Ernst was not at all reliable,
and through there may in some cases be a factual basis for some of his claims, they
are as a whole inaccurate and of doubtful value".1
In spite of their badmouthing of Ernst, the British used him as a primary source
on no less than seven different aspects of captured German technology. Like the
Americans, the British found it necessary to cover their butts.
There is an error in the report, however. It has to do with the name of the
inventor for the distillation process, which is given in the British report as "Kelly".
Even from the brief description given, it is evident that the correct name of this
inventor is "Keely", as in John Worrall Keely.
Keely was born in Philadelphia in 1837. Therefore, he did most of his work in
the latter part of the nineteenth century. Keely put forth a theory of the reso-

Refining Oil Using Sound Waves. This is from British Intelligence Objectives Sub-Committee report number 142. This is yet another SS
lost technology.

nance of light and sound. His inventions, which he kept secret, synthesized
vibrations into a machine capable of practical value. Some of his machines used
rows of vibratory bars, all resonating at a frequency specific to the target material
of the machine. Frequencies for hydrogen and oxygen where the targets of a waterbased machine, for instance, which caused the cavitation of water using this
resonance.
The short text of the British Intelligence Objectives Sub-Committee report is
reproduced here. It is clear from the text that it is Keely's theory, which is being
used to distill oil.
From the text we are given to understand that SS alchemists are keeping this
process to themselves, for themselves, on oil reserves that they themselves
exclusively hold. The real question is what became of this technology? Certainly,
if it is true, it would be of enormous benefit to the modern world. Is this one of
those secret technologies held and kept by the post-war SS to be used as barter
with the victorious Allied Powers? Or is this technology already in the hands of
one or more of the Allies but being kept secret? Or was this technology given to an
employee or consultant of a petroleum giant as a favor for work done during the
war? Whatever happened, whatever this report is, fact, fiction or fable, no
adequate explanation for it has been offered by the British or anyone else.
Dr. Ronald Richter will say a few words in this respect in an upcoming section.
SOURCES
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29 Synthetic Production of Gasoline
Most everybody has heard that the Germans produced large volumes of
gasoline and other petroleum products by chemically cracking coal during the war.
Besides gasoline, diesel fuel, lubricating oils and greases were manufactured using
this process. Huge underground refineries were rumored to be under construction
as the war ended which would have allowed the Germans to fuel their war
machine indefinitely. Following the war, this process of coal to gasoline
conversion never seemed to materialize in spite of cyclic gasoline shortages which,
naturally, threw doubt on the technical and economic feasibility of turning
America's vast coal reserves into something other than polluting smoke-stack
industry.
From time to time, this subject would re-emerge such as an article in The Dallas
Morning News, dated Tuesday, September 4, 1990. This article was titled:
"Scientists Seek To Study Nazi Paper" and contained all the often reported
statements such as a post-war US plant in Louisiana, Mo. which used this German
technology to produce gasoline at 1.6 cents per gallon. Mentioned in the story was
a storehouse of German technical documents at Texas A&M University and a
Professor Arnold Krammer.
The promise of a treasure of captured German documents was enough for me to
attempt contact. Contact was established with Professor Krammer, Professor of
Modern German History, as well as Dr. David Chappman, Curator of the Cushing
Library, which housed the material. Both gentlemen were very gracious with their
time. Professor Krammer sent me a

Top: A partial list of German installations producing synthetic petroleum products from coal.
Bottom: A U.S. Bureau of Mines chart showing the actual cost of gasoline produce in their test facilities using the German Hydrogenation
method in 1950's money.

letter and some publications explaining the German coal to oil conversion
processes and events in the USA after the war.
Before the war there had been processes by which coal was cracked and
converted to oil (and so gasoline and so forth). The Germans came up with two
new methods for doing so which were an advance on previous methods.
The first method was developed by Friedrich Bergius and for which he won the
Nobel Prize. It is sometimes called the "Bergius process" or the "hydrogenation
process". It involves forcing a mixture of powdered coal, recycled oil, and a
catalyst into a high-pressure vessel filled with hydrogen. This resulted in the
liquefaction of the coal. The liquified coal was then separated into gasoline,
middle oil and heavy oil. The final products were diesel fuel and gasoline. Four to
five tons of coal was necessary to make a ton of gasoline1.
The second method is often called the "Fischer-Tropsch process", after its
inventors, Franz Fischer and Hans Tropsch. In this process, powdered coal was
broken up by super heated steam to produce a mixture of hydrogen and carbon
monoxide gases. This gas mixture was then purified to remove all sulfur
compounds. It was then passed over a metal catalyst to produce low-octane
gasoline and high-grade diesel oil as well as wax, the latter being further processed
into lubricating oils. This process could be done at lower pressure and temperature
than the Bergius process. And like the Bergius or hydrogenation process, it yielded
one ton of petroleum product for about four or five tons of coal2.
In fact, the Germans had 14 separate projects involving synthetic petroleum
products made from coal with about 112 separate facilities of various sizes3. The
plan was to relocate these facilities underground in bombproof shelters. At the
cessation of hostilities, 2,708,000 square feet of underground facilities were
planned for synthetic petroleum production. Only 689,000 square feet had been
completed, however, leaving 2,019,000 under construction3. By German standards,
underground synthetic petroleum production was not a large project. The SS
planned a total of 11,298,000 square feet of underground facilities just for their
own private use4.
Unlike some other German secrets, it seems that the Allies, particularly the
British and Americans, got all the information on synthetic petroleum product that
they desired. As much as 175 tons of German documents regarding synthetic
petroleum production fell into the
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hands of the Allies5. This information was translated, evaluated, and if appropriate,
given to the major oil companies without cost6. Imagine, two whole new
breakthrough energy technologies were simply handed to some of the most
wealthy companies which have ever existed without the cost of research and
development or even the cost for the patents.
The question arises, what did we do with this technology after the war? The
answer is that in 1949 the Bureau of Mines built a demonstration coal conversion
plant in Louisiana, Missouri. This facility used the Bergius or hydrogenation
process as developed by I.G. Farben in Germany. For three years this plant
remained in operation. They first tested various types of coal from all over the
United States. After satisfying themselves about the method, they seemed to have
focussed on improving the procedure itself. Defrayed by the sale of byproducts,
the cost to produce a gallon of gasoline was 10.6 cents per gallon. This meant, at
the time, a cost at the pump of about 15. or 16. cents per gallon. Unfortunately, this
figure was about 25% higher than the cost of natural petroleum gasoline at the
time.
This is the basic problem. At any given time it is cheaper to import crude oil or
imported refined gasoline than it is to produce synthetic gasoline at home from
coal. Given the flux in the crude oil price, nobody, no oil company, no
government, wants to invest the money which large-scale conversion from coal to
gasoline requires. The Louisiana, Missouri plant was shut down in 1953 by the
Eisenhower Administration as a result of opposition to it from the oil industry
itself7.
The subject comes up, and probably will continue to come up, with each cyclic
spike in gasoline prices. Perhaps, once the public realizes that this spike is cyclic
and not an aberration, pressure will be placed on industry and the appropriate
elected officials and a source of energy at a relatively stable price will finally be
made available.
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30 Super Lubricants

You have probably seen the advertisements on late-night television for
automobile super lubricants. These additives are touted as doing amazing things.
Claims are made for increased gas milage with the addition of a small bottle of
their product. Claims are made for reduced engine or transmission wear. Claims
are made that an auto's engine will run after the motor oil has been drained out of it
with the use of a super lubricant.
We already know the Germans invented synthetic oil during World War Two.
They synthesized a standard-size oil molecule out of oil or even coal using one of
two processes developed at that time. Naturally occurring crude oil is "cracked"
into lighter oils, some of which can be used as motor oil. Even these oils, however,
are really a mixture of longer and shorter chains of oil molecules. The viscosity
index used to grade oils is, in part, just and average which reflects the average
molecular chain length of a mixture of molecules. The German synthetic oil
molecules were almost carbon copies of each other and this uniformity led to
lubrication benefits for the user. Mobil Oil Company, for instance, used captured
German technology to create a synthetic oil, Mobil-One, in the mid-1970s.
This is not the technology under discussion, however. What is under discussion
is more than re-working existing oil molecules or even creating oils out of ester
base products. What we are talking about is a treatment involving new chemicals.
Of course, these are products surrounded in proprietary secrecy. None of the
companies making this class

of lubricants advertises or even lists what their products contain. But a clue came
from a competitor, Slick 50, which markets the best selling Teflon additive for
automobile application. Their advertising compared their product to "chlorinated
hydrocarbons", to which Slick 50 fared favorably in terms of bearing corrosion. So
we learn that the product in question was some sort of chlorinated hydrocarbon.
These words rang a bell. The reference in question was titled "Secrets By The
Thousands" by C. Lester Walker. It concerned astounding yet little-known
developments made by the Germans during the war. Interestingly enough, it had
appeared in Harper's Magazine. The date of the article is most significant. It is
dated from October of 1946.
1946 was a time of good feelings. The war was over and we had won. The
Russians were still technically our allies. The Cold War had not, as yet,
materialized. There was a thaw in censorship and in the press. For a brief time,
only months, not years, things about captured German technology were reported
openly, almost proudly, as if to underscore our victory over people who could
produce such wonders. The Harper's report was one of these. It described many
things. One of these was a night vision device that allowed the viewer to see in
darkness as if it was daytime. It ran on a small motor:
"The diminutive generator—five inches across—stepped up current from an
ordinary flashlight battery to 15,000 volts. It had a walnut-sized motor, which spun
a rotor at 10,000 rpm—so fast that originally it had destroyed all lubricants with
the great amount of ozone it produced. The Germans had developed a new grease:
chlorinated paraffin oil. The generator then ran 3,000 hours!"1
Chlorinated paraffin oil certainly qualifies as a chlorinated hydrocarbon. There
may be others.
Calls were made to each of the four or five companies making these products to
ask, point blank, if this technology was of a German origin. All denied any
connection to wartime Germany. One company spokesman whispered to me, as if
telling a secret, that the technology came from NASA, the space agency.
Somehow, their stories did not ring true.
A search of the technical literature of wartime Germany was done to see if my
suspicions, and the Harper's article, could be verified.
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Without too much difficulty a reference appeared. This was from the Combined
Intelligence Objectives Subcommittee2. It comprised a report titled: "The
Preparation Of Tetrahydrofuran Polymers As A Synthetic Lubricant For Metals".
This report was based upon an interview of Dr. Delfts of I.G. Farben, the largest
chemical company in the world at the time. Dr. Delfts reported that
tetrayhdrofuran polymers produced desirable properties as a lubricant including a
high flash point (temperature at which it will burn), high viscosity index (resists
thinning at high temperature), and extremely low pour point (lowest temperature at
which it will flow). Polymers were produced from tetrahydrofuran using a catalyst.
The best catalysts, it was found, were ferric chloride and thionyl chloride. These
are the chlorinated hydrocarbons in question.
The report went on to describe high temperature applications of this product in
conjunction with glycol and its esters as crankcase additives for automobile
engines. These were surely the chlorinated hydrocarbons described in the Harper's
article and in the competitor's advertising.
The CIOS report did not mention bearing wear nor did it endorse or dissuade
the use of these additives for automobiles. The producers of these products all
denied that they caused bearing corrosion. A maker of manual transmission fluid
did mention chlorinated hydrocarbons at a website and seemed to indicate that
they were not suitable for a closed system. It indicated that they were better in a
vented system, one open to the air. I am not a chemist and cannot recommend or
condemn these products. I can only report on their history.
As history, it is certainly safe to say that Dr. Delfts never envisioned his work
on super lubricants as providing such wonder late-night info-mercial
entertainment.
SOURCES
1. "Secrets By The Thousands", October, 1946, page 331, by C. Lester Walker
2. Combined Intelligence Objectives Sub-Committee report, item no. 30, File no.
XXX-70, November 15, 1945, "The Preparation Of Tetrahydrofuran Polymers As
A Synthetic Lubricant For Metals".
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31 What is Happening in Antarctica?
Recently, an anonymous letter was written to Scientific American describing
something very odd. The report came out of Australia's Casey Station in
Antarctica. Two women were attempting to ski across Antarctica when they were
interrupted. A U.S. Navy Special Forces team, working out American Samoa,
abducted the women, against their wishes, and under protest from the crew at the
Australian Casey Station. The two adventurers were then held in seclusion for
reasons never given1.
What is going on here? Ufologists are always describing UFOs as originating in
Antarctica. Certainly, the theme is familiar to everyone through science fiction
movies. Some think Atlantis may be buried deep under the ice. Many nations
currently have research bases in Antarctica. The German base at Neuschwabenland
was active, at least on some level, during the Second World War and may have
served as a last refuge for Nazi die-hards after the conflict.
Not only do these theories exist but there are all sorts of combinations of the
theories mentioned above. Did the Germans locate their base in Antarctica because
the Ahnenerbe, the SS racial-archeological organization, found evidence of a lost
civilization? Or did the Germans or any of the other nationalities involved in
Antarctica make contact with an extraterrestrial presence located on that continent,
a theory recently revamped by Dr. Michael E. Salla2.
Geologically speaking, Antarctica is almost split in half by a huge rift valley,
which runs from the South Pole toward Africa, then up East Africa to the Dead

Sea. This entire rift valley is overflowing with geothermal activity. It was on this
very rift valley that the Germans located their Antarctic base. Hot water ponds,
named the Schumacher Ponds by the Germans, are teaming with algae, and found
on surface rock deep within Antarctica. These ponds never freeze over.
Interestingly enough, each pond is populated by a different species of algae, giving
each pond a different color. It is not far-fetched to believe that a sustainable base
could be located over one of these geothermal vents, especially deep within a large
crevice or cave. Also located in a glacial environment, the Icelanders rely of
geothermal energy to produce electricity for their daily needs. Why could not have
inhabitants of Antarctica?
But recently much more strangeness has been uncovered in Antarctica than
some old rumors, geothermal vents or two abducted women.
One strange thing is Lake Vostok. Lake Vostok is one of those poorly kept
secrets that no government really wants to deny but, at the same time, doesn't
really want to talk about. For example the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
announced on 1/24/01 that it has terminated all further study of Lake Vostok in
Antarctica and deferred study, according to their spokeswoman Debra Shinteller,
to the National Security Agency (NSA). The NSA is spook-central, hardly the type
of organization one would think equipped to do a scientific study of a lake. But
Lake Vostok is no ordinary lake.
Lake Vostok is located 300 miles from the South Pole in Antarctica near the
Russian research station, Vostok. Evidently, for some time an international team
has been carrying on research at this lake and it is exactly this research that JPL
headed. The reason for this mystery becomes apparent as details of the lake
emerge. Lake Vostok is not located on the surface rock as are the Schumacher
Ponds. Lake Vostok is a very large subterranean lake situated over three-quarters
of a mile beneath the Continental Ice Sheet. The lake is up to 2000 feet deep.
Thermographic images from space yield a water temperature of 50 degrees
Fahrenheit as an average with hot spots going up to 65 degrees. Such high
temperatures could only be the result of geothermal activity.
What seems even more astounding is the fact that this lake was completely
hidden from view. This is because there is a roof of ice over the lake, forming a
dome, which is up to one-half a mile in
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height. This opaque dome admits enough sunlight during the summer months to
allow for a strange, twilight world of continuous morning light. Lake Vostok is a
lost world. It is a lost subterranean world so strange it is almost beyond the realm
of science fiction writers. Of course JPL is interested in this lake for its unique
strangeness. This environment, it seems, may duplicate or at least approximate a
frozen moon of Jupiter, covered by a frozen sea and bottom-heated by geothermal
energy. Isolated for millions of years, Lake Vostok could also provide some
answers concerning the evolution of life on earth. Yet, these reasons alone cannot
possibly account for the extreme secrecy evidenced by is take-over by the National
Security Agency.
The reason for the NSA's involvement has nothing to do with biology and
everything to do with physics. It seems that the lake has been scanned by low-level
flights, which for some reason were looking for gravitational and magnetic
anomalies. Admiral Byrd did the same thing in his short-lived 1946 Antarctic
"invasion". The recent effort was probably related to something Byrd first
uncovered. What they found was a huge magnetic anomaly covering the entire
Southeast portion of the shore of the lake3. This anomaly's strength registered
1,000 nanoteslas of variance with the surrounding vicinity. One scientist jumped
on this publicly and began to debunk its significance4 but the fact remains that the
best and most probably answer as to the origin of this vast magnetic disturbance is
the presence of a massive amount of metal. Metal as in a buried city.
This brings us right back to the mystery-school of Antarctica. Is this metal the
remains of Atlantis? Is it the underground city said by some to have been built by
the Germans, Neu-Berlin? Is this an extraterrestrial base? With the NSA involved,
the only thing for certain is that we won't be told the answer to this mystery
anytime soon nor will we be allowed to visit the lake without U.S. Delta Orcs
swooping down on us as they did with the two women skiers.
But besides Lake Vostok, there is a second strangeness going on in Antarctica.
Unlike the Lake Vostok mystery, even you at home can monitor this strangeness.
Countries maintaining Antarctic bases usually do geological research. Among
the instruments employed are seismographs. Besides seismographs in Antarctica
itself, neighboring countries also monitor seismic events in the frozen continent.
Recently, researcher Rainer Daehnhardt, who knows a great deal
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about Antarctica, sent me a printout of a German language website5. Strange and
interesting things are explored here, among them the work of two researchers,
Kawi Schneider and Christian Saal. What they uncovered and presented are actual
Antarctic seismographs that are quite out of the ordinary. These charts show a 24
hour cycle, broken down hour by hour on the vertical axis and minute by minute
on the horizontal, so that for any given hour a line running from left to right yields
the intensity and duration of earth movement. In fact, this web-site offers links to
current seismological monitoring in real time so that the viewer can actually see
what typical day in Antarctica looks like in terms of earth movement. What we are
talking about, however, is anything but typical.
I would like to first call your attention to these seismological graphs and then
repeat what Christian Saal has to say about them.
The first graph is a typical day in Antarctica.
The second, dated 3/19/03, shows massive, intense long-wave movement which
is quite unnatural.
The third, dated 3/24/03, shows a strong earthquake for comparison.
The fourth, dated 3/20/03, shows the long-wave activity and a sudden, powerful
jolt at 17 hours, 20 minutes.
The fifth, dated 3/21/03, shows a somewhat less powerful jolt at 20 hours, 20
minutes.
The Americans at the Amundsen South Pole station took these readings. This
station actually consists of three stations, according to the author, which are
located surrounding the old German area called Neuschwabenland.
Christian Saal's interpretation is as follows. The first graph is a typical day, a
baseline with which to compare abnormal graphs. Graph two shows tremendous
long-wave energy, which is unnatural. Saal explains this in a surprising way. He
says this energy is being produced at the German facility of Neuschwabenland,
apparently by Germans still inhabiting the facility. Christian Saal goes on to
suggest that this energy is defensive in nature, an energy umbrella that has been
activated by the Germans there in response to an attack.
Graph three shows that graph two is unique, since this is what a naturally
occurring earthquake looks like.
Graph four again shows the long-wave energy but also shows a sharp anomaly
at 17.20 hours. Saal interprets this to be an American
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Seismological Antarctica.
Top: Typical, quiet day in Antarctica.
Middle: South Pole gone wild! On 3/19/03 there was massive iong wave movement. Is this a Tesla-type standing wave (scalar wave)
weapon?
Bottom: This is a strong earthquake, 03/24/03. Notice the difference between this graph and the one above.

Seismological Antarctica.
Top: Dated 3/20/03, this is a graph of a sudd en, powerful jolt at 17 hours, 20 minutes.
Bottom: Finally, on 3/21/03, there was a somewhat less powerful jolt at 20 hours and 20 minutes. Was this the U.S. test of an atomic
bunker buster bomb and a somewhat less powerful conventional bunker buster on the next day?

attack on Neuschwabenland using the new boring atomic weapon announced at the
time of the Iraq invasion. Look at the date on this graph, 3/20/03, the very day the
United States began its massive bombardment of Baghdad, the start of the second
Iraq war. Saal goes further in suggesting that the Iraq bombing served as a cover, it
diverted the world's attention, so that nuclear weapons could be again used in
Antarctica.
Evidently, Neuschwabenland's defenses held because as seen in the fourth
graph, another, similar but smaller jolt was experienced in this area. Christian Saal
again goes back to the words of the Americans who designed "leaks" talking about
a MOAB bomb at this time. The MOAB, called popularly "Mother Of All Bombs"
is a conventional explosive, an advanced form of the fuel-air bomb designed by
Dr. Zippermeyr.
I really don't know if Christian Saal's interpretation is correct or not. What is
most important to me is that there is real data here that shows something unusual
and unexplained by "the authorities". This hard seismological data, an
acknowledged mystery lake in the center of Antarctica, and the interjection of the
National Security Agency all point to something as yet unexplained happening on
our southernmost continent.
SOURCES
1. "The Secret Of Lake Vostok, William P. Eigles, Atlantis Rising (magazine),
number 29, page 60
2. Salla, Michael E., Ph.D., 2003, Foundations for Globally managing
Extraterrestrial Affairs-The Legacy of the Nazi Germany-Extraterrestrial
Connection, Research Study #6, www.exopolitics.org
3. "The Secret Of Lake Vostok, William P. Eigles, page 60
4. ibid
5. www.unglaublichkeiten.info
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32 Large German Mystery Rockets
"The Hammer of Thor"
By the term "Large German Mystery Rockets" what is meant here are rockets
larger than the V-1 or V-2 with which we are all familiar.
To the best of my knowledge, the first people to raise the possibility that the
German ever built anything larger than the V-2 were Colonel Howard A. Buechner
and Kapitan Wilhelm Bernhart in 19881.
Colonel Buechner was a U.S. Army medical doctor and later Professor of
Medicine at Tulane University and Emeritus Professor of Medicine at Louisiana
State University. During the war, he was among the first Americans to enter
Dachau concentration camp.
Kapitan Wilhelm Bernhart is an alias. The reason for the use of an alias is
obvious as we assess his resume. Bernhart was a German officer who served
aboard the famous U-530. U-530 surrendered, not in May of 1945 when the war in
Europe ended, but on July 10, 1945 at Mar del Plata, Argentina. The nature of this
U-boat and its mission have been the subject of much speculation and controversy.
Kapitan Bernhardt is now a U.S. citizen and has been engaged in commercial
shipping for 32 years.
The nature of the V-2 controversy starts with its time frame. Dr. Werhner von
Braun and his rocket team finished work on the V-2 in August of 1943. After that,
the V-2 was taken to the vicinity of Nordhausen in Thuringia. There, in a vast
underground factory, it was mass-produced. The question for us is what in the
world occupied Dr. von Braun's time between August of 1943 and May of 1945
when he surrendered to the United States military?

Pictures of the A4-b "Bastard" under testing as the war closed. This winged V-2 glided down to its target, increasing its range. The
"Bastard" was a halt way measure between the A-9 and the A-4. There is an Enlargement of the A4-b on the following page. On the page
following the A-4b enlargement is a diagram of the A-9/A-10. Note how the A-9 is embedded inside the cowling of the A-10. Also, note
the lengths of the two rockets and compare these with the prisoner of war testimony.

We are all familiar with Dr. Werhner von Braun. He was one of our space
heros. He, more than anyone else on the planet, was responsible for the trip we
earthlings took to the moon in 1969. We remember him as an intelligent,
articulate, and energetic scientist and as advocate for the space program. Returning
to the wartime situation in late 1943, we again ask ourselves if a man such as this
would have simply kicked back and rested on his laurels after developing the V-2
or would he have gone on to other projects? Officially, we are told that he did just
this; he sat on his butt for twenty months, doing nothing. And even if Dr. von
Braun wanted to kickback and do nothing, do you think the Nazi government
would allow him to do so? This is not likely.
What is more likely, much more likely, is that he and his team went on to the
next rocket slated for development, the A-9/A-10. Most of us are familiar with that
rocket also even though we are told it existed only on paper. It was a huge, two
stage rocket. The second stage, the A-9, resembled a modified V-2, which already
existed but the larger, lower stage and to be designed and built.
In 1989 the two aforementioned writers, Buechner and Bernhart, described
rumors of this project:
"Finally, there was the A-10, the most advanced missile in the series. It was a
massive, supersonic rocket with a high stratospheric trajectory, which was
designed for Trans -Atlantic bombardment. It had an estimated range of 2800
miles. It was actually a two-stage rocket consisting of a booster and payload
similar in principle to the space shuttles of today. Officially the A-10 was never
brought to production. However, there are persistent rumors that the A-10 or an
even larger intercontinental ballistic missile was produced, although a total of only
four were completed. It was called the "Hammer of Thor" and nicknamed The
"America Rocket" since it was intended to be fired at major cities in the U.S., such
as Washington, Boston, New York and Philadelphia. Four rockets are said to have
been launched from the research base at Peenemuende just before the rocket center
was captured by Russian soldiers. Three missiles were test fired into the Atlantic
Ocean and one was sent into orbit or into outer space for unknown reasons."2
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In one sense we do know what became of the "Hammer of Thor". Hollywood
picked up on the provocative description and used it as the basis of an X-File
episode. The plot had nothing to do with a mystery missile, wallowed in sentiment,
and was otherwise totally forgettable.
But there is evidence that actual rockets, of the type described by Buechner and
Bernhardt, were actually built by the Germans and flown. This voluminous
evidence has been produced by three German researchers and published in German
language34. The evidence that they present is based upon eyewitness testimony of
several individuals, but it does not end there. These researchers have some actual
photographic evidence and professional photo-interpretation that supports this
hypothesis. The evidence has convinced me of the validity of their hypothesis: that
the A-9/A-10 rocket was actually built and flown. It is sincerely hoped that anyone
deeply interested in this topic who can read German language will go to the books
referenced and experience this discovery "first-hand" as the author's tell it. I will
not even try to translate and regurgitate their data, second-hand. What I will do is
to describe some proof for the existence of this rocket that comes from English
language sources.
For this evidence we will go to the U.S. government itself, in the form of a
document titled: "Headquarters, United States Strategic Air Forces In Europe
Office Of The Director Of Intelligence An Evaluation Of German Capabilities In
1945", or as it has been already called, the "Rosetta Stone". The reality of each and
every weapon's system described in this document is proven by a sentence in the
first paragraph of this report that reads:
"No consideration is given to those for which there is lacking evidence of possible
use for some time to come".
In other words, these are weapons in which we can expect the enemy to employ;
now, yet there may be others in the distant future.
After describing the V-2, section 2.b. describes "larger rockets":
"Larger rockets (68 feet in length as against 45 feet) are known to exist, and may
appear in small quantities during the year. They would have a considerably larger
warhead".
The 45-foot rocket they are describing was the V-2. A 68-foot rocket
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is officially unknown, but here it is not only acknowledged to have existed but a
warning is being posted to the Allied military to watch out for this weapon. It
should be mentioned again that this report does not contain speculation. This
report is a distillation of intelligence from many sources concerning concrete
threats to the Allied war effort. But the question remains, what could this weapon
be?
Here are the facts that we are told. It is a rocket. It is 68 feet long. It was
produced in small quantities. It has a considerably larger warhead, larger payload,
than the V-2. What fits this description?
The one thing that fits this description best is the first stage of the A-9/A-10.
The first stage of this project was never built according to official history. The
second stage, the A-9, looked like a somewhat modified V-2 (A-4) rocket with
longer, swept-back wings. The diagram of the A-9/A-10 shows us that the A-10
was a short, stocky rocket whose upper half encased the A-9.
According to reliable sources, the A-9/A-10, together, stood 30 meters, about 90
feet, in height5. The A-9, the second stage, is 45 feet long. If the first stage, the A10, is 68 feet long, the total length of the rocket would be 113 feet. But the second
stage A-9 is set inside the cowling of the A-10 with approximately only half of its
surface showing (see diagram). Half of 45 is 22.5 feet. If we add the correct
figures together, 68 feet for the A-10 and 22.5 feet for the portion of the A-9,
which can be seen, we get the figure of 90.5 feet. This is a good approximation of
the height of the combined A-9/A-10. In reality, the 68-foot rocket described in the
government report can not be a description of anything other than the A-10.
One more point. The government intelligence report says that these rockets "are
known to exist". This obviously means that they were built, not on paper, but in
metal. The government intelligence report also says that they "may appear in small
quantities during the year". The government is not talking about capturing these
rockets at this point in time. The words "may appear" really means "may fly". For
a description of the lift-off of the A-9/A-10 please see the sources3 and4 listed
below.
But if the A-10 was actually built, would not there be some sort of confirmation
on the ground from the German rocket scientists themselves? Of course there
should be testimony concerning this but it seems that all the testimony was in the
negative. The German rocket
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scientists denied making rockets beyond the V-2. Now, we know that these
German scientists were under extreme pressure, pressure generated by the cold
war, to do and say exactly what their new employers and benefactors, the
government of the United States of America, said they should say. Most of these
same scientists, for instance, denied that German flying discs were built during the
war. This claim has now turned out to be completely false. Time and research
work have put a chink in this cold war propaganda armor.
The question for us here is if there is a chink regarding the A-10? Is there any
German source that affirms its existence? Recently, such a source has been found.
Not only was such a German source found, it was heavily relied upon by the
intelligence agencies of the United States of America. As with many sources
within government itself, this one was found by accident, while researching
something else.
The topic in question then was the "V-3". A "V" weapon was purely a political
designation. "V" stood for Vergeltung which means "vengeance", perhaps better
expressed in the vernacular, "payback". It seems there were several weapons on
their way to being designated as the V-3. A F.O.I.A. request was made concerning
the V-3 since the name appeared in a government index.
The government's source was declassified in 1993 and was a German prisoner
of war who fell into the hands of the U.S. Seventh Army5. A date stamp indicates
this was on or about December 14, 1944. The prisoner was a disgruntled German
who had tried to immigrate to Australia before the war but was drafted before this
could take place. He was made a paratrooper and later served as a field chemist.
He was caught listening to a BBC broadcast and as punishment he was sent to
Peenemuende in March of 1943 and placed under the auspices of the Luftwaffe.
He was given work described as "dangerous" to complete his punishment. He was
later assigned to Nancy, France, where he deserted and contacted U.S. forces.
The information this prisoner provided on Peenemuende was quite wideranging, including descriptions of the hardware being developed there, personnel,
maps, organizational information, and security information. The prisoner described
the V-3 as follows:
"d) V-3 This is a radio-controlled glider bomb launched by a HE 177 and is
intended to be guided into enemy bomber formations. PW, who personally timed
it, noted
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that it remained in the air seven minutes. When PW left PEENEMUENDE in July
44 the bombs were not yet considered satisfactory sometimes dropping into the sea
before the seven minutes had elapsed. He believes that this weapon may now have
a higher number in the V series."
This little description is important because it will tie in with information about
this missile developed from another source, which will be discussed later. The big
surprise coming from this F.O.I.A. request did not come from any disclosure
concerning the V-3, however, but concerning something the prisoner described
under another section, "V-2 Glider Bombs".
In this section the same prison describes two different types of V-2s. One is
called the A-4 and is described as about 18 meters long and 2.5-3 meters in
diameter. This is the 45-foot V-2 of which we are familiar. But there is a second
rocket present. This one is called "Type A 1" It is described as being about 23
meters long and 4.5 meters in diameter. Only the smaller, 18 meter V-2 was in
mass production according to the report. The prisoner states that V-2s have
attained a height of 12-15 kilometers in altitude. At that altitude, 15 kilometers, its
range is said to be 500 kilometer. This is long but otherwise not surprising. What is
surprising is that the prisoner says that he heard that technicians intended to launch
"them" to an altitude of 120 kilometers, "which would have permitted them to
reach NEW YORK." The difference between 15 and 120 kilometers is
considerable. Obviously, the difference is the difference between the two rockets
under discussion with the higher altitude and range going to the larger rocket.
How big was this larger rocket? Please look at the diagram of the A-9/A-10. A
23-meter rocket is about 70 feet long. Likewise, the diameter, 4.3 meters,
corresponds to "about" the dimensions of the A-10 and the source, the prisoner,
does use the word "about" in describing these dimensions. The target discussed,
New York City, indicates its range and this also corresponds to the A-10.
Now we come to the name given it by the prisoner. He lumps it together with
the V-2, indicating that it was a second version of that weapon which was not yet
in mass production. He calls it or it is called in this report "Type A 1". Note that
there is no hyphen between
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This is from a U.S. Army document, declassified 7-1 3-93, titled: Ref No 579, MU 500, CSDIC (West), Seventh Army APO 758 US
Army. A prisoner of war, a chemist, tells of work being done in Peenemuende around March, 1943 (over two years before the end of the
war). Please note his reference to tow types of V-2s, the A-4 and the A-1. From the description given, we can see that this "A-1" reference
is a corruption of the A-10 or a censored deletion of the word by the U.S. Army so it would not surface in a search of records

A and 1. Considering the description in its totality, it can be argued that this "Type
A 1" is a mistake or a typographical error or a deliberate deception—an attempt at
a cover-up. All this was done simply by omitting one zero. This rocket's true
designation certainly should have been given as Type A-10.
This prisoner had no reason to lie. His other information was mostly very
accurate. There was no attempt on the part of the U.S. intelligence to hedge his
testimony (in case it proved false) as was their most common practice. The U.S.
Seventh Army believed it was getting the best information this particular
individual could supply. Shouldn't we also? The A-10 was a reality but produced
in limited quantity.
SOURCES
1. Buechner, Howard A. Col. and Kapitan Wilhelm Bernhardt, 1989, pages 286289, Hitler's Ashes, Thunderbird Press, Inc., Metairie, Louisiana
2. Buechner, Howard A. Col. and Kapitan Wilhelm Bernhardt, 1989, pages 162163
3. Mayer, Edgar and Thomas Mehner, 2002, Die Atombombe und das Dritte Reich
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33 Yet Another "V-3" Rocket

As mentioned earlier, when one speaks of the "V-3" one never knows what the
specific response will be. There have been so many weapons called by so many
people the V-3. Examples of these are the Hochdruckpumpe, the high pressure
cannon, the Me-262 jet fighter/bomber, one of many German flying discs, a further
development of the Henschel HS-293 for purposes other than floating targets and
various missiles and rockets under development by the Germans at the time. It is
one of these latter rockets that is the subject of this report.
While the report described above did mention the V-3, a much better report
came bundled up with various other reports under the heading of "Werwolf"1.
(There is just no figuring out the government's filing system.)
The informant in this case was a prisoner of war, a Czech of German ancestry
named Joseph Koch. Koch was an engineer who was assigned in May of 1944 to
the Flottmannwerke in Breslau. He worked there for three weeks before it was
learned that he was a Czech, which, somehow, made him ineligible for continued
employment at Flottmannwerke so he was returned to the Army. During his threeweek stint at Flottmannwerke he had access, on about ten occasions, to the
director's office. On the wall of that office was a diagram of a new rocket, which
he overheard officials speak of as the "V-3". But before describing
Flottmannwerke or the V-3 more fully, the reader should be made aware of the
unique circumstances of the plant's site itself, Breslau.

This is the cover page of a secret intelligence report. It is the testimony of a young German-Czech engineer who stumbled upon at least
one of Dr. Hans Kammler's pet projects. Pehaps Kammler was building a second long range rocket or series of rockets in his eastern
sphere of influence centered upon the Kammler Group Headquarters neat Pilsen/Prague. Was this an SS empire within an empire?

Breslau was a city in the German state of Silesia. Silesia was the eastern-most
state or Provence within the German Reich. Breslau was a large city in the westcentral part of Silesia that contained, for instance, a large governmental presence
and a university. Breslau and this entire Silesian region were also somewhat of a
center in the German testing and development of secret weaponry. As the Soviets
pushed westward at the end of the war, Breslau became isolated. The Reich
propaganda of the times called it as "Fortress Breslau". In fact, it held against the
Soviets surprisingly well. Hitler Youth learned new defense tactics during the
siege and formed a major component in the defense of Breslau. Hitler Youth were
so successful that some of their leaders were flown to Berlin to organize the
defense of that city. In fact, Breslau held out against the Soviets longer than Berlin
held out. But today neither Silesia nor Breslau no longer exists.
After the war all of Silesia was ceded to Poland and became part of that country.
The Germans living in Breslau as well as the remainder of Silesia were all
relocated west into the Soviet zone of East Germany. The German population of
Silesia and Breslau were entirely replaced, almost overnight by Poles. This
movement of peoples brought with it a cultural disconnect. Current residents of
western Poland had no connection with the pre-war population whatsoever. Silesia
and Breslau, like the American Confederacy after the Civil War, were "gone with
the wind".
The point of this history review is that all happenings in Silesia during the war
cannot be verified or traced in any meaningful manner. The German industrial
plants are gone. The university is gone. The streets and the names of the cities
themselves have been changed. All we have of what happened there during the
war came out of there on the backs and in the minds of the German refugees who
were displaced. This report is, then, one of those scraps of evidence we have
concerning this important region.
The Flottmannwerke consisted of thirteen buildings and a work force of 2000
individuals working three shifts per day. A railroad ran directly into the plant from
which raw materials were unloaded and, presumable, from which finished
weaponry was shipped to its point of insertion. A special police force enforced
security and secrecy at the plant.
The Flottmannwerke made tank treads for German tanks and tracked vehicles
but its highest priority work concerned making
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This is the Flottmann V-3, drawn from memory by the German-Czech engineer, Joseph Koch.

interior parts for V-weapons. Prefabricated hulls for these weapons were delivered
by rail along with steel strips measuring 15 meters in length. Shortages were
experienced, according to Koch, concerning light metals necessary for finishing
the weapons. Five or six V-1s had been assembled by May, 1944 as well as 3 or 4
V-2s.
Koch saw the diagram of the new V-3 weapon well enough to make a drawing
of it and memorize some of its details. He said it is intended to be a large rocket
that functions on practically the same principle as a rifle grenade. From this
description we might say today that this was a ballistic weapon. The rocket itself
was 33.1 meters long and 3.2 meters in diameter. These figures put the rocket in
the neighborhood of 100 feet long and over 10 feet in diameter. Koch reports it
had eight sections containing nitroglycerine and compressed air. This is somewhat
confusing since we do not know if he is talking about rocket stages or construction
modules. The statement about nitroglycerine and compressed air is further
confused by Koch's admission that he had no knowledge of the proposed method
for starting the rocket in flight and "could not reveal any information regarding the
force whereby it would be sustained in flight. In other words, he did not know its
method of propulsion. Koch relayed what he termed "hearsay" on the subject that
the new weapon was to be partially inserted into the end of an immense gun barrel,
estimated to be 25 meters in length, from which the rocket was to be shot
somewhat in the manner of a rifle grenade.
From Koch's description we certainly can see that a large rocket was under
consideration. He indicates this was a ballistic device, not a device under
continuous power. He admits his lack of understanding concerning its exact
propulsion method.
Recently, evidence has surfaced from German sources concerning a large,
previously unknown rocket2 which matches this description in many details and
yields answers to gaps in Koch's description. This is called the V-101 or
"European rocket" as opposed to the A-9/A-10, called the "America rocket".
The V-101 was the result of a design by Dr. Buedewald and Dr. Teichmann at
the Skoda works in conjunction with the SS think-tank, the Kammler Group. This
was a three-stage, solid fuel rocket with thrust of 100 tons and a range of 1800
kilometers. The rocket was designed to reach an altitude of 200 kilometers. Its
payload was most likely larger than that of the V-23.
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Because it was a solid fuel rocket it was considered superior for storage in
rocket silos where complicated liquid fueling was awkward. Dr. Kammler did plan
to use this rocket in a large underground launching facility whose exact location
remains unknown to this day. Likewise, until Koch's diagram surfaced, no plans of
the V-101 had seen the light of public scrutiny. Both the expectation cited by the
German language source and Koch's description show that this rocket was far
larger than the V-2 and exceeded it in performance.
On the other hand, German researchers who have seen this report are not of the
opinion that this rocket was the V-101. They report that there was a V-3 under
development at Nordhausen under the direction of the Peenemuende team4. This
rocket was 26.14 meters long and had a weight of 102 tons.
The V-101, the same researchers report, was strictly a Kammler project run out
of Skoda. It was a three-stage, solid fuel rocket, 30.26 meters long, 2.82 meters
wide, and 146 tons in weight. It had three wings or vanes (Fluegel). Besides
Kammler, Dr. Walter Reidel, Dr. Kurt Diebner and Albert Speer were said to be
involved in its development5. It may have been this rocket which was the delivery
device for the bomb mentioned in the "La Fussee Pilotte 'T'", mentioned in a
previous chapter. In fact, it may have been this rocket whose test stand was
photographed from the air by the Americans at Rudisleben along with a whole
complex devoted to rocketry according to these same researchers.
Rudisleben is in or very near the Jonas Valley. Couple this with their
connection of this work to the places mentioned: Skoda, the site of the
Flottmannwerke in Breslau documented here and to the Owl Mountains6 which
was the site of the huge "Der Riese" underground complex and a new picture
emerges of secret work within Nazi Germany.
It seems that Dr. Hans Kammler and his SS ran its or his own little country or
sphere of influence within the Reich. He had his own atomic scientist, Diebner, his
own rocket people, his own research and development scientists, his own
production facilities, his own intelligence and security, and, of course, he ran all
the underground facilities within Germany. His empire within an empire seems to
run to the east of Germany's centerline, possibly from the Baltic facility of Stettin
to Breslau, through Silesia (what is now Western Poland), into Moravia and
Bohemia in what is now the Czech Republic and perhaps
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even into Austria. The very presence of this rocket under discussion here may
point to the nature of the relationship between Kammler's world and the "outside"
world of the remainder of Nazi Germany. This inner world may contain secrets
that are far stranger than we can imagine, both in the technical sense and in the
political sense.
Returning to the rocket, this rocket, whether it is the "V-3" or the "V-101" is
the spiritual predecessor for the American Minuteman rocket series, a solid fuel
intercontinental ballistic rocket housed in underground silos, throughout the Cold
War. It this is true, and it is, then its spiritual godfather of the Minuteman and of
those underground bases must be none other than Dr. Hans Kammler.
But, on the other hand, a German researcher just told me he thought the giant
rocket was actually a giant torpedo, so the search for the truth of the Flottmann
rocket is still the subject of some discussion.
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34 "Y" Communication Facilities

There have always been rumors that the Germans developed special ELF wave
communications devices by which a U-boat drug a one-mile antenna so that worldwide communications were possible. A further rumor goes that this same system
was used, not only for communication, but for recharging the U-boat's batteries via
some long distance Tesla-type of technology. In this rumor the mile-long antenna
receives electrical energy propagated directly through the earth by a mysterious
generator somewhere in Germany. I have even heard it said by a knowledgeable
person that Dr. W.O. Schumann was involved in this work. I cannot confirm nor
deny these rumors, but I can relate the existence of another rumored secret
communication system.
There are hints that the Germans developed a super-secret, high-tech, long
distance communication system. This system was said to be new and totally
independent of other German communication systems1. Thomas Mehner and
Edgar Mayer as well as other researchers have investigated a whole series of huge
underground installations in and around the Jonas Valley in Thuringia. One of
these facilities, code-named "Burg" is generally thought to have, as at least one of
its ultimate aims, the function of a huge communications switch-board connecting
the Reich together. Keeping this in mind, Mr. Mehner obtained an American
intelligence document describing such a communications network (PW
Intelligence Bulletin No. 2/32, January 30, 1945, USAF Archives, Alabama,
microfilm roll A 5370, Nr. 519.6501-2).

A page of the Secret report: Coil Research Laboratory Siemens Halske Berlin which we first saw in a previous chapter. Here, please
notice item number 30, Y-Werk: amplifying Devices and item IV. Signals, which describes the Reiher device. Was this part of the Ycommunications system?

This document is based on the interrogation of a German prisoner of war. In
summary, he said that there were six facilities in Germany fitted with the "Y"
communication system. They were built between 1943 and 1944. These were for
communications purposes of a special kind and supported the Luftwaffe.
Using this document and a living informant, Mr. Mehner and Mr. Mayer add
that the firm Siemens was the contractor involved in building this top-secret,
stand-alone network. Such a network was closely associated with the work going
on at the facility named "Burg".
The reason this is being mentioned is that another American document has
come to light using the FOIA and search-words involving "Y" and
"communications"2. This document also uses the information gathered from a
prisoner of war. In this case the PW was a graduate engineer of the Technische
Hochschule, Dresden where he majored in electrical engineering. In 1938 the
subject came to work for Siemens & Halske where he did coil research. From
September of 1942 to July of 1943 he worked with a Dr. Heinrich in an ultra-short
wave laboratory. They developed a 10-channel decimeter set with the codename of
"Reiher". Actually, the entire facility was employed in all aspects of the
construction of this system from the ultra-short wave technology itself to the
relays, amplifiers, transformers, condensers, transmitters and antennae. One of the
production plants was specifically designated "Y Werk". The Reiher system itself
was intended for use in Russia, which gives an idea of its intended range.
Technical specifications of the system are given in the report.
Of huge interest is the fact that this system was separate from existing systems,
secret, long-range, and destined for high-value, secret underground installations
such as "Burg". We will return to Burg later, with other rumors.
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35 Experiments in Time

There are a lot of old rumors of work in time experimentation. During the early
1990s one or several individuals went around the country giving lectures at UFO
conferences and writing books hyping the "Montauk Project". As time went by, the
individuals involved continued to enlarge these rumors at every conference and
with every book in a seeming game of one upmanship with each other. As this
story evolved it was said to dovetail into the Philadelphia experiment. These were
great stories but the problem was always a lack of proof.
There was a German connection to these time experiments, according to these
stories. Some of the technology and even some of the funding are rumored to have
come from Nazi Germany. German U-boats were said to surface off the New
Jersey coast, secretly off-loading mysterious cargos. In our quest for suppressed
German science, this is intriguing because most of what has actually proven to be
true first originated as a story or rumor. This has happened over and over again as
with German flying discs, Magnetic Wave, and beam weapons.
A great example is the story told to me by researcher Friedrich Georg. This
came to him by an individual he knows and trusts and in-fact is related to him by
marriage. As a young person, this man was a soldier in the German Wehrmacht
like thousands of others at the time. And like so many others, at the close of the
war, in April, 1945, this person found himself in American-run prison detention
camp. There, he met a fellow prisoner, a SS soldier, with a strange tale to tell.

According to the SS man, Hitler had a hidden facility in the mountains of the Harz
region. There, deep under a mountain Hitler had constructed a time machine.
Unfortunately, this machine was no longer accessable from the surface.
Now, sixty years later, we do know that Hitler had a series of huge underground
facilities in the Harz region at the Jonas Valley. Some of the exact functions of
some of these facilities are still under debate today. The reason for this, in part, is
that these tunnels were sealed with explosives before the American 3rd Army under
Patton could secrue them. Later they fell into the Soviet Zone but nobody ever
bothered to investigate what went on down there.
As with most rumors stemming from the 3rd Reich, there was usually a kernel of
truth to it. There have always been real scientists as well as tinkerers who
experiment in time, then as now, so the very fact that some physics laboratory
experiments were done in those days by the Germans should be of surprise to
nobody. Now, however, some new developments bring these rumors all back into
focus.
The first is the work of Igor Witkowski. Witkowski is a Polish researcher who
is deeply into finding the truth behind German flying discs. Mr. Witkowski has
made a remarkable discovery. He has found a truly unique site or laboratory or test
site in Poland, then Lower Silesia, which was a part of Germany during and before
the war. It is located at the Wenceslas Mine part of the larger German facility
called "Der Riese", The Giant.
Witkowski was visited and interviewed by aerospace writer Nick Cook and the
amazing story is featured in Nick Cook's book, The Hunt For Zero Point One
Man's Journey to Discover The Biggest Secret Since The Invention Of The Atom
Bomb. (This text appears in English, so those interested in more detail may consult
the source.) Witkowski had the opportunity to view secret Soviet NKVD files
which put him on to the story. The German code name given in the NKVD report
was "Laternentrager" and "Chronos". Laternen-trager is lantern-carrier in English.
The word Chronos is almost self-explanatory.
Witkowski's research shows that this was a top-secret SS experiment originating
from a facility in Leubus, northwest of Breslau (now Wroclaw), but moved to
Fuerstenstein (Ksiaz) 34 km to the south in late 1944 because of the Soviet
advance. Finally, it was moved south again to Ludwigsdorf (Ludwwikowice) in
the Owl Mountains
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very near Der Riese1. Two physical structures are associated with this project. One
structure is now gone and one still in existence.
Gone but known to Witkowski through his peek into Soviet intelligence files is
"Die Glocke", the Bell. The Bell was just that: a hard, metallic bell-shaped object.
Within the bell there were situated two cylinders that were rapidly spun in opposite
directions. Each cylinder was filled with a mercury-like substance, code named
"Xerum 525"2. Other substances included in Xerum 525 were thorium and
beryllium peroxides. The substance had a violet color. Here we have a liquid
compound of mercury, violet in color, housed at a German nuclear research
facility. Does this ring a "bell" with anybody? Mercury has no fluid compounds
according to conventional wisdom. So if this liquid is as Witkowski says that it is,
then the conclusion is inescapable. It is red mercury.
Still present is a structure that stands above ground and associated with these
experiments. This is a circle of Stonehenge-like columns, joined the in the same
manner as Stonehenge, at the top. The structure is about ten meters tall and about
30 meters in diameter. Strangely, high-strength steel hooks are set into the tops of
the columns3.
Witkowski's research shows that the Bell was always operated underground.
This leaves us to wonder at the purpose of the Stonehenge-like structure with the
hooks at its top.
Speculation about the purpose of this experimentation is divided. Some think
the Bell was a field propulsion engine destined for some exotic aircraft. Some
think the whole apparatus, Bell and stone circle, concerned itself with experiments
in time. An alternative is that it was both.
This is because Nick Cook links Russian experiments with spinning
superconductors to the spinning, liquid, mercury-like compound contained in the
Bell5 Could red mercury be a superconductor? Could this be its real secret? A
superconductor would allow the generation of monstrous magnetic fields and
perhaps other types of energy. Cook calls this other type of energy a "torsion field"
and says it bends the four dimensions as well as bending time6.
What makes this account credible? We have physical evidence that something
was going on. We have the mysterious Stonehenge-like structure. We have Igor
Witkowski whose peek into the NKVD secret files led him to this unexplained
place.
This is where I stood in the Winter of 2002 when a chance conversa-
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tion occurred with a friend of mine. His name is Greg Rowe and I have
corresponded with him for several years as the result of a chance contact. Greg is a
trained engineer as was his father. Once Greg told me that his father had worked
for NASA at the Huntsville, Alabama facility. Knowing that some German
Paperclip scientists worked there, I asked Greg if any of these worked with his
father.
Greg replied with a list of German scientists with whom his father had worked
and a few words about each one of them. One of these, Otto Cerny, seemed
particularly interesting from Greg's description so I pressed him for more
information. What follows is a compilation of several e-mails on the subject of
Otto Cerny.
Cerny was Greg's father's boss. Greg knew the whole family and went to school
with Cerny's son whom Greg called by name. Greg also referred to Cerny's wife
by her first name and gave other small details of their family life. When he was
somewhere between 12 and 14 years old, Greg and his family were invited to
dinner at the Cerny's house. This would have been between the years 1960-62.
Greg sat and listened as the older men talked.
Otto Cerny was an engineer and physicist. He had worked at Peenemuende on a
variety of projects. That was why he was in the United States, to work on rockets,
and why he was a Paperclip scientist to begin with. But it is his work prior to
coming to Peenemuende, which was the subject of discussion that night. Cerny
said that he had worked near Breslau in the early years of the war. It was there that
he met his wife who worked in Breslau at a hospital where she was employed
doing physical rehabilitation work.
Cerny continued describing this work that night in Alabama, dismissing it at
first as "weird experiments on the nature of time". Greg's father must have picked
up on this comment because the two men quickly became involved, according to
Greg, in a deep discussion concerning the nature of time. Greg told me that it
seemed to him now, that, at all times Cerny was a little vague in his statements,
choosing his words and being careful of what he said, almost as if he were under
some sort of hidden duress.
Greg listened to the two men attentively but did not enter into the conversation
himself. At that time and place in polite adult company, as Greg explains, a child
did not speak unless spoken to. In considering what follows and what was relayed
to me, it should be remembered that Greg had not yet read Nick Cook's
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book or ever heard of the work of Igor Witkowski.
Greg remembers that Cerny drew a circle of stones, which Greg said was "like a
Greek Temple", with a ring around the top". Then Greg added a feature not
mentioned by Cook or Witkowski, "and some sort of ring inside of that". This
second ring was like a hoop of metal from which something hung—like an
oscilloscope or a TV screen. Greg went on to mention the atomic symbol as a
means of description. The atomic symbol has a nucleus around which orbit
electrons. The electrons have two orbits, one within the other and are moving
independently from each other. From this description it follows that this structure
contained two movable and independently adjustable fixtures from which
something hung, perhaps as with a gyroscope.
Cerny said that it was possible to "go back and witness things". With this
statement a Greg's father asked why it was not possible to go forward if it were
possible to go backward. Evidently there was some discussion between the two
men on this point. Cerny responded that it simply did not work that way.
Greg reports that, after a pause, Cerny cut more pastry and poured another cup
of coffee, then changed the subject to a jet engine, which had been built at
Peenemuende, for an unmanned rocket other than the V-l.
Naturally, I was dumbfounded by the turn of events. This was mid-January,
2002. Greg had not read my book on German saucers or Cook's book containing
discussion of Igor Witkowski. As a matter of fact, Greg had never heard of Igor
Witkowski. I told him of these references and sent him a copy of my book. I
quickly re-read Cook's passages on the subject. Then something else occurred to
me. I quickly found my partial list of Paperclip scientists and looked for Otto
Cerny's name. Sure enough, it was there. I wasted no time in ordering the file from
the National Archives under the F.O.I.A. I had no idea of what to expect. Greg had
provided so much detail into their personal lives that I was a little apprehensive
that my friend might have been wrong about some of this. Would the F.O.I.A. file
confirm what Greg overheard? Fortunately, Paperclip files are packed with what
we would call today "personal information".
Ninety days pass and the file arrives4. In it are the names and birth dates of Otto
Cerny and all his family. The name Greg gave for Mrs. Cerny was correct. The
name Greg gave for his son was correct
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and his year of birth puts him in Greg's grade in school. They had lived in
Huntsville where Otto was employed by NASA. There was no doubt that this was
the person Greg had described and his description matched very well.
The file included a time-line and a statement of Cerny's work at Peenemuende.
Many "deletion" pages were inserted into the file telling the reader that portions of
the file were being withheld for security reasons. But the censor was somewhat
uneven. It seemed that sensitive information was pulled out at various times by
various censors. Some of these censors only read English, it seemed, because the
English translation of Cerny's work history consisted of nine pages while the
original had consisted of twenty-five pages in German language. Fortunately,
twenty-four pages in the original German edition remained. It included a
description of a previously unknown weapon.
The weapon in question was a special edition of the Henschel HS-292. The
regular HS-292 was a air-to-ship guided missile which was fired from a carrier
aircraft, such as a two-engine He-III bomber, and steered towards the target ship
though the a thin wire linkage and an operator using a joy stick. The new weapon
was a high-altitude air-to-air weapon that was again launched from an aircraft and
guided via wire and joystick but its target was not a ship beneath it but an enemy
bomber formation above it.
Was this the weapon Greg had commented upon?
Unfortunately, no mention is made of experiments in time in the Paperclip file.
This could hardly be expected, however. The file had been gone over many times
and items pulled for security reasons. But the time-line was very complete and in it
Cerny accounts for his every move since college. I went directly to the war years.
From May, 1939 to September, 1939 (September, 1939 was the date Germany
invaded Poland, beginning the Second World War), Cerny attended a flight school
at Braunschweig, the Deutsche Versuch-sanstalt fuer Luftfahrt (German Flight
Research Institution). This is a heavyweight school. Cerny received an A2 Degree
(Acrobatics).
From September, 1939 to April, 1940, Cerny worked at three Air Force test
bases including one at Rechlin. Rechlin is next door to Peenemuende and was a
test site for exotic aircraft. This would put him in the proper region at the proper
time. His next assignment, May, 1940 to April, 1945 was at Peenemuende,
immediately to the west.
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This is a government deletion slip. About 20 or so of these were inserted into the Cerny file and appropriate material withdrawn.
Additionally, one page of his twenty-five page employment time-line in German is missing. The English translation omits this altogether
and is only nine pages long. This is impressive redaction for a mere mechanical engineer with a master's degree.

Top: The "Greek temple" (from Nick Cook) described to me by Greg Rowe, recounting the conversation between his father and Otto
Cerny. Greg witnessed and overheard this conversation as a child. Suspended from the top was some sort of concave mirror in which
"images from the past" were seen during operation of the mechanism.
Bottom: The end of Cerny's Paperclip resume in which he lists "Power Plant Engineering" as interdisciplinary duties and qualifications. Is
this what Cerny did for Projekt Chronos?

Taken as a whole, Greg's account of what Cerny said and what Cerny's
Paperclip file show are remarkably consistent. I have to believe that the rendition
concerning Cerny's work on an unknown jet engine for use in an advanced missile
is factual and possibly be the new type of HS-292 or even the recently described
V-4, the replacement for the V-17.
I also must believe that Cerny was telling the truth when he said that prior to
coming to Peenemuende he worked on a German program involving time
experimentation. What he disclosed fits into the evidence provided by Mr.
Witkowski and provides some new data. The details of this program remain yet to
be discovered as does its place in the German war effort.
Based upon my new respect for the possibility of German time experimentation,
I contacted Thomas Mehner, the researcher and publisher famous for his work at
the Jonas Valley site in Germany. I asked Mr. Mehner about references to German
time experimentation one finds here and there and if he knew of any such evidence
coming from the Jonas Valley. Mr. Mehner replied via e-mail on 7/9/03 that there
was no hard evidence for German time experimentation, but there were hints. He
said that recent opinion among researchers there (so there must be ongoing
discussion of the possibility) is that time machine experiments would originate at
least 200 meters below the surface. There has been no attempt to describe the
technology involved at Jonastal and no attempt yet to dig it up. This area is still,
today, a German military base.
The most exciting statement made by Mr. Mehner was that recently, researchers
there are of the opinion that the Germans experimented with what he described as
"interdimensional trips". If this is ever proven, it would be just as explosive as
successful time experimentation itself.
There is another story that comes to mind that now rests squarely in the realm of
science fiction. It appeared in a 1997 edition of the magazine "Wissenschaft ohne
Grenzen" which was responsible for placing the concept of the lost underground
facilities at Jonastal in the public eye.
This tale involves the disappearance of up to 3,000 people. These people
included SS personnel and scientists. Just prior to capture by Patton's 3rd Army,
these people including their women and children, all of "pure Aryan origins",
disappeared DOWN into an underground
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facility in the Jonas Valley called "Burg". After the people were inside the entrance
was then sealed with explosives8. It should be noted that this is not referred to as a
mass suicide. We are left with the impression that these people wished to escape
the 3rd Reich. So many other wild rumors of the past have been based upon fact.
Could this escape have been into another time or another dimension? Could it
really be true?
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36 Dr. Ronald Richter

If we remember Dr. Richter today at all, it is not for his stunning achievements
in physics, but for a press fiasco involving the Argentine leader Juan Peron in the
1950s. At this time, Richter was employed by Peron to do nuclear research and
evidently had some promising results. Peron jumped ahead of the research and prematurely announced that Argentina had bypassed fission power and had succeeded
in producing fusion power.
Around the world "experts" were enlisted to condemn Richter's work. It seems
the US government was on particularly high alert and wanted this development
contained. Peron could not deliver fusion on the spot and Richter suddenly fell out
of favor. As a matter of fact, Dr. Richter was jailed by Peron, thus effectively
ending the affair and discrediting Richter. After Peron was ousted and Richter
released, the incoming political party considered Richter a Peron favorite and as
such he could never regain the funds, laboratory or momentum to further his work.
Richter ended up in the mid to late 1950s looking for a job. Eventually, he fell off
the world scene.
The late Dr. Eugene F. Mallove has written of the affair:
"Magnetic confinement fusion had a very strange beginning. Argentine dictator
Juan Peron announced on March 24, 1951, that his country had mastered
controlled fusion, bypassing completely the development of fission power that was
then

in vogue in various nations. Peron, a Germaophile, had set up an island laboratory
for a certain obscure German scientist, Ronald Richter, who supposedly had
brought the secret fusion work to fruition, or so headlines in the United States had
allowed. The press was much less circumspect in those days about amazing
scientific claims"1.
Now, it may seem like everything which is to follow refutes the above
paragraph, so it is necessary to point out that it was Dr. Eugene Mallove who
originally directed me in Richter's direction when I inquired of him about alleged
German scientists working for Peron concerning nuclear power. What has changed
my mind about his matter is that the United States government, through various
agencies, compiled an intelligence file on Dr. Richter, which was shocking. This
file was obtained using the Freedom of Information Act. In fact, it was a Paperclip
file, even though Richter never came to the USA to work as a scientist. Equally
shocking was the tone of the Paperclip file itself.
Normally, a Paperclip file contains biographical and educational information
about the particular scientist. It usually contains a description of his specialty as
well as where he worked and who he worked for in Germany. There is a
discussion of his alleged political leanings, which are always considered
satisfactory. Then there is a background check, again politically motivated. Then,
there are immigration details and perhaps which companies or government
agencies which are interested in employing this individual. It is then up to the
researcher to follow up these leads for additional information.
Sometimes, there is a description of actual work in Germany and actual
hardware that was created, but this is rare. Also rare is any discussion about
applications of his specialty in the United States or any proposed future research in
the United States. Dr. Richter's file is the big exception to all of this.
But even before I had obtained Dr. Richter's Paperclip file from the US
National Archives and Record Administration via the Freedom Of Information
Act, Dr. Mallove's original letter naming him struck me like my head was a bell.
This is because Dr. Ronald Richter was not an "obscure German scientist" to me.
His name was a name I had run into repeatedly in investigating German scientific
research. In fact, the
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Austrian physicist, Dr. Friedrich Lachtner, in a letter, published in my last book,
names Dr. Richter.
From the Paperclip file, it is evident that the US government and its scientists
given the job of investigating Dr. Richter were torn between two opposing poles.
There were those who considered Dr. Richter a fraud. There were those who
openly admitted that they did not have the expertise to fully evaluated Dr. Richter
and clearly wanted to take themselves out of the game of doing so. And there were
those who recognized, even in 1957, that Dr. Richter "was working in 1970", an
understatement which can only now be fully appreciated.
We should start our investigation of Dr. Richter with his own chronological
biography. There are two or three accounts of his personal and professional history
in his Paperclip file. Perhaps the best is the Air Intelligence Information Report.
Dr. Richter and so states provided the information in this report.
Richter was born February 21, 1909 in Eger, Bohemia. Bohemia was then
Austria but was included in Czechoslovakia as it was formed. Dr. Richter entered
the German University at Prague in 1928 to study physics, chemistry and
geophysics. He graduated on March 2, 1935 with a Doctor of Natural Sciences
degree.
Richter's parents were involved in directing a coalmine. It was in this same
industry where Dr. Richter was to make his entrance into the world of science and
industry. In 1935 Dr. Richter ran a private research laboratory near Falkenau A.D.
Eger, "sponsored by industrial circles". In this first venture the foundation was laid
for all that followed in Richter's work. In the words of the Air Intelligence Report:
"Research on the activation of catalysts, catalyst -controlled high-pressure coal
hydrogenation and coal cracking processes, development of an image-converterlike activity-contract-microscope, based on scanning of hydrogen or deuterium
absorbing border surfaces by protons, deuterons, or electrons: for the first time, it
became possible to see and to photograph activity contrasts which cannot be made
visible by light nor by electron microscopes. Activation of catalysts take place
under continuously activity-controlled conditions.
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Research work and design studies on electric arc furnaces systems, development of
new types of arc plasma analyzing instruments and methods. In 1936, discovery of
a plasma shock wave generating process, conception of a completely new type of
industrial arc reactor system, based rather on plasma shock wave reactivity than on
heat transfer. Development of a basis of operation for testing plasma shock wave
conditions by means of plasma-collision-induced nuclear reactions."
Plasma happens when a gas is heated to the point where its electrical structure is
somewhat altered. Normally, each element will have a specific electrical charge,
either positive or negative. When a gas is heated to the point that plasma is created,
that gas is altered in such a way that the numbers of positively and negatively
charged particles are the same. Richter did this using shock wave technology.
In the years 1937 to 1938, Richter was in charge of a research laboratory
connected to the Berlin-Suhler-Waffen und Fahrzeugwerke at the Gustloff-Werke
in Suhl, Thuringia. Suhl and the Gustloff-Werke are in the Jonas Valley which was
to become a center of several Nordhausen-sized underground facilities, all doing
secret work on weapons and science. In another part of Richter's statement he lists
the physical addresses in which he lived. At this time an address of Muehltorstr.
11, Suhl is listed as Richter's home address. German researcher and publisher
Thomas Mehner actually went to this address when he received a copy of the
Paperclip file. Mr. Mehner reports that the house is now gone but the street still
exists. Suhl is Mr. Mehner's home area.
In Suhl, Richter worked on a hydrogen storage system as well as continuing his
shock wave research. During this period he complains about the lack of measuring
equipment that could withstand such high temperature stress.
With the outbreak of World War Two in 1939, Dr. Richter joined the research
staff of the Junkers Aircraft and Motor Works at Dessau, Germany. The Dessau
facility for Junkers could be compared to the Skunk Works for Lochkeed. Dessau
was the facility for cutting edge research. Dr. Richter worked on vibrational
problems associated with supersonic aircraft at Dessau. He found that the
instruments needed
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to do this could be used to benefit his shock wave research, which he obviously
had not put aside.
During this time Richter was invited by Dr. Busemann and Prof. Dirksen to join
them at the Aircraft Research Facility, Hermann Goering near Braunschweig.
Unfortunately, Richter was a Czech citizen and the Gestapo took a dim view of his
presence at Braunschweig. They took away Richter's passport and essentially put
him under day-to-day scrutiny. This situation simply was not working out well.
By 1942-1943 Richter found himself at the Berlin-Lichterfelde-Ost facility of
Baron Manfred von Ardenne. Von Ardenne ran one of the major German nuclear
research groups. This group, strangely enough, was the German Post Office. The
German Post Office was responsible for communications and was loaded with
technical expertise. At this time Dr. Richter met Prof. Abraham Essau, then in
charge of all nuclear energy research in Germany. Later in 1943 Richter joined the
research staff at the German Research Facility for Air Transport at BerlinAdershof. This happened after a falling out occurred between Richter and Baron
von Ardenne. At Berlin-Adershof, Richter developed turbulence detectors for use
in wind tunnels and again furthering his own shock wave research goals.
In 1944 and 1945 Dr. Richter was sponsored by the Speer Ministry for
Armament and Munitions as well as by the Reichs Research Council who directed
all important war-related research within the Reich. He worked on light-weight
battery research at the AEG (General Electricity Company) in Berlin as well as
becoming the scientific and technical advisor to Ruhrchemie Aktiengesellschaft at
Muehlheim. In addition to his duties in these positions, Richter found time to
further his own work in arc plasma experiments using the large test installations
available at the AAEG transformer factories at Berlin-Oberschoeneweide.
After the war Richter visited France, England and Holland looking for work. In
London, Richter met and became somewhat acquainted with Prof. Kurt Tank, the
famous Focke-Wulf aircraft designer, who showed particular interest in the
development of nuclear powered propulsion for aircraft. In 1947 Tank went to
Argentina.
Dr. Richter went to work for the French Petroleum Institute in Paris but this
was not a permanent position. In May 1948, Professor Tank contacted Dr. Richter.
He was asked to join with Professor Tank on
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work in Argentina. The Argentine government also extended an invitation. Richter
was being asked to do work involving nuclear reactor development.
By August 1948, Dr. Richter was talking with Juan Peron about the
development of nuclear power in Argentina. Argentina had no supply of uranium
nor was Dr. Richter interested in developing a fission reactor for Peron. As stated
in the Air Intelligence Information Report:
"...I was not interested in the development of nuclear fission reactor systems but
anxious to develop a controllable thermonuclear reactor system; there was a
certain probability that the chain-reacting schemes, developed in the fall of 1942,
ignited by a shock-wave-controlled arc plasma might turn out to become a
controllable reactor system."
"Thermonuclear" means fusion. "Chain-reacting scheme developed in the fall of
1942" mean just that. Dr. Richter had managed to initiate a chain reaction using
fusion in 1942. What is the mystery here? Dr. Richter had succeeded in producing
fusion power in 1942. What he needed to do was fine-tune the procedure to
achieve better control of it.
Dr. Richter states that in October of 1948, he signed a five-year contract with
the Argentine authorities and became head of a thermonuclear reactor project.
June, 1949 saw start of construction of a laboratory and reactor on Huemul Island.
Huemul Island was situated in a mountain lake and virtually isolated from the
outside world. The location of this facility was within an area habituated or
perhaps even controlled by Germans of the Nazi era. It has even been called
"Colonia Dignidad" by some, referring to the fact that perhaps here and no other
place on the planet could a former German soldier walk about in uniform without
condemnation.
Dr. Richter claimed success in his work on Heumul Island. Again, from the Air
Intelligence Information Report:
"On 16 February 1951 an exponential reactor system was ready for test. In the first
test, the injection of lithium-6-enriched lithium into a shock-wave-controlled
proton hydrogen plasma, for a short interval, produced series of primary and
secondary reactions, the helium-3 helium 3 reaction giving proof for the existence
of self-reproducing
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reaction chains. In a second test, by jetting lithium-6-enriched lithium into
avalanche of neutron-reproducing reaction chains were monitored. In both tests,
the self-reproducing-reaction chains were analyzed by means of excitation-energy
discriminating ultraviolet sensitive proportional counter tubes. At that time, a
large-scale reactor system was under construction in which a self-sustaining chain
reaction should have been realized; however, this reactor system has never been
completed, probably for reasons for sabotage."
This statement is very important. Dr. Richter is saying that he succeeded in
sustaining a controlled fusion reaction using his shock wave technology as the
containment system.
"Against my strict advice, President Peron announced these results with a great
display of propaganda", says Richter. We must remember that although Argentina
declared war on Nazi Germany in the final days of the war, being pressured to do
so by the United States, Argentina had basically backed the wrong side in World
War Two. Peron had marched alongside Hitler in Paris. So, in the 1950s,
Argentina and Peron were in a state of somewhat disrepute. Peron saw this
development as an instantaneous step to recognition and possibly greatness for
himself and Argentina. No great power, not the United States, not the Soviet
Union nor Great Britain or France had a fusion reactor. This was a big propaganda
coupe for Peron.
Richter returned to reactor tests. On October, 26, 1951 a third test was
performed. Richter injected boron into an avalanche of neutron-reproducing
reaction chains, which had resulted from the injection of lithium into the shock
wave, controlled, neutron producing deuterium plasma. The result was that the
boron kept the reaction going. The Air Intelligence Information Report goes on:
"Later on, the plasma-collision-induced isomerization of indium - and rhodium
nuckei has been proven by monitoring the radioactive emission of gamma quantums; signal discrimination had to be provided against the shock-wave-induced
bremsstrahlung background."
In December, 1951 Richter, according to the report, advised Peron to accelerate
development of a commercial reactor by joining with a highly industrialized
country "like the United States". Richter was
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attempting to move away from a political and propaganda usage of his work.
Peron was interested in doing just this, and, according to the report, authorized
preliminary industrial negotiations.
By March, 1952 the political winds had changed. Richter claims his work was
being physically sabotaged on Huemul Island. On September 2, 1952, a
commission arrived on the island to investigate progress there. Richter believed its
real purpose was to paralyze work there for political reasons having to do with
Argentine internal politics. By November, 1952, Richter found himself expelled
from his own project and work on it stopped. He was not able to contact Juan
Peron.
Dr. Richter now lived day to day in a sort of limbo. He was unable to find work
with a private firm for some reason. Richter believed they feared government
reprisal. He was forced to sell possessions to put food on the table for his family.
Richter was under constant surveillance. In spite of these difficulties, Richter
continued with non-nuclear aspects of his research:
"I immediately changed over to intensive design work on shock-wave-controlled
industrial chemical arc reactor systems and arc melting furnace systems, which has
no bearings on nuclear research at all and, so I hoped, might get me a new
position.
At the same time I was developing an improved shock-wave-control ram jet
system (a thermonuclear exponential reactor system has so much in common with
and looks like a test installation for rocket and jet engines, and all new types of
plasma-analyzing and plasma-controlling instruments and processes turn our to be
useful in this development)."
In September of 1954 governmental deputies in internal hearings concerning
Dr. Richter's alleged negative test results denounced Richter. Dr. Richter
responded with a series of telegrams to the President of the Chamber and to
President Peron protesting what he saw as unjust accusations made against him.
Evidently the President of the Chamber was angered by Richter's telegrams
because he was jailed for five days in the congress building without hearings or
any sort of trial.
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Richter's position did not change with a change in government. The new
Lonardi government wanted nothing to do with Richter whom they regarded as a
Peron supporter. Richter's state of limbo continued until the date of the Air
Intelligence Report, February 18, 1956.
It is quite evident from the tone of Richter's correspondence with the
Americans, as evidenced by the full disclosure that he makes, that he was
interested in employment in the United States.
Another point, which surfaces again and again in Richter's biography, is his
inability to "get along" with co-workers or administrators.
Three other observations should be made about Richter's work, even before we
fully review it. First, Dr. Richter was a well know physicist within Nazi Germany
and had worked on a wider variety of secret scientific wartime projects within the
Reich than most other scientists. Second, Dr. Richter did not follow the standard
game plan of physicists of his day. There is no talk of Einstein, except references
to a Unified Field Theory, which certainly is not Einstein's domain alone). There is
no work in sub-atomic physics, particle accelerators, cyclotrons, neutron
generators, etc. Dr. Richter followed completely different path. Third, this path
involves shock-wave technology. Everything that Dr. Richter did from day one in
1935 at Falkenau a.d. Eger derived from shock-wave applications. This includes
containment of his fusion reaction, which is not the containment via a magnetic
field which is and was the vogue in "hot fusion" up until the present.
In this introduction to Dr. Richter, the reader was introduced to Dr. Richter and
his work through his biography. One reason for doing this was so that his work
will not come as such a "shock" to you, pardon the pun. Dr. Richter advanced
science and technology in five areas:
1. The ultra-sound fusion furnace.
2. His ramjet ideas.
3. A sustainable fusion reaction.
4. Direct thermonuclear to electric conversion of energy through plasma
induction.
5. Zero Point Energy
Again, quite frankly, the author is more than a little concerned that
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the reader will simply think these claims and this report is nothing more than a
bazaar a fabrication. For this reason, I have decided to use Richter's actual words
from his Paperclip file, the file belonging to the United States government, itself.
Those interested in verification can obtain a copy of the Paperclip file from the
National Archives using the designation given in Sources, below. The topics listed
above involve a separate sub-file and statement by Dr. Richter in the overall
Paperclip file. Two of these preliminary reports are missing, naturally the latter
two, numbers 4 and 5. The reports are out of sequence in internal numbering and
so it can safely be surmised that reports do exist which were not included in the
National Archive's F.O.I.A. response. These are described, somewhat, in another
part of the Paperclip file, however, and that portion will be reproduced also. These
preliminary reports will be re-typed here for clarity. Nobody can possibly explain
these ideas better than the inventor. A sample page of the original text will be
shown. It should be understood that his is a word for word account as if it were
enclosed by quotation marks.
*

*

*

*

*

*

Air Intelligence Information Report IR-79-56
"IMPROVED

RAM

JET ENGINE"

SUMMARY
Report contains the preliminary report of Dr. Ronald Richter on his work to develop a ram
jet engine of radical design by substitution shock waves for the valves of an intermittent
ram jet system.
APPROVED: George R. Herrman Colonel USAF Air Attache
1. The following prepared statement was obtained from Dr. Ronald Richter (IR-76-56) and
represents his preliminary report on his work to develop a new type of ram jet engine.
IMPROVED RAM JET SYSTEM
The development of an aircraft with a thrust greater
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than its weight will be the next major step in the evolution of high-speed flight. It is the
author's conviction that this goal can be achieved by developing a new type of jet propulsion
system, based on the continuously controlled conversion of rocket and ram jet operations
within the same propulsion system.
INTRODUCTION
A turbo jet system has many drawbacks. The turbine wheel is in the path of the hot
expanding gases. The velocity of the jet increases as the square root of the temperature
within the combustion chambers. Besides the constant blast of very hot gases from the
combustion chambers with no relief, the high-speed rotation of the turbine subjects the
blades to very considerable centrifugal forces, which will pull them out of shape as soon as
the metal weakens from the heat attack. The turbine is also subjected to stresses from the
aerodynamic effects of the hot gasses which can cause severe vibration and buffeting, and
may eventually result in the turbines fluttering to limits at their full rated speed, so that
overspeed or overtemperatures, even for a short duration, may be very detrimental.
Accordingly, temperature and speed must be controlled with narrow limits and with a high
degree of accuracy and stability of the full range of possible operating conditions such as
change in altitude, air temperature, air speed, a.s.o., to avoid excess speed or temperature
for even a short period. Since the allowable creep stresses are a function of temperature
while the actual stresses are a function of speed, both speed and temperature must operate
the power controls. At last, the turbo jet system is limited by the ultimate speed of the
mechanical revolutions. Therefore, the main problem of the development of turbo jet
systems has been and still is to find suitable materials of construction for the turbine to
withstand the very high temperatures and stresses.
The ram jet system is based on the straightforward propulsion by thermal energy alone
and its propulsive power is not subject to any limitations from moving parts. Whilst in the
case of the intermittent ram jet system the air inlet is still controlled by some valves, a steady
flow ram jet system has not even a valve as
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a moving part, but is a simple tunnel in which fuel is burned continuously.
Unfortunately, the thermo-propulsive duct cannot operate at a speed under 200 m.p.h.
But at this speed, the ram jet system becomes self-operative, and the faster the forward
speed of the aircraft, the greater the compression of air entering the duct and the greater is
thrust and efficiency. Since speed automatically breeds more speed, the propulsive power of
a ram jet system rises quite extraordinarily with speed, thus leading to power capacities
which probably never can be obtained by single turbo jet units. Moreover, the maximum
speed to be attained from the thermo-propulsive duct will be limited only by the resistance
of the airframe structure to the heat generated by skin friction. Due to the lack of moving
parts in the high temperature zone of a ram jet system, ceramics and cerments can be used
as materials of construction which would otherwise fail to withstand the combine thermal
and mechanical attacks taking place in the moving parts of the turbo jet system.
Besides all the promising aspects of a ram jet system, -no moving parts within the high
temperature zone, no centrifugal stresses, no limitation by the ultimate speed of mechanical
revolutions, no defects caused by disintegrating moving parts, no losses in turbine and
compressor, the theoretically unlimited increase of propulsive power with increasing speed,
less control problems, highest climbing speeds, altitude limitation probably in the region of
about 100,000 ft, and more (in the case of nuclear powered propulsion), reduced
construction costs and easier construction, a.s.o., - there exists a limiting factor which does
not allow to take full advantage of such a propulsion system yet; the necessity for some
initial means of acceleration, such as rockets or turbo jet systems, until sufficient speed is
obtained for the ram jet system to take over its natural thermo-propulsion. For the same
reason, it becomes necessary to prevent too low a velocity of the ram jet system with a
consequent loss of flight. Owing to the critical velocity by which a ram jet system becomes
self-operative, take-off and landing operations are complex.
The reheat device supplies the principle of the ram jet
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system to the turbo jet system, giving short bursts of extra speed in an emergency as well as
at take-off.
A rocket is just another branch of jet propulsion and becomes a ram jet system when the
mass (and the oxygen, in case of chemical combustion processes) to be discharged is taken
from the outside atmosphere instead of being stored in the aircraft fuselage itself.
A jet propulsion system has to be developed which is operating as a rocket system at
take-off and becomes self-operative as an intermittent and steady flow ram jet system
gradually with increasing speed of flight. The continuously controlled conversion of one
propulsion phase into the other can be achieved by the control of the combustion process
itself.
For many years, the author was experimenting with a new shock wave generating
process, the shock waves being generated by an electro-magnetically controlled extremely
hot arc plasma zone. By the same process technique, shock waves can also be generated in
combustion chambers and in gaseous zones heated by the impact of nuclear energy.
The analysis of the injection of gaseous jets into a superposition of powerful shock
waves revealed interesting data in regard to the penetrability of shock-wave-controlled
zones. In the course of these investigations, it became obvious, for instance, that the valves
of an intermittent ram jet system can be substituted by shock waves, thus providing for the
continuously controlled conversion of an intermittent into a steady flow ram jet system.
In the explosion phase, an intermittent ram jet system is operating as a rocket system.
The explosion closes the entrance valve and the hot expanding gases escape at high speed
through the exhaust. In the same way, a shock-wave-controlled intermittent ram jet system,
in the very instant of the shock-wave-generation explosion, behaves like a rocket system.
On that basis, it should become possible to start an intermittent shock-wave-controlled ram
jet system without the help of acceleration-assisting means by a series of shock-wavegenerating explosions.
The operation of a shock-wave-controlled ram jet system can be considerably
improved by dividing the combustion reactor system into two partial reactor units;
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the one reactor unit near the exhaust will be operating as a rocket system as long as the
other, shock-wave-controlled reactor, unit will substitute a more or less impenetrable valve.
As soon as the shock-wave-controlled ram jet system becomes self-operative as a steady flow
ram jet system, both partial reactor units are operating without shock waves.
In the case of chemical combustion processes, the rocket phase of shock-wavecontrolled ram jet systems will probably cause an extravagant fuel consumption. In general,
the fuel consumption of a rocket system is up to six times the rate of a ram jet system and
from ten to twenty times as much as the turbo jet consumption. But in the case of defensive
jet fighters, for instance, which need to be airborne with a minimum of delay, economy is a
second consideration to performance; the use of rockets to assist take-off and to reduce
runways seemed to be the simplest and most economic solution. In the first line, the advantages of a shock-wave-controlled ram jet system lies in the fact that all the different systems
of propulsion are combined in one, making also possible the continuously controlled
conversion of one propulsion system into the other, in flight. Like in the case of the reheat
device, by the conversion of the ram jet phase into the rocket phase in flight, short bursts of
extra speed can also be produced, thus providing, for instance, for the highest possible
climbing rate, s.s.o.
The continuous covertibility of ram jet and rocket operations in flight will also improve
the safe operation of high-speed aircraft and will especially supply the ram jet system with
all the flexibility necessary to make it the most powerful and efficient aircraft in atmospheric
flight. Even vertical take-off and landing operations could be attainable with shock-wavecontrolled ram jet systems.
The problem of fuel consumption, especially in the rocket phase, becomes obsolete in
case of the substitution of the chemical combustion system by a nuclear reactor system.
Although the heat from nuclear reactor systems can be transferred normally only by means
of heat exchange processes and not by direct 'combustion', means can be developed, by
which the suitable control charac-
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teristics of highly enriched fission reactor systems and of shock-wave-ignited lithium and
boron consuming fusion reactor systems and their enormous power capacity can be suitably
be used in the operating of shock-wave-controlled convertible ram jet systems.
The economy of shock-wave-controlled ram jet systems will undoubtedly increase with
the power capacity of the system; in other words, the author is not in the position yet to
estimate accurately whether jet fighter development will be influenced by this new ram jet
system at once. But it seems to be reasonable to assume, that the development of largerhypersonic aircraft (bomber, transport, passenger planes, a.s.o.) will be based on the
improved ram jet systems, outlined in this preliminary report.
COMMENTS OF PREPARING OFFICER:
2. Dr. Richter is very desirous of obtaining a position with an aircraft engine manufacturing
company in the United States. He would like to continue working on ram jet engine
development. This office, if desired can obtain additional information.
VERGIL N. NESTOR Lt. Colonel USAF Assistant Air Attache

* * * * * * *
AUTHOR'S COMMENTS OF THE RICHTER RAM JET
Not only could the ram jet designs of Dr. Richter be used in a standard fighter
jet, they could also be used in a vertically rising aircraft, even one powered by
nuclear fission or even nuclear fusion. This brings UFOs to mind.
*

*

*

* *

*

Air Intelligence Information Report IR-80-56
"THERMONUCLEAR EXPONENTIAL EXPERIMENTS"
1. Report contains a summary of his work by
Dr. Ronald Richter in developing a completely new type of arc melting furnace based on a
shock wave reactivity rather than a heat transfer process through
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utilization of a chemical arc reactor system. To prove his theory, he developed a reactor
simulator utilizing thermonuclear exponential experiments based on shock-wave-ignited
self-reproducing chains consuming lithium and boron isotopes.
2. Approving Officer is not technically gualified to comment
on the subject presented. However, Dr. Richter is, in the opinion of qualified German
scientists resident in Argentina, a complete fraud who has "parlayed" a limited scientific
background and a glib tongue to obtain much publicity: i.e., the explosion of the so-called
"Argentine Atomic Bomb" in 1952. In the opinion of these qualified German scientists, the
disgrace and obscurity that Dr. Richter now enjoys is better than he deserves.
APPROVED: George R. Herrman Colonel USAF Air Attache
1. The following statement was prepared by Dr. Ronald Richter (IR-76-56) and given to
Preparing Officer.
The advantage of a high-speed reaction is that for a given capital investment more
product can be run through a chemical or metallurgical plant or a smaller plant can be built
to yield a given amount of reaction product.
In general, the reaction rate of a chemical reactor system depends on temperature,
pressure, and catalyst. An electric arc between electrodes of carbon is the most intense
source of heat used commonly in industrial practice. Such an arc plasma reactor can be
operated in any atmosphere at any desired pressure and any kind of material can be
introduced into the arc plasma zone and thus vaporized and heated up to plasma
temperatures. The operation of a plasma reactor system can be considerably improved by
jetting a mixture of reactants through the high energetic arc plasma zone at very high
velocities.
Although arc furnaces are used to the greatest extent in the melting of metals and the
production of ferroal-
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loys, they figure prominently in the chemical operations requiring high temperatures, such as
calcium carbide, elemental phosphorus, a.s.o. Arc furnaces up to 30,000 kw are in service.
In 1936, I was experimenting with reflector-controlled arc reactor systems. When
studying self-stabilization of arc plasma zones by instantaneous strong overloading, I quite
incidentally observed the occurrence of explosionlike plasma fluctuations, generating
powerful shock waves. The analysis of the shock wave promoting factors revealed how to
improve the shock wave generating process by means of andyzer-controlled feedback
operations.
In the course of these investigations, it has been found, that about 50% of the arc plasma
energy can be converted into powerful plasma shock waves, thus creating a completely new
type of chemically and metallurgically reactive zone of operation. Such a reflector-controlled
superposition of powerful plasma shock waves produces tremendous intensities of sound
and ultra-sound, generated by the gaseous plasma zone itself, thus providing for the highest
possible rate of energy transfer at all. All the before-known ultra-sound generating methods
were characterized by a very poor coupling of the ultrasound energy to be fed into the
reacting zone. For all these reasons, a shockwave-controlled reactor plasma is representing
the strongest source of ultra-sound. The operation of such a powerful ultra-sound generating
arc reactor plasma is quite a simple affair, but precautions have to be taken for preventing
structural damage by ultrasound and the shock-wave-induced corrosion. Data-telemetering
operations and remote reactor control have to be applied, to avoid a considerable health
hazard for the reactor-operating crew.
The combined reaction of non-Maxwellian heat transfer, intense shock wave and ultrasound reactivity leads to the most radical mechanical disintegration of all the materials to be
fed into the reacting zone. In consequence of this, basic physical and chemical conditions
can be achieved with never before could be obtained by other reactor systems. Owing to the
incomparable high reaction rates that only can be obtained by shock-wave-controlled arc
plasma systems, in many industrial chemical and
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metallurgical processes processing time ad production costs can be considerably reduced.
There exists a wide field of industrial applications, as:
The production of extremely purified and degassified metals and alloys, cheap tonnage
processing of zirconium, titanium, beryllium, uranium, thorium and other metals.
Improved steel alloys with reduced production costs, wide range of variation of the
mechanical and thermal properties of steel alloys (in general, of any kind of alloy) by
applying different shock wave: heat ratios,
The production of completely new types of ultrasound-induced alloys and cements,
improved cerments and ceramics for rocket and jet engines, improved ceramics and
cerments with desirable nuclear properties of nuclear power reactors,
Ultra-sound-cracking of petroleum, ultra-sound induced disintegration of macromolecules,
De-gasification of liquids and fused materials, a.so.o.,
Considerable increase of the reaction rate of chemical processes induced by the high
temperatures and pressure peaks, resulting form the plasma shock fonts, a.s.o.
A reactor simulator has been developed by which industrial application problems can be
studied without building up the large-scale reactor system itself, thus reducing initial costs
of industrial projects considerably. No further research work is necessary to construct
large-scale shock-wave furnaces and reactors.
In brief:
Thermonuclear exponential experiments, based on shock-wave-ignited self-reproducing
reaction chains, consuming lithium and boron isotopes. When developing a shock-wavecontrolled arc reactor
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system, one fundamental problem was the thermodynamic analysis of the plasma shock
waves.
After a considerable amount of experimenting on the photoelectric analysis of highly
luminous shock fronts, it seemed to be promising to improve the thermodynamic analysis of
shockwave-controlled arc plasma zones by employing plasma-collision-induced nuclear
reactions. Owing to the high temperatures and pressure obtained in a gas behind of strong
shock waves, it became very probable that in the case of deuterium gas, some high energetic
deutrons might undergo deuteron-deuteron reactions, the reaction yield being a suitable
basis for testing non-equilibrium thermodynamics. Since the reaction rate of a
thermonuclear reaction depends exponentially on temperature, and since the temperature
increases rather rapidly toward the center of the arc plasma zone, especially in the case of
shock-wave-induced plasma pulsations, it was to be hoped that a detectable reaction rate
might be achieved. But it was unlikely that the detection of statistically fluctuating plasmacollision-induced thermal nuclear reaction chains might become a reality.
In order to improve the deductibility of plasma-shock-wave-induced nuclear reactions in
the fall of 1942, - by using nuclear mass data just having been published by J. Mattauch and
S. Fluege, (Kernphysikalische Tabellen, Springer Verlag, Berlin, 1942) - I developed
nuclear reaction schemes, based on the chain-reacting consumption of the lithium and boron
isotopes.
The neutron-induced conversion of lithium-6 into tritium and helium, the neutronmultiplying tritium-tritium reaction, and other neutron-multiplying and lithium-7 into
lithium-6 converting secondary reactions were taken into consideration as being useful
components of controllable self-reproducing reaction chains. By providing for a sufficient
number of initial neutrons and sufficiently high reaction rate of the neutron-multiplying
processes, it was to be expected that the ignition of bursts of reaction chains might become
feasible by jetting lithium or lithium-6-enriched lithium into a shock wave controlled
neutron-producing deuterium high-pressure plasma. Since the reaction rate of such a
reaction scheme depends equally on temperature and on multiplication
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factor, a shock-wave-induced neutron-reproducing reaction chain must be far more sensitive
to temperature than a plasma-collision-induced thermal nuclear reaction chain ever can be.
The source of neutrons for the neutron-reproducing thermonuclear exponential
experiments was a shock-wave-controlled, 300 kw, deuterium high pressure plasma. In such
a deuterium plasma, due to the persistent isotropic plasma-collision-induced bombardment,
not only the basic deuteron-deuteron reactions, but also plasma-collision-induced secondary
reactions, like the deuterium-tritium and the tritium-tritium reaction will occur. By these
reactions a spectrum of fast neutrons is produced. A contribution to the number of plasmaproduced neutrons and thus a substantial increase in reactivity can be obtained by
surrounding the plasma zone with a neutron-multiplying beryllium reflector. For helium-5
being a strong neutron absorber in the low energy range the balance between neutronproducing and neutron-absorbing processes will finally be controlled by the scatteringinduced moderation of the neutron energies and by the plasma-collision-induced reaction
rate of the helium-3-producing and helium-3-consuming secondary reactions. Tritium
enrichment follows from the two-dimensional bombardment of a deuterium target with
deuterons. In the case of the plasma-collision-induced three-dimensional deutron-deutron
bombardment, tritium will not only be produced but will also be consumed by secondary
reactions. This criterion is useful when it comes to prove the existence of plasma-collisioninduced secondary nuclear reactions.
By the injection of lithium into a neutron producing deuterium plasma, an avalanche of
tritium-producing and neutron-multiplying primary and secondary processes will develop.
The lithium-5 converting reactions, having a relatively high cross section in the low as well
as in the high-energy range, with a remarkable capture resonance near 258 kev, starts the
avalanche of reaction chains by producing tritium. The Shockwave induced reaction rate of
the neutron-multiplying processes (tritium-tritium, tritium-lithium-7, tritium-lithium-6)
determines the intensity of the bursts of reaction chains. The
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tritium-producing process can to a certain extent be controlled by inserting neutron
absorption rods into the neutron-reflecting structure, thus controlling back-scattering into the
plasma region. For lithium-7 being a poor neutron absorber, there is no parallel to the
resonance absorption in uranium-238. The gradual enrichment of helium-4 will increase
non-reactive scattering but indications exist, that the enrichment of helium-6 might turn out
to be even useful in regard to the safe operation of such a reactor system. The lack of
reactor-contaminating radioactive reaction products adds to the outstanding features of
neutron-reproducing thermonuclear reactor systems.
As one can see, the shock-wave-controlled arc plasma system became involved in
thermonuclear exponential experiments by accident rather than design but turned out to
become a useful tool in research on controlled thermonuclear reactor systems. For the first
time, an arc plasma has been transformed into a zone of intense shock waves, accompanied
by an extraordinarily high degree of plasma turbulence; a practically invisible reactor
plasma (as a consequence of the non-Maxwellian characteristics of plasma shock waves,
most of the photons emitted belong to the ultra-violet and bremsstrahlung region of the
electromagnetic spectrum), emitting an almost unbearable intensity of sound and ultrasound, the whole reactor structure oscillating under the impact of the feed-back-controlled
plasma shock waves, - that's the basis of operation for the ignition of self-reproducing
plasma reaction chains, and this shock-wave-induced ignition process will undoubtedly
substitute nuclear-fission-induced ignition, and make possible the gradual transformation of
a thermonuclear exponential reactor system into a self-sustaining chain-reacting system.
On February 15, 1951, an exponential reactor system was ready for test. In the first test, a
series of primary and secondary nuclear reactions was produced for a short interval by
jetting lithium-6-enriched lithium into a shockwave-controlled proton hydrogen plasma.
Some of the reactions (the helium-3, helium-3 reaction) were multiplying the primary
protons by ejecting two high energetic protons.
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In a second test, a rapidly developing avalanche of neutron-reproducing reaction chains
was produced by jetting lithium-6-enriched lithium into a shock-wave-controlled deuterium
high-pressure plasma.
In both tests, the self-reproducing reaction chains were analyzed by means of excitationenergy-discriminating ultraviolet-sensitive proportional counter tubes, a tele-analyzing
method, having been developed and applied for the first time in 1938, when analyzing
powerful plasma shock fronts.
By these exponential experiments, it has been demonstrated (1) that the shock-waveinduced ignition of self-reproducing thermonuclear reaction chains is possible, and (2) that
the ignition of such reaction chains can be accomplished under controllable conditions.
On October 26, 1951, in a third decisive exponential experiment, it has been proven that
the avalanche of neutron-reproducing reaction chains, resulting from the injection of lithium
into a shock-wave-controlled neutron-producing deuterium high-pressure plasma, can be
kept going on by injecting boron. Boron-11 like lithium-7 is an excellent neutron-multiplier
when being bombarded with tritium particles. The fast-neutron-induced conversion of
boron-10 into tritium and helium and the slow-neutron-induced conversion of boron-10 into
the neutron-multiplying lithium-7 and helium are providing for tritium production and
neutron multiplication. It might be of interest to note that the mechanism of the hydrogen
bomb is based on the same reaction schemes. As has already been mentioned, a lithium and
boron injected deutrerium plasma is a chain-reacting source of fast neutrons. When
injecting natural uranium into such a plasma zone, fast-neutron-fission of uranium-238
occurs, the so-called 'thermo-fission'.
A serious disadvantage from the point of view of reactor control seems to be arising
from the fact that in all the plasma-induced neutron-reproducing reaction chains only
prompt neutrons are emitted. It is evident that the absence of delayed neutron emission
would demand an exceedingly fine and extremely fast operating adjustment of the reactor
controls. Fortunately, ignition, control and heat exchange of thermonuclear reactor systems
can
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considerably be improved by providing for a reflector-controlled pulsating reactor plasma. In
the case of a nuclear fusion reactor system, not a critical size of reactive material by a
critical compression of the reactive plasma will be responsible for reaching a sufficiently high
reaction rate of the neutron-multiplying processes, thus developing a controllable selfrepeating cycle of plasma pulsation. In other words, during the compression period, the
central temperature of the compressed reactor plasma should become comparable with the
temperature needed for a sufficiently high reaction rate of the neutron-reproducing reaction
chains, to make the reactor system a self-sustaining one. The absence of delayed neutrons
will only alter rise time and delay time of the compression-induced impulse of reaction
chains. The self-stabilizing features of pulsating reactor operation will suitably control
supercritical bursts of self-reproducing reaction chains. By compressing the reactive plasma
zone briefly to supercriticality, the gaseous zone quickly heats up and then cools itself by
expansion, thus eliminating the formidable heat transfer obstacles.
Much work has been done in regard to the control of chain-reacting plasma zones by
magnetically and electro-dynamically induced plasma deformation, magnetically-controlled
plasma pulsation, electronic simulation of pulsating reactor plasma conditions, a.s.o.
Monte Grande February, 1, 1956
COMMENTS OF PREPARING OFFICER:
2. Material contained above is beyond the technical ability of the Preparing Officer to
evaluate.

Vergil N. Nestor Lt. Colonel USAF Assistant Air Attache

* * * * * * *
Air Intelligence Information Report IR-145-56
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"THERMONUCLEAR PROPULSION SYSTEM"
Report describes the work and theory of Dr. Ronald Richter in development of aircraft
thermonuclear propulsion system.
APPROVED: George R. Herrman Colonel UFAF Air Attache
1. The following is extracted from a paper written by Dr. Ronald Richter (IR-76-56):
In nuclear fission powered propulsion systems, thermal energy cannot be generated by
'direct combustion' but has to be applied to the propulsion system by means of indirect heat
transfer. For this reason, the efficiency of such a propulsion system - jet or rocket system depends mainly on the technology on the heat-transfer-promoting materials of construction.
The gradual contamination of the hermetically sealed-off reactor system with highly
radioactive nuclear fission products and the protection of the flight personal against neutron,
gamma, and radioactive hazard, demands for voluminous any heavy shielding structures.
Leakage or fully destruction of the reactor system by flight accident causes severe
contamination of the atmosphere by radioactive fission products.
In nuclear fission powered propulsion systems - homogeneous or heterogeneous systems only highly enriched and very costly reactor fuels can be used. Based on the results of
shock-wave-ignition controlled thermonuclear exponential experiments, the conception for
a thermonuclear propulsion system has been developed.
The shock-wave-controlled arc plasma system of project 1 became involved in
thermonuclear exponential experiments by accident rather than design. A fundamental
problem connected with the development of shock-wave-controlled reactor systems was the
thermodynamic analysis of the plasma shock waves produced. After a considerable amount
of experimenting of the photoelectric analysis of highly luminous shock fronts, it seemed to
be promising, to improve the thermodynamic analysis of shock-wave-
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controlled arc plasma zones by employing plasma-collision-induced nuclear reactions.
Owing to the high temperatures and pressures obtained in a gas behind strong
Shockwaves, it was very probable that in the case of a deuterium high pressure plasma,
some high energetic deuterons might undergo deuteron-deuteron reactions, and even
secondary tritium-deuteron and tritium-tritium reactions, the reaction yield being a suitable
basis for testing non-equilibrium thermodynamics. Since the reaction rate of a
thermonuclear reaction depends exponentially on temperature, and since the temperature
increases rather rapidly toward the center of the arc plasma zone, especially in the case of
shock-wave-induced plasma pulsations, it was to be hoped, that a detectable reaction rate
might be achieved. The detection of statistically fluctuating plasma-reaction rate might be
achieved. The detection of statistically fluctuating plasma-collision-induced thermal nuclear
reaction chains was unlikely then (in 1936).
In order to improve the deductibility of plasma-shock-wave-induced nuclear reactions, I
developed nuclear reaction schemes, (in 1942), based on the chain-reacting consumption of
the lithium and boron isotopes.
The neutron-induced conversion of lithium-6 into tritium and helium, the neutronmultiplying tritium-tritium reaction, and other neutron-multiplying and lithium-7 into
lithium-6 converting secondary reactions were taken into consideration as being useful
components of a controllable self-reproducing reaction chain. By providing for a sufficient
number of initial neutrons and a sufficiently high reaction rate of the neutron-reproducing
processes, it was to be expected that the ignition of bursts of reaction chains might become
feasible by jetting lithium or lithium-6-enriched lithium into a shock-wave-controlled
neutron-producing deuterium high pressure plasma. The reaction rate of such a reaction
scheme depends equally on temperature and reproduction factor, a shock-wave-induced
neutron-reproducing chain of reactions must be far more temperature-sensitive than a
plasma-collision-induced thermal nuclear reaction can ever be. The experimental analysis of
the non-Maxwellian thermodynamic conditions in a shock-wave-
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controlled arc plasma zone by shock-wave-ignited self-reproducing nuclear reaction chains
is practically a thermonuclear exponential experiment.
By injecting lithium into a neutron-producing deuterium plasma, an avalanche of
tritium-producing and neutron-multiplying primary and secondary reactions develops. The
lithium-6 converting reaction, having a relatively high cross section in the low as well as in
the high-energy range, with a remarkable capture resonance near 258 kev, starts the
avalanche of reaction chains by producing tritium. The shock-wave-induced reaction rate of
the neutron-reproducing processes (tritium-tritium, tritium-lithium-7, tritium-lithium-6) will
determine the intensity of the bursts of reaction chains. The tritium-producing process can
to a certain extent by controlled by inserting neutron absorption rods into the neutronreflecting structure, thus controlling back-scattering into the plasma region. For lithium-7
being a poor neutron-absorber, there is no parallel to the resonance absorption in uranium238. The gradual enrichment of helium-4 will increase non-reactive scattering but
indications exist, that helium-4 enrichment might turn out to be even useful in regard to the
safe operation of such a reactor system, when it becomes self-sustaining. The lack of
reactor-contaminating radioactive reaction products adds to the outstanding features of
neutron-reproducing thermonuclear reactor systems.
The avalanche of neutron-reproducing reaction chains, resulting from the injection of
lithium into a shock-wave-controlled neutron-producing deuterium high-pressure plasma,
can be maintained by injection boron. Boron-11 like lithium-7 is an excellent neutronmultiplier, when bombarded with tritium. The fast-neutron-induced conversion of boron-10
into tritium and helium and the slow-neutron-induced conversion of boron-10 into the
neutron-multiplying lithium-7 and helium are providing for tritium production and neutron
multiplication.
A serious disadvantage from the point of view of reactor control seems to be arising
from the fact that in all the plasma induced neutron-reproducing reaction chains, only
prompt neutrons are emitted. It is evident that the absence of delayed neutron emission
would demand for an
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exceedingly fine and extremely fast operating adjustment of the reactor controls.
Fortunately, ignition, control, and heat exchange of thermonuclear reactor systems can be
considerably improved by providing for a reflector-controlled pulsating reactor plasma. In
the case of a nuclear fusion reactor reactant plasma will be responsible for reaching a
sufficiently high reaction rate of the neutron-reproducing processes, thus developing a
controllable self-repeating cycle of plasma pulsation. The absence of delayed neutrons will
only alter rise time and decay time of the compression-induced impulse of reaction chains.
The self-stabilizing features of pulsating reactor operation will suitably control supercritical
burst of self-reproducing reaction chains. By compressing the reactant plasma zone briefly to
supercrit-icality, the gaseous zone quickly heats up and then cools itself by expansion, thus
eliminating the formidable heat transfer obstacles.
(Much work has been done in regard to the control of chain-reacting plasma zones by
magnetically and electro-dynamically induced plasma deformation, magnetically-controlled
plasma pulsation, the direct conversion of nuclear energy into electricity in plasma reactor
systems due to the high ionization rate of the plasma zone and its interaction with a static
magnetic field.)
Development of a pulsating plasma reactor system, the compression period providing for
a sufficiently high reaction rate and reproduction factor, the expanding period providing for
thrust and heat dissipation. Such a pulsating thermonuclear propulsion system, based on the
chain-reacting consumption of the lithium and boron isotopes, depends in the first line of the
realization of a shock-wave-controlled ignition process. It is to be expected that in the very
near future the United States or Russia will demonstrate, by exploding a thermonuclear
device, that such an explosion can be ignited by Shockwaves, i.e. without the use of an initial
nuclear fission device.
Since there are no highly radioactive reaction products, the tail-pipe can be directly
connected to the reactor vessel, thus avoiding indirect heat transfer. The critical diameter of
such a 'direct combustion' system depends on reaction rate and reproduction factor of the
compression
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period of the plasma pulsation, which in turn depends on the isotope ratio of the reactant
materials injected.
Accurate neutron dosage by accurate injection dosage of the reactant materials reduces
shielding volume and weight considerably.
Practically no reactor contamination. No atmospheric contamination.
Vertical start and landing operations.
Near target, the propulsion reactor system of a guided missile can be converted
automatically into a thermonuclear bomb reactor system by providing for the necessary
overloading of the reactor system.
PROGRAM OF DEVELOPMENT
Installation and operation of a shock-wave-controlled arc plasma reactor system (like project
1),
Shock-wave-ignition controlled thermonuclear exponential experiments, based on the
injection of lithium and boron into the shock-wave-controlled deuterium plasma, analysis of
injection characteristics,
Performance of a self-sustaining neutron-reproducing reactor system when directly
connected to the tail-pike, they representing a thermonuclear propulsion system, combine
injection and thrust analysis, analysis of control characteristics,
Development of a safe ignition process,
Minimum diameter of the reactor vessel vs. isotope ration, a.s.o.
INSTALLATIONS AND EQUIPMENT
Reactor system, analyzing and controlling equipment practically the same as in project 1.
Tele-operating nuclear reaction analyzer of special design,
Non-equilibrium thermodynamics-analyzer of special design,
Reactor controls of special design,
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Plasma turbulence analyzer of special design,
Digital computer components, pressure-analyzing equipment,
Photoelectric cell of special design,
Sealers, counting rate meters, pulse height analyzers,
Neutron, gamma, and radioactivity detecting and analyzing equipment,
Shock-wave-ignition reactor bombs,
Thrust analyzing equipment as in project 2, a.s.o.
As you can see, all the three projects have shock-wave-operations in common. In all the
projects, an explosion-proof structure for the reactor system and an explosion-protected
control station are needed. Most of the analyzing and controlling equipment (also that of
special design) is practically the same in 11 the projects. The task is to build up an
automatically self-recording test installation, providing for a maximum of automatically
plotted characteristics curves of the reactor system in question, thus requiring just a
minimum of scientifically trained personnel. In all the three projects, operational progress
can be achieved faster by setting up electronic analog systems.
2. The project number 1 referred to in the above was reported in IR-80-56. Installation and
equipment for this project is as follows:
A tele-controlled reactor system,(shock-wave-induced noise hazard),
Reactor vessel and electrodes immersed in an explosion-proof structure of reinforced
concrete.
Dimensions and shape of the reactor structure depend on the power input and industrial
application of the reactor system (melting furnace, chemical reactor system, a.s.o.),
Although principal demonstrations of the process in question can be carried out with a
rector system consuming around 100 kw, it is recommended to start
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the shock-wave-reactor program with a power input of about 1,000-5,000 kw, for higher
power input means higher output of reaction products, alloys, ceramics, cermets, a.s.o., i.e.
to arrive at large-scale operations (and large-scale business faster,
Power transformer, rectifier installations, power controls, stabilizing equipment, rectifier
controls, electrode controls,
Shock-wave-analyzers of special design,
Shock-wave-controls of special design,
Blowers, cooling water installations,
A travelling crane for handling the reactor system,
Explosion-protected control station, containing all the controls, analyzers, automatic power
switches,
Injection systems, electromagnetically controlled valves,
Relays and automatic switches, switchboard instruments,
Electronic instruments of special design.
Recording multichannel galvanometers and cathode ray detectors,
Ultra-sound spectrum analyzers, ultra-sound intensity meters,
Polar-coordination recorders for ultra-sound field recording,
Pulse height analyzers, pulse counting rate meters (recording),
X-Y recording instruments and plottingboards, digital computer components,
D.C.-D.C. cathode ray oscilloscopes, with cameras,
Microwave spectrum analyzers (Plasma oscillation spectrum),
Height-speed framing camera, Kerr cell cameras,
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Television equipment, monitoring the reactor core,
Multichannel magnetic data recorder,
Reaction product analyzers (when the reactor system is used as a chemical reactor systemrecording infrared and mass spectrometer analysis,
Carbon electrodes,
Reactor simulation for design work on industrial reactor system,
3. The project number 2 referred to in the above was reported in IR-79-56. Installation and
equipment for this project is:
A complete ram jet system with a flight simulator (compressor unit for the performance of
subcritical, critical, and supercirtical flow conditions) , immersed in an explosion-proof test-pit,
Injection systems of special design, electromagnetically controlled valves,
Fuel and oxygen tanks,
Explosion-protected control station,
Thrust-analyzing equipment (recording),
Shock-wave-analyzers of special design,
Shock-wave-controls of special design,
Most of the analyzing and controlling equipment of project 1, especially multichannel
recording instruments, pulse height analyzers, pulse spectrum and ultra-sound analyzers,
pulse counting rate meters, a photoelectric reaction analyzer of non-equilibrium
thermodynamics,
Temperature and pressure recording instruments,
Flow recording instruments.
COMMENTS of Preparing Officer:
4. The material contained in this report is beyond the technical ability of the Preparing
Officer to evaluate. Conversation with dr. Cooper and Dr. Multhopp, scientists of The Glen
L. Martin Company of the United States who have interviewed Dr. Richter,
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revealed that there may be something of value in the work and theory of Dr. Richter. Vergil
N. Nestor Lt. Colonel USAF Assistant Air Attache
COMMENTS of Approving Officer:
5. Material contained in this report was submitted to the Air Attache by Dr. Ronald Richter,
whose scientific reputation in Argentina is not good. (See IR-80-56).
G. R. H.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

These are the three main reports submitted by Dr. Richter to the American
authorities, obviously hoping for employment. The reports have been reproduced
as accurately as possible, including minor spelling errors. The positive and
negative comments of the American personnel preparing these reports indicate
either a split opinion of Dr. Richter's value or an attempt to cover all
contingencies. In other words, if Dr. Richter and his work were to turn out to be of
great value, then these individuals would be in line for credit for his "discovery".
On the other hand, if naught came from all of this or something negative
developed, the same command could say "I told you so".
All three examples of Dr. Richter's work involve shock waves. Ultra-sound was
harnessed and set into a feedback loop to accomplish his ends. Two projects that
he has written on above involve fusion. The ignition procedure and the
containment field are provided for by means of his a shock wave technology. If
this were all Dr. Richter had done, he would have been guaranteed inclusion in this
book for that work alone, but Dr. Richter's mind had already moved beyond the
production of a sustained fusion reaction and the technological implication,
thereof. A clue to this broader thinking is given in his specialties:
"...development and testing of highly-turbulent, magnetic-field-controlled fission
and fusion plasma systems, Experimental approach to solar flare conditions and to
the explosion-tendency of the solar plasma,
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ultraviolet excess analysis, excitation of space structure by pulsation-controlled
plasma implosion, testing the limitations of quantum mechanics and quantum
dynamics, Experimental approach to the unified field theory and to the velocity of
propagation of gravity, a.s.o."
Dr. Richter was thinking on a much grander scale. It is clear that Dr. Richter's
method was experimentation, not merely conducting "research" by scribbling
mathematical babble on a chalkboard and then insisting on a Spinosian set of
definitions of exactly what the physical universe actually is.
Dr. Richter's laboratory work led to two striking spin-offs of the shock-wave
research. He was working on furthering both this concepts as well as refining the
work already described in 1956, contemporaneously with the creation of the
Paperclip file by the US intelligence services.
The first is the direct conversion of nuclear energy into electric energy. Again,
this was an offshoot of the research already described above. It involves venting
the moving plasma through a magnetic field, which causes a plasma induction of
electric energy.
Dr. Richter indicates that the concept and testing occurred in 1951 with the
original experimentation being derived from his work in Germany in 1944. Dr.
Richter did "Preliminary work" in 1953 and he cites an unpublished letter to the
editor of "Nucleonics" on September 22, 1956 as documentation. Dr. Richter
mentions that the charge carried by some of the substances he worked with might
prove to be better than others.
Dr. Richter also mentions direct conversion of nuclear energy into radio
frequency energy in fission and fusion plasma systems. He claims the year of the
concept was 1949 and the report, again, in 1956. We have all heard of this
phenomena; it is the pulse of electromagnetic energy that occurs during detonation
of a nuclear or thermonuclear bomb. This pulse knocks out sensitive electronic
equipment and radio communications devices.
But there was another discovery made by Dr. Richter that dwarfs everything
except, perhaps, controlled fusion. This discovery is of another and entirely
different sort of energy whose discovery also resulted from Dr. Richter's work on
shock waves. Dr. Richter even coined a phrase for it, (although he is never given
credit for doing so),
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and it is a term which we hear frequently now. It is called "Zero Point Energy". Dr.
Richter writes:
"experimental approach to zero point energy (and probably to a new source of
energy at all), deriving from the analysis of exponential fusion experiments in
1951,"
So, Dr. Richter was working on fusion experiments when he hit upon
something else. In another statement we learn that the experiments that led to the
discovery of zero point energy were the experiments of directly converting plasma
energy into electrical energy (as he wrote it minor errors included):
"...still in 1944, I have been using the coupling between plasma jets and a magnetic
field as a means for analyzing non-Maxwellian plasma conditions; experimental
research of a plasma-controlled, energy-converting system (converting nuclear
energy directly into electrical energy by the induction effect) has been carried out
on a preliminary non-nuclear basis in 1951 and 1952, (deriving from the analysis
of plasma induction spectra), in 1954, a push-pull plasma reactor system has been
analyzed theoretically, based on two interconnected reactor vessels which become
plasma-critical alternately, only one vessel becomes critical at a time; when it goes
plasma-critical, a plasma jet is firing through a magnetic field, producing electrical
energy by the induction effect, in the fall of 1951, when analyzing the induction
spectrum of an extremely turbulent, shock-wave-superimposed plasma of ordinary
proton hydrogen, a specific class if signals revealed the existence of sort of
'decaying structures', not resulting from eventual electron capture by protons,
forming decaying neutrons, another class of signals, characterized by extremely
large amplitudes and very small pulse width was even indicating the existence of a
certain exchange mechanism of energy, the source of the energy being still a
mystery; sort of extremely irregular fluctuations spectrum was developing at the
very moment of optimal plasma compression, during the past four years of exile,
much theoretical work has been done
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to clarify this matter; it has been found, at least, that an explanation can be given
for the large-amplitude 'exchange signals' when we assume, that highly
compressed electron gas becomes a detector for energy exchange with what we
call zero point energy, zero point energy derives from the exclusion principle, the
exclusion principle derives from empirical data, in a shock-wave-superimposed,
turbulence-feed-back controlled plasma zone exists a high probability for cell-like
super-pressure conditions, gas represents an enormously high energy capacity of
exchange processes, about 10 to the 10th kwh per unit volume, on the basis of
exchange coupling, it seems to be possible to 'extract' a compression-proportional
amount of zero point energy by means of a magnetic-field-controlled exchange
fluctuation between the compressed electron gas and sort of cell structure in space
(dimensions about 10 to the minus 13th cm) (author's note: Dr. Richter abbreviated
this figure as scientific notation), representing the source of what we call zero
point energy, it seems even possible that the large-amplitude fluctuation signals
derive from a mechanism of energy-conversion unknown to us yet which becomes
detectable only in highly compressed electron gas, (it would be of interest to repeat
these experiments not with a proton hydrogen plasma-proton spin and electron
spin identical - but with a helium-4 plasma, the spin discrepancy supporting energy
extraction, it would also be worth-while to search for exchange signals in highpower pulsating fission plasma systems), in case, all these interpretations are fully
correct, plasma implosion analysis might turn out to become an approach to a
completely new source of energy, probably superior to nuclear energy, the present
status of this matter can best be compared with the situation when nuclear fission
was discovered, but when the development of a chain-reacting fission reactor
system was still depending on the realization of controllable neutron reproduction,
(the compression-induced 'decay signals' can be explained as resulting from wavemechanical coupling of groups
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This is a copy of the actual text written by Dr. Richter. Did he coin the words "Zero Point Energy" sometime between 1956 and 1958?
This text was declassified for the author on April 26, 1999.

This is another page of Dr. Richter's declassified text highlighting some of his accomplishments.

This is more of Dr. Richter's 1958 discussion about extracting zero point energy.

More of Dr. Richter's text. Standing ultrasound waves were the basis for all of his work.

of electrons, the repulsive forces between eh electrons becoming neutralized
gradually be wave-mechanical couplings with increasing compression,"
This has been a glimpse into the mind of Dr. Ronald Richter. It has also been a
glimpse into a probable post-war world if the Nazi government had survived and
Dr. Richter has gone on with his work, in Germany, without breaks in funding.
The media, especially the American media, wanted to brand Dr. Richter as a
charlatan. The American intelligence services which put together the Paperclip
report on Dr. Richter, spent a great deal of time and effort researching Dr. Richter
while, at the same time, repeating negative things said about him in an effort to
cover their butts no matter what became of him and his work. This tactic should
not surprise us. We have seen them do this time and time again.
The question arises as to what we are to think of Dr. Richter today. Opinion was
split in the mid-1950s. As an example of this, there is a technical evaluation of Dr.
Richter included in the Paperclip file. It is a report from The Foreign Service of the
United States of America, Office of the Air Attache, United States Embassy
(Argentina). It is dated 7/3/56 and so is concurrent with the file and reports cited A
whole group of scientists were sent by the US government to Argentina to evaluate
Richter. Interestingly enough, a medical doctor also accompanied the team. Cold
war political implications are noted. The report was done for and directly
submitted to the Director of Intelligence, USAF, and it must be concluded that this
is a high-level intelligence report. It is re-written here word for word:
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

CONFIDENTIAL
The Foreign Service of the United States Of America
Office of the Air Attache
United States Embassy
Buenos Aires, Argentina
175-R&D 3 July 1956
(Ucl)
SUBJECT: Dr. Ronald Richter (See IR-76-56, 79-56, 80-56 and 145-56)
TO: Director of Intelligence
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Headquarteres, USAF ATTN: Air Attache Branch Washington 25, D.C.
1. A recent visit by a group of U.S. atomic energy scientists to Argentina, headed by Dr.
John Hall, resulted in a conversation among Dr. Richter, Dr. Hall and two other scientists in
the group. The undersigned officer attended a meeting with Dr. Hall subsequent to this
conference and the following items of interest relative to Dr. Richter are being forwarded
for information and whatever action is required:
a.
Dr. Richter is considered by Dr. Hall to be "a mad genius". Along the same lines
Dr. Hall stated that Dr. Richter is thinking in the year 1970. Dr. Hall was quite impressed
with the knowledge, theories and work of Dr. Richter. He will attempt to send to Argentina
an atomic scientist thoroughly familiar with Dr. Richter's field of work to further interrogate
Dr. Richter and thus properly evaluate his capabilities. One of the visiting group who
attended this conference was a medical doctor and has diagnosed Dr. Richter as being close
to the verge of a complete breakdown
b.
Dr. Richter has visited the undersigned officer several times during the past four
months. He has become increasingly concerned about his future inasmuch as he cannot
secure employment in Argentina and has completely exhausted all his personal funds. Dr.
Richter has repeatedly indicated his desire to work for the U.S. or for any country that is
opposed to the Communists. It isknown to this officer that Dr. Richter has been approached
four times in the past six months by "pink" Germans residing in Buenos Aires and has been
urged to visit the Russian attache who would completely solve all of his problems. His
condition at present is such that the undersigned feels that unless he has some definite
encouragement for obtaining employment in the U.S. or with
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a Western Bloc country, he will accept employment with the Communist Bloc.
175-R&D, USAIRA, Buenos Aires, Argentina,
Subj Dr. Ronald Richter
2. It is urged that this office be advised if there is any interest on the part of private concerns
or governmental agencies in securing Dr. Richter's services. Dr. John Hall of the Atomic
Energy Commission may be contacted on this subject.
Vergil N. Nestor Lt. Col USAF Air Attache
* * * * * * *
A second memo of the exact same date, July 3, 1956 contains a significant paragraphs:
3. Dr. Richter's work in Argentina should be reviewed by a competent specialist. The
recommendation of Dr. Hall to interrogate Dr. Richter is concurred in. Specifically, this
headquarters desires the following information:
a.
Technical data, diagrams and plans concerning his experiments in Argentina and
Germany in 1943 (reference IR-76-56) with discussion of his problems and results.
b.
Resume of his research activity, problems and results while at Berlin-SuhlerWaffen-und-Fahrzeugwereke during 1937/38 (reference IR-76-56).
4. The headquarter's interest in foreign activities in the nuclear field covered by Dr.
Richter in Argentina requires the utilization of technically qualified persons. Should there be
no interest in other government agencies or private industry of Dr. Richter's services, this
headquarters would attempt to retain Dr. Richter, either in the U.S. if he can be permitted to
enter, or in Argentina. Dr. Richter's evaluation of unclassified literature of various foreign
nations in this field would
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Three pages describing "new" fusion research using standing ultrasound waves.

Other internet article describing replication of the sonofusion experiments.

be quite valuable considering his reported first hand experience.

* * * * * * *
Two points emerge form this. The U.S. government wanted to know more about
his early fusion research, the chain-reaction consumption via jetting lithium and
boron isotopes into the Shockwave ignited fusion reaction and he research done at
the (spelled correctly) Berlin-Suhler-Waffen und Fahrzeugewerk, Gustloff-Werke,
Suhl, Thuringia, Germany. In other words, the research work he did for the
Gustloff Aircraft Works in Suhl, in the Jonas Valley, Nazi Germany's Area 51.
On November 21, 1956, the USAF declined sponsoring Dr. Richter but left the
door open to other U.S. governmental or private agencies if they wished to do so.
In the meantime, it was their recommendation that Dr. Richter be kept under lock
and key, either in the USA or in Argentina.
As said earlier, the statement saying that Dr. Richter was "thinking in the year
1970" turns out to be one of the greatest understatements of the scientific 20th
Century. Even today, after billions and billions of dollars and the careers of two
generations of atomic scientists have been poured into sub-atomic particle
research, we still do not, today, have controlled atomic fusion.
Anyone having doubts the validity of Dr. Richter's work should review the
articles below concerning the state of nuclear fusion research from almost a halfcentury later.
Somehow, for some reason, Dr. Richter and his work were simply allowed to
fade away into history.
SOURCES
The National Archives and Records Administration, 8601 Adelphi Rd., College
Park, MD. 20740-6001, Foreign Scientist Case Files 1945-1958, Paperclip File of
Dr. Ronald Richter, Box 54 of record Group 330.
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37 Dr. Friedrich Gold, Again

Once the reader has had time to re-read and digest the magnitude of Dr.
Richter's discoveries, one small item should be injected into consideration
concerning the future implications of his work. This small item comes from Dr.
Friedrich Gold, which we encountered in the discussion of gaseous means to stop
engines from running.
In addition to his research on gas, Dr. Gold had given considerable thought to
the limitations of rocketry, nuclear propulsion, the conversion of nuclear energy
into other forms of energy as well as travel through deep space. This is such a
short document that it is better posted in its entirety.
The reason for the consideration of these ideas at this point is that they can only
be considered in light of Dr. Richter's innovations. In particular are the similar
ideas concerning nuclear propulsion, utilization of Dr. Richter's method direct
conversion of atomic plasma energy to electrical energy and the utilization of
"energy within 'space'" as Dr. Gold seems to call zero point energy.
While we are comparing Dr. Richter's "zero point energy" to Dr. Gold's "energy
within 'space'", we might throw in Hans Coler's energy source for his machine,
"Raumenergie" or "space energy". Coler's work was reviewed by both Dr. Frolich
and Dr. Schumann at an early date. This means that thought about this new form of
energy would have had years to foment within Nazi Germany.
In fact, these scientist's ideas dovetail so perfectly that one has to wonder as to
whether there was actual

Another internet article describing replication of the sonofusion experiments.

personal communication between them. Further, one has to wonder at the general
level of communication and mutual understanding of all those scientists involved
in cutting-edge, high technology during the Third Reich. Also, one has to ask
about the very underpinnings of how this communication and understanding could
take place.
SOURCES
Combined Intelligence Objectives Sub-Committee report, Item No. 1,4,&5, file
No. 32-109, page 22, Interrogation Of Dr. Hans Friedrich Gold, Jan. 17, 1946, G-2
Division, SHAEF (Reer) APO413
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38 Why?

Let's finish the question raised in the previous chapter.
What was the reason for so many scientific and technical breakthroughs in
Germany at this time? Was it simply the result of the educational system of the
time? Was it the pressure of the losing war effort? Was it a culture of high
expectation?
I think it was all these things and yet something else. What I mean by this
statement is that the Germans anticipated making breakthroughs as a matter of
course because they believed in paradigms unique to Nazi Germany. In other
words, one of the answers to my question could be Nazi culture itself. Of course
the words "Nazi culture" does not mean something monolithic inspite of
propaganda efforts to say exactly that. It involved many paradigms.
But one of these paradigms comes specifically to mind in our discussion of
German science and technology. It has to do with new energy. Contemporaries
might have relegated this paradigm to the world of the occult even as they
reviewed the technical achievements of the 3rd Reich immediately after the war—
and so discarded. Or, it might never have been recognized as a part of Nazi
thought at all, and so overlooked. Today, using a wider viewing perspective, it
may be worth reconsideration.
Dr. Richter was responsible for several lines of new research. Most of us who
have read his FOIA file would conclude that his work on atomic fusion was the
most important. But that might not be the case in the long run. Dr. Richter coins
the term "zero point

energy" in 1957. Now, almost 50 years later, this is a concept is receiving a great
deal of attention from researchers today who are interested in new ways of energy
production.
But, it is quite obvious from his commentary that Dr. Richter first had to
reconstitute his laboratory and confirm his results from earlier work. Dr. Richter,
for instance, began his shock wave fusion research in Germany in 1942. His work
was decades old before coming to the attention of the American CIA. Is it not
reasonable to assume that the basic work done to formulate his ideas on zero point
energy were from those times also? And is it not reasonable to conclude from the
comments of Dr. Gold and his "energy within 'space'", that knowledge of Dr.
Richter's work was desciminated though inner circles of the Reich?
"Zero point energy" is today a buzzword of a kind of fringe, cutting-edge,
physics. At first glance, it seems almost impossible for this word-phrase to have
been coined by an old Nazi-era German scientist. But zero point energy would not
have been quite such a strange concept in Germany during the Nazi period as it
seems to some now.
The Germans were working on alternative means to produce energy. Karl
Schappeller, discussed in my first book, was a great example. His work was
continued to the Nazi period through the Reichsarbeitsgemeinschaft. Viktor
Schauberger received state funding and facilities from the Nazi government. Hans
Coler continued his work during those years and his continuing research was
eventually was funded by the German Navy while at least one of his devices was
being produced by a division of Siemens. He called the source of energy
"Raumenergie" which is "space energy" in English. In the discovery of zero point
energy, Dr. Richter may have been looking for experimental confirmation of
theoretical ideas already held for some time within some circles. Dr. Gold went so
far as to try to explain ideas of energy within space to the Americans but they were
obviously not ready to listen.
The point we should keep in mind is that all of these devices and ideas involved
the vortex. A vortex device produces a torsion field according to Nick Cook,
Aviation editor of Jane's Defense Weekly. Drawing from Igor Witkowski, the Bell
was a machine that spun cylinders of a violet, liquid, mercury-compound-based
substance. Known mercury compounds are all solids. We are left to conclude
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that the material used in the Bell was red mercury, which also can be violet in
color.
Cook compares properties of the Bell with experiments done on spinning
superconductors1. We already know that red mercury could be used as a
semiconductor. Inserting impurities into other substances such as silicon makes
semiconductors.
But was a pure form of red mercury a superconductor? Or perhaps stated better:
Are certain types of red mercury superconductors? Mercury is a great conductor of
electricity and used for that purpose in a variety of electric switches, including
household thermostats. If red mercury is even close to being a superconductor then
a vortex of red mercury given a shot of electric current would have induced a huge
electric/magnetic field in the surrounding area or field.
Cook mentions that a torsion field bends 4 dimensions and so bends time. It
also radiates energy, including electromagnetic energy throughout the spectrum2.
With a vortex, it is simple. If energy goes in, then energy must come out. Think of
the energy implications for tornados and hurricanes, for instance. The energy
coming out doesn't necessarily take the same form of what went in. A conversion
takes place. Cook mentions that efforts at tuning the bell were taking place3.
"Tuning" means converting the output energy into a form you want.
Cook points out that a torsion field is capable of directing zero point energy.
Zero point energy is aether, or ether energy by another name. A machine that can
also generate an electromagnetic field is especially valuable in directing this
energy4.
Cook describes the torsion field as being something like a mixer found in a
kitchen. In this analogy, the mixer puts the batter or whatever is being mixed into
motion, which is the same as that of the torsion field. But instead of batter, energy
itself is being put into this new pattern of motion. The result is a huge increase in
the field energy being moved and so a huge increase in the energy available to be
put to use.
Returning to tuning a tuned output means that a field of electromagnetic energy
or perhaps even zero point energy is possible. This would certainly power any
machine including one that flies. Such a powerful torsion field could also bend
space and alter time. It would also function as an energy device since it would
activate more energy than was inputted, just as did the simpler Schauberger vortex
machines that used only air and water.
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Now we can return to the question posed at the beginning of this chapter: Why
did this and other breakthroughs come during the period of the Third Reich? Do
you think this is all an accident? Do you think this came about, step by step, as a
series of random, non-directed, unrelated discoveries that somehow got pieced
together into a coherent whole? Do you think there was no overall game plan
involved?
"The Germans ignored Einstein and developed an approach to gravity based on
quantum theory, Wikowski said. Don't forget that Einsteinian physics, relativity
physics, with its big-picture view of the universe, represented Jewish science to the
Nazis. Germany was where quantum mechanics was born. The Germans were
looking at gravity from a different perspective to anyone else. Maybe it gave them
answers to things the pro-relativity scientists hadn't even thought of."5
"Some of it, however - notably the non-conventional science pursued by the SS came from a different culture altogether."6
"When the Americans tripped over this mutant strain of non-linear physics and
took it back home with them, they were astute enough to realize that their
homegrown scientific talent couldn't handle it. That it was beyond their cultural
terms of reference. That's why they recruited so many Germans. The Nazis
developed a unique approach to science and engineering quite separate from the
rest of the world, because of their ideology, unrestrained as it was, supported a
wholly different way of doing things. Von Braun's V-2s are a case in point, but so
was their understanding of physics. The trouble was, when the Americans took it
all home with them they found out, too late, that it came infected with a virus. You
take the science on, you take on aspects of the ideology, as well."7
This is a huge point. German science was influenced by German culture - a
German culture of those Nazi times. To understand how all these futuristic ideas
came into being, an understanding of that esoteric culture must be considered.
Fortunately, the concepts under consideration, the vortex, the torsion field, zero
point energy and the singularity illustrate an important aspect in their belief
system.
The SS took inspiration from older mysterious groups. So did the parent
organization, the Nazis themselves. The swastika, for instance, is now almost
universally interpreted as a sun sign. No doubt this is true. But the swastika, as
Hitler chose the symbol, was black and
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tipped on its side. The impression is of a spinning, hooked cross. This is the best
static representation one can make of a vortex in motion. Yet, it was a black
vortex. Why?
The swastika as we know it is not the only swastika to surface in Nazi
Germany. The SS used round swastikas. The SS, Heinrich Himmler's rather
strange creation, also drew swastikas with many more arms than the four we are
accustomed to seeing.
In fact, at the SS headquarters Himmler built, Wewelsberg Castle, there is a
huge stylized swastika mosaic that forms a floor of a central rotunda. This
swastika has twelve arms and they are bent twice. This is the Black Sun swastika.
The Black Sun was a kind of all-seeing eye in the minds of the SS. It was
allegedly located at the center of the galaxy around which our sun and all other
stars made one rotation every 26,000 years. The Black Sun was a huge vortex. It
could not be seen by the naked eye as our solar sun is seen. Instead, they believed,
it emitted invisible radiation that extended throughout the galaxy all the way to
earth. Only the initiated knew of the Black Sun.
For these initiated, the very words upon which the abbreviation "SS" is based
was not the commonly held "Schutz Staffel" or bodyguard in English, but
"Schwarze Sonne" or Black Sun in English. So, the SS was really the Schwarze
Sonne in the minds of initiates while for the masses it was Schutz Staffel. Each
group gave the symbol a totally different meaning.
Today we know the Black Sun is no idle myth. Today we know that at the heart
of each galaxy there lies what we call today a black hole. Today we know that this
black hole and the galaxy surrounding it are part of an integrated system. We know
today that there is a precise mathematical relationship between the speed of the
outermost stars orbiting the black hole and the strength of that black hole itself.
We know the black hole sucks in matter via a huge vortex and yieldsa tremendous
amount of energy, including electromagnetic radiation right across the spectrum. It
also produces a tremendous magnetic field.
But the speed of the outer stars has nothing to do with the "attraction" of gravity
produced by the black hole. That black hole is much too far away. Nor does it have
anything to do with the huge magnetic field generated by the black hole. Yet, the
mathematical relationship is so strong that there does exist a cause and effect
relationship between
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This is an internet article in which Professor A. Zielinski proposes a unifying aether explanation of energy, matter and gravity. This is a
densification and transmutation explanation of aether in which matter is a aether/gravity shield. If we add re-radiation, as in a black hole,
and the theory is complete. Scientists within the 3rd Reich must have known or must have been moving toward this realization.
http://www.viewzone.com/unified.field.html

The larger the galaxy, the stronger the black hole; the stronger the black hole, the faster the stars in that galaxy rotate. But, the star speed
is not accountable through the effects of "gravity". Does a black hole re-radiate the energy it captures, thereby generating energy with
glues the galaxy together? Is this energy glue aether and is not aether what we call "gravity" when aether is being absorbed (or shielded)
locally, by matter?

Date: 2002-06-04

Black Hole Dynamo May Be Cosmos' Ultimate Electricity Generator

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.J une 3, 2002 -Researchers at the U.S. Department of Energy's Los
Alamos National Laboratory believe that magnetic field lines extending a few million light
years from galaxies into space may be the result of incredibly efficient energy-producing dynamos
within black holes that are somewhat analogous to an electric motor. Los Alamos researchers
Philipp Kronberg, Quentin Dufton, Stirling Colgate and Hui Li today discussed this finding at
the American Astronomical Society meeting in Albuquerque, N.M.

This is an internet article with compares the energy output of a black hole to an electric motor.

This is a NASA/JPL internet article. It describes the energy output of a black hole. It says in part: "This research helps us unlock the
mysteries of rotating black holes and confirms that their rotation actually produces power output.' In other words, a spinning black hole is
a vortex and it is the vortex which makes power output possible.

the two. The black hole's sphere of influence extends to its outermost stars, which
demonstrates that the whole thing, the black hole, stars and vortex galaxy are part
of one huge system—one huge field.
We all know that a black hole sucks in matter and energy. Now we know that
this input is matched by a huge output of energy. Along with the energy output
from this black hole is it not reasonable to assume that these Nazi theoreticians
might also speculate that it was the source for the mysterious, all pervasive, zero
point energy? Would they have not considered this huge, powerful black hole, the
Black Sun, to be a source of this power just as an electric motor generates an
electric field?
Somehow, the SS had this knowledge. Somehow this concept found its way
into their lore. Should the Nazis have won the war, one triangular section of
Wewelsberg Castle was to form the tip of a huge architectural spear. Forming the
remainder of this spear was to be something like a whole city. This city was to be a
university. This university would have been dedicated to the teaching of concepts
that are totally unknown, forgotten, or little appreciated today. It would have been
a center for Nazi thought, culture, alternative leaning and new science.
Given their belief in the Black Sun and zero point or aether energy, is it not
reasonable to assume that they would seek experimental confirmation of the basic
vortex concept? Is it not reasonable to assume that, once confirmed, scientific
validation and actual technical exploitation of this new source of power would be a
high priority for an energy-staved country at war? In other words, is it not
reasonable to assume that the Germans were pre-disposed to making the breakthrough that they did and, conversely, isn't it reasonable to assume that the
Western Allies, for instance, were not even close to this mindset? Further, isn't it
reasonable to assume that even when confronted by the hardware and ideas of this
vanquished group of scientists, these ideas would be minimized or rejected out-ofhand by outsiders simply because it had gone far beyond their own circle of
thinking?
"As above, so below" is an old occult saying. In fact, the Schauber-ger devices,
the Schappeller device and well as the Bell function as miniature versions of our
galaxy following this line of thought. The Germans brought the knowledge of the
larger concept, literally their world-view, and applied it to their specific
technology.
This brings us full circle back to the SS fountainhead in
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Skoda/Pilsen, the Kammler Group, and to its scientific overseer and spiritual
father, Dr. Hans Kammler.
SOURCES
1. Cook, Nick, 2001, page 194, The Hunt for Zero Point One Man's Journey to the
Biggest Secret Since the Invention of the Atom Bomb, Random House Group, Ltd.,
London
2. ibid, pages 229,232
3. ibid, page 233
4. ibid, page 232
5. ibid, page 194
6. ibid, page 251
7. ibid, page 270
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39 Kammler Again

As mentioned in our first discussion of Kammler, all the science, technology
and weaponry we have seen so far as well as much, much more awaiting to be rediscovered, were all part of the Kammler hoard hidden somewhere near Pilsen and
the Skoda Works.
Kammler was careful in amassing this technological treasure. He certainly had
enemies or at least those within government who were jealous of his rapid rise and
the power he had taken. It is almost certain that Nazi bigwigs were kept "out of the
loop" regarding this technological magic. Kammler would be, then, in a position to
unveil his wonder weaponry and save the Reich, forever securing his position
within the Nazi Party. The fact that this would never be realized is more chance
and circumstance which was out of Kammler's control, although there are hints
that he recognized political uncertainties and was involved in that arena also1. This
part of Kammler's history, as well as his many "deaths" and possible post-war
survival and hidden ascendence, should properly await telling by the researchers
responsible for this startling information, hopefully, in English2.
The immediate problem we will deal with now is attempting to make the
advanced science and technology, which has been discussed in these pages,
concrete, in the eyes of the reader. This is especially difficult since this same
information has purposely been suppressed by all those interests who have had
access to it. Only small dribbles of this vast sea of knowledge have oozed their
way to the surface in the last sixty

This documenl is really the last trace of Dr. Hans Kammler. It is dated April 23, 1945. It orders SS Sturmbanfueher Grosch in Prague to
order another SS officer, Schuermann, in Berlin, to immediately blow up something called a "V-1 device" there and to then report to a
command in Munich. Why Kammler would waste time with a single V-1 buzz-bomb in Berlin at this time seems more than a little
strange. Perhaps this was not a standard V-1 or this device was not a Vergeltungs weapon at all and so the "V" stood tor something else
entirely. This order is marked with a handwritten "Geheim" (Secret) and is signed by Kammler, personally, not simply issued by his office
in his name. This is a strange way to exit the world stage.

years, and all that has surfaced has done so with a false and/or clouded
developmental history.
Perhaps the reader will remember the discussion in my first book, Hitler's
Flying Saucers, of a strange letter from Prague dated March, 19443. This cryptic
letter began with the words which, in English are: "Still Alive" and go on to
describe recent events in Prague. It was of interest in the previous book because
this letter recounted developments in one of the German flying discs at Prague.
Klaus-Peter Rothkugel has pointed out something else about this letter and it is
something very important to the larger story of lost German technology. It is the
first mention of the name "Achenbach". Achenbach's name is affixed by the word
"Diplom.". This might either mean he was a diplomat or it might mean he had
received a degree in engineering although in the latter case it is usually written
with the word for engineer, "Ing.", added. Achenbach's name is written in same
paragraph as describes the progress made with the flying disc and in the company
of other names about which questions of their current presence and status are
asked. In the case of Aschenback, it is asked "Where is Diplom. Achenbach? To
Canaris -". Admiral Wilhelm Canaris was in command of the Abwehr, the German
military intelligence. So connecting the dots here, Ashenbach was among a
knowledgeable inner circle who knew of secret weaponry under development and
had connections to the highest levels of German military intelligence.
Now, let's quickly review page 133, third and fourth paragraphs, of Hitler's
Flying Saucers. These two paragraphs are based on a 1998 book in Czech by Dr.
Milos Jesensky and Robert Lesniakiewicz4. These two paragraphs are reproduced
here:
"On October 13, 1945, over five months after the hostilities in Europe had ended,
the French embassy in Prag notified the Czechoslovakian Foreign Ministry that an
SS officer in a French detention camp had given them information that a cache of
secret documents existed near Prag. This cache took the form of a tunnel in which
32 boxes of secret documents were hidden and were wired with explosives before
being sealed at its opening. The French offered their services and the information
given to them by the SS officer in question, Guenther Achenbach.
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The "Still Alive" letter from Prague, March, 1944. This letter was in the possession of Josef Andreas Epp until his death in 1997. It
describes the developmental progress on a German flying disc in Prague as well as poor conditions in Prague to a person named K.
Ruediger. Of interest now is the mention of a Diplm. Achenbach. The writer asks where he is now, to Canaris and Goedeler? Canaris ran
the Naval Intelligence Agency, the Abwehr. He was later hung for treason. Today, there are rumors and a novel linking Canaris to a
contingency plan in the event that Germany lost the war as well as secret, high technology. Achenbach was involved in the post-war
leaking of a secret cache of information on microfilm to French authorities. Evidently, the French did not act but the Americans did once
they got wind of the tip. This action provoked an international incident between the East and West. Thanks to Gerhard Petak (Kadmon)
who set this letter into legible text which appears a the right.

This is a British Intelligence Objectives Sub-Committee report, number 142, which describes a cache of secret documents on microfilm.

But even after months of waiting, the French from the Czechoslovakian Foreign
Ministry received no response.
Somehow the Americans got wind of this information. Incredibly, the Americans
on February 13, 1946, mounted an armed incursion into Czechoslovakiam, which
was in the Soviet sphere of occupation, retrieved this hoard of information and
escaped back into occupied Germany. Naturally the Czechoslovakians were
furious and demanded and got an apology from the Americans. They also
demanded the return of the German documents stolen from their sovereign
territory. The Americans did return documents but probably not those sensitive
documents for which the expedition was mounted."
Achenbach was the source of a piece of intelligence describing a hoard of
documents near Prague, which, as it turned out, interested the Americans enough
to mount in incursion, that is, mount an invasion, breaking international law at a
very sensitive moment in time. The only reasonable explanation for this series of
events is that this hoard of documents represented the microfilmed records of the
Kammler Group and the entire cache of secret German weapons, science and
technology.
Now, new evidence has surfaced that the Americans did have prior knowledge
of this cache of documents. This evidence takes the form of an intelligence report
produced by the United States Strategic Air Force In Europe, Office Of The
Assistant Chief of Staff A-2, Exploitation Division APO 033 dated July 29, 19455.
This report deals with any possible information or weaponry produced at Skoda by
the Germans, which could have been sent to the Japanese. In late July, 1945, the
atomic bomb had not yet been dropped on Hiroshima, so hostilities were still ongoing in the Pacific. The report has been edited using a favorite method of the
government. They have made much of the report illegible. Because it was taken
off microfilm the government feels it has plausible deny-ability in rendering it
illegible. Fortunately, the first few and last page can be made out and with some
processing, read. The very last paragraph jumps out. The last page is reproduced
here and the last paragraph reads:
"4. Investigation should be undertaken of report that
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microfilms of 2 1 /2 million Skoda drawings had been hidden in three caves
immediately East of SRBSKO (L-5863) in the event that Ordnance personnel are
not satisfied with completeness of previous investigations."
What is meant by "not satisfied" is what was described in the first two pages of
the report. The basic problem is that at least two American intelligence units were
sent to Skoda but got little cooperation from the Czechs in charge of the facility.
These Czechs quickly realized how their bread was buttered. They and their
country would remain in the Soviet sphere so it was with the Soviets that their
future lay, not the Western Allies. Giving sensitive information to the Americans
would not be viewed upon favorably by the Soviets.
Once the war with Japan was over, the Americans returned to the topic of the
Kammler Group and its files. They realized that the Czechs had given them less
than the truth. They also had intelligence of a large cache of sensitive documents,
intelligence that was confirmed by the French. Apparently, the Soviets had not
been given this information for whatever reasons. The Americans did act, seizing
the microfilmed documents, some of which were later returned.
As to the question if the Americans, British, French or Russians ever found all
of the German secret high-technology they sought, well, the answer is that it
certainly has to be doubted6.
Another source, Kurt Kreutzfeld, a German prisoner of war interviewed and
cited in the British Intelligence Sub-Committee report number 142, page 4, shows
us how widespread microfilming of this type was:
"An agency had been set up in Berlin for the microfilming of important technical
and political papers under the control of Oberst Sauer who had his office at 88
Potsdamerstrasse. He came under the control of Speer's ministry, but also copied
all the important papers of the S.S. Hauptamt. After the first heavy attacks of
Berlin in 1943 it was decided to conceal three or more sets of the film copies at
various dispersal points, probably in southern Germany. Gen. Ing. Herrmann and
Oberst Diesing of the R.L.M. were thought to be responsible for the evacuation
order. Manfred von Brauchitsch was charged with the transport of the films.
Obersts
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Kneemeier and Diesing of the R.L.M., Oberst Geist who worked with Sauer and
the head of the Beschaffungs and Ruestungslieferungamt of the army should know
the location of one or more of the hiding places. This information has been passed
to Air Intelligence and they are dealing with the matter."
Indeed, one witness claims that still, today, the 2.5 tons of archival material
remain under the control of former SS members and are still intact7.
Sources
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40 Conclusion

Does our government keep files of German technology suppressed to this day? I
certainly think so. In fact, I think there is a whole history of World War Two
German scientific and technical development that has been kept from us.
As has been mentioned, rarely are the implications of any technology discussed
in government files. There seems to be some unwritten system by which only a
general description of the technology is given in a government report. From there
government people must go to a more secret and detailed report or contact the
individuals responsible for compiling that report. Should their security clearance
suffice, a briefing might follow. The final stage might involve a trip to the
government facility involved with further development of this technology.
People high up in government often retire to work for private industry. It is
suspected that sometimes a reward is given to these individuals if they have
distinguished themselves and endeared themselves in some way while in
government service. What better way to reward someone than to throw a
technological pearl their way, or rather, in the way of the private industrial firm in
which they are now employed and in which the individual in question has stock
options. In this way German technology was slowly and secretly spread
throughout American industry to the benefit of certain insiders. We have already
touched upon one example involving exactly this scenario, but let me go over this
excellent example again, making this second point.

German tank crews on the Eastern Front found that low temperature winter
conditions turned their crankcase oil into asphalt. The tanks wouldn't start. German
soldiers actually had to build fires under their tanks to heat the oil in order for their
tanks to start in the morning. Starting each day by building a fire under your tank
isn't exactly safe. German chemists needed to get busy.
Oil gets thicker as it cools. This is one measure of oil, its flow rate, which is
called viscosity. This is familiar to as by numbers: 30 weight oil, 10w-30 oil, as so
forth. The lower the number, the thinner the oil. Longer oil molecules flow more
slowly than shorter ones. Actually, each "weight" of oil is an average containing
both long and short molecular strands. The average strand length for 10w oil is
shorter than for 20w oil but each grade represents an average, each contains both
long and short oil molecules.
What the German chemists did was to re-synthesize new oil molecules from
existing mineral oil. The new re-synthesized molecules were more uniform in
length as compared with normal mineral oil. They found that the new synthetic oil
flowed much better at low temperatures because of this internal consistency. This
meant that the tanks were able to start in cold weather. As a byproduct of this new
process it was found that the new molecules were much tougher than conventional
oil and could lubricate at much higher temperatures. After the war this technology
disappeared for thirty years.
Then, in 1975, Mobil Oil Company announced a new product, "Mobil One".
This was based upon the German process for re-synthesized mineral oil. It was a
huge financial success. Somehow, and for some reason, Mobil Oil got the secrets
to the German synthetic oil process after a lapse of thirty years and made a ton of
money. This revelation spawned a whole new lubrication industry, that of
synthetic motor oil.
Another factor is timing. With new times come new priorities. After May, 1945,
the priority was using German technology to defeat the Japanese, as we did with
the atomic bomb. Later, the priority was deterrence of the Communist Block.
Energy has become a priority. It is interesting that the British only made the
discovery of Hans Coler public after the first energy crisis of the early 1970s.
Evidently they were afraid of the accusation of suppression of this technology and
wanted to come clean before the next energy crisis.
I think we can expect large American companies to "invent" some
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of these technologies in the near future as the need arises. I also think that any
further economic deterioration in the lands of the former Soviet Union also might
produce some of this technology on the open or black market as was the case with
red mercury. There is also the possibility that the former Allied Powers did not
corner all of this German technology. To this day the Germans keep secrets, even
from other NATO and EU countries. The underground high-tech facilities at
Jonastal are proof that there remains an untold story or two.
Besides the technology itself, I think whole suppressed or hidden histories of
how this technology came to pass will slowly surface as it become feasible to do
so in the political climate. The final history of World War Two has not yet been
written.
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